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The Indiana Academy of Science has been an important voice of Indiana
science since its inception in 1885 .

The Indiana Academy of Science continues to enjoy a high professional stature with a membership
that includes many of the states’ leading scientists from industry and academia, science educators,
and science graduate and undergraduate students. It is a non-profit organization with a threefold
mission: 1.) promoting scientific research and diffusing scientific information, 2.) encouraging
communication and cooperation among scientists, and 3.) improving education in the sciences
The Academy accomplishes its mission by providing opportunity for scholarly exchange through the
Annual Academy of Science Meeting – showcasing the research and scientific work of Indiana’s scientists,
science educators, and Indiana graduate and undergraduate college students; as well as that of invited
nationally recognized scientists and others whose work is related; publishing the celebrated Proceedings
of the Indiana Academy of Science, the biannual journal of peer reviewed papers authored by Indiana’s
scientists (and scientists from the Midwest) --in circulation since 1885 in print, and available online; publishing
books and special publications and the quarterly Academy Newsletter; awarding Indiana Academy of
Science Senior Research Grants to Academy members and graduate and undergraduate science students,
Indiana Community Grants to Academy senior scientists, and the Indiana Academy of Science Winona
Welch Award for Botanical Biodiversity Research Grant; engaging Indiana high school science
educators and science students in science education programming; partnering with Indiana community
organizations to reach greater Indiana with public education; and conducting Bio Blitz field studies .
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President’s Welcome
Hello, friends,
Welcome to the 136th Annual Meeting of the Indiana
Academy of Science! I am so glad you are here! This
year’s virtual meeting - attended by nearly 200
scientists and science educators - features an exciting
slate of over 100 research presentations, workshops,
roundtable discussions, and hot topics!
We are fortunate to welcome two outstanding keynote speakers.
Dr . Robert Fullilove, Associate Dean of Community and Minority
Affairs at the Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health, is
a civil rights activist whose research is in the area of racial disparities in
public health outcomes. Dr. Fullilove will speak about health disparities in a global pandemic.
Dr . William Sullivan, Showalter Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology at Indiana
University, is the author of Pleased to Meet Me: Genes, Germs, and the Curious Forces that
Make Us Who We Are. In his address, Dr. Sullivan will explore the secrets of human
behavior.
This year’s meeting also features two plenary presentations, topics relevant to community
health at macro and micro scales. Dr . Vanessa Quinn, Immediate Past President of the
Indiana Academy of Science and Professor of Biology Purdue Northwest, will speak about
data collection methods to assess lead exposure in northwest Indiana, and I will talk about
the tools cells use to unclog molecular channels, which are crucial to preventing several
human diseases.
We have a slate of exciting workshop, roundtable, and hot topic presentations for you to
choose from, exploring a broad range of topics, including Covid-19, equity and diversity in
STEM, the climate crisis, the emerging cicada brood, cutting edge laboratory techniques,
science communication, and more! Most of today’s sessions and research presentations
will be recorded! They will be available to view online at your convenience after the
meeting, so you don’t have to worry about missing out on any of the outstanding science as
you enjoy today’s sessions!
I hope you will not only attend today’s sessions, but also engage the presenters, especially
our early career scientists sharing their work. While physically distanced, we can
nevertheless connect with and encourage each other during today’s meeting!
Finally, I offer my sincere gratitude to Executive Director, Dr. Delores Brown, Administrative
Assistant Ms. Linda Buff, Section Chairs and Vice Chairs, our speakers and panelists, and all
who invested countless hours in preparing today’s meeting. Without you, today would not
have been possible. I am looking forward to sharing the day with you. Thank you for your
dedication to science and your commitment to the Academy!
All the best,
Eric (VJ) Rubenstein, PhD
President, Indiana Academy of Science
ƐƐŽĐŝĂƚĞWƌŽĨĞƐƐŽƌ͕Ăůů^ƚĂƚĞhŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ
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AGENDA:
136th Annual Academy Meeting
:

SATURDAY March 20, 2021

Virtual

8:00 a .m .

OPENING w/ Rick Crosslin
WELCOME
Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein
President, Indiana Academy of Science

9:00 a .m .

AWARDS CEREMONY
Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein and Marcia E . Moore (presiding)

8:30 a .m .





9:30 a .m .

Distinguished Scholar: Dr . Donald G . Ruch
Distinguished Service: Patricia Zeck
Fellows: Dr . Delores G . Brown, Ellen M . Jacquart .
Dr . Mark Jordan, Dr . J .D . Mendez,
Dr . Darrell G . Schulze

PLENARIES (Concurrent)
Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein: “Clearing the Way: How Cells
Unclog Clogged Channels”
Dr . Vanessa Quinn: “Lead Exposure in Northwest
Indiana: A Novel Strategy for Data Collection”

10:00 a .m .
10:15 a .m .
11:45 a .m .

POSTER RESEARCH VIEWING/Academy Exhibits
(Always On)1

ORAL RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS

Section)

(Concurrent by

POSTER RESEARCH VIEWING/Academy Exhibits
(Always On)

12:00 noon

MEMBERSHIP SUMMIT: Election Results, Introduction

12:15 p .m .

136th ANNUAL ACADEMY MEETING KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS (Concurrent)
Dr . William Sullivan: “Pleased to Meet Me: Genes,

of new officers/committee members, Bylaw amendment
results, other Academy business .

Germs, and the Curious Forces That Make Us Who We
Are”
Dr . Robert Fullilove: “Health Disparities and Viral
Pandemics: What Comes Next?”

1:00 p .m .

POSTER RESEARCH VIEWING/Academy Exhibits

1:15 p .m . – 2:30 p .m .

HOT TOPIC DISCUSSIONS/ WORKSHOPS/ ROUND
TABLE DISCUSSION (Concurrent)

2:30 p .m .

VIRTUAL NETWORKING / SECTION MEETINGS
CLOSING REMARKS: Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein
Passing the Gavel: Dr . Vanessa Quinn (President, 2019-

(Always On)

2020)
Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein (President, 2020-2021)
Dr . Paul K . Doss (President, 2021-2022)

3:15 p .m .

ADJOURN
1

TODAY… An Overview
:
Opening
8:00 a .m .

Celebrity Science Educator Rick Crosslin serves as Master of Ceremony for
the 136th Annual Academy Meeting .

Rick Crosslin is the District Scientist in Residence at MSD Wayne Township,
Awards include 2015 TechPoint Foundation Bridge Builder, 2016 Creative
Teaching Award Eli Lilly Foundation, 2011 Academy of Model Aeronautics
Education Outreach Appreciation, 2011 Society of Professional Journalism
Best Medical/Science Reporting, Indiana Expeditions 2010 Indiana Wildlife
Federation Education Conservationist, Indiana 2010 Society of Professional
Journalism Best Indiana Environmental, 2009 Emmy for Indiana Expeditions
Children’s Science, 2005 Television Emmy Technical Achievement PBS WFYI, 2004 Indiana
University School of Education Distinguished Alumni, 2001 Christa McAuliffe Fellow, 1999 Hoosier
Association of Science Teachers Inc. Distinguished Service Award, 1998 Milken National Educator
Award, 1997 Indiana Exemplary Teacher Network Award, finalist for the 1996 Indiana Teacher of the
Year, 1990 Presidential Award for Excellence in Science, Interstate Mining Compact Commission
2008 National Mineral Educator award. He has over 45 years of experience with summer camps,
Camp director of the MSD Wayne STEM Science Summer Safari. Taught grades 3-6 in Indiana and
Cairo, Egypt, and graduate courses for IUPUI. He has taught at the Children’s Museum of
Indianapolis, adolescent teens at the Indiana Department of Correction Boys’ School,
intergenerational classes at Oasis centers, and former camp director of the Diabetes Youth
Foundation of Indiana. Host and executive director of Emmy award-winning Indiana Expeditions a
WFYI PBS science television program where he shares his expertise and motto: Science is for
Everyone! Host and Executive Producer The Great American Total Solar Eclipse 2017. Director of
Science Summer Safari 1980-present exploring Indiana outdoors with elementary students. Creator
of the holiday science program Science Claus is Coming to Town, 2017-2020. Join his science fun at
his YouTube Channel: Rick Crosslin Science.
8:30 a .m .

Welcome

Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein
Indiana Academy of Science President .

Eric “VJ” Rubenstein is Associate Professor of Biology
and Co-Director of the Biotechnology Certificate program
at Ball State University, where he has been a faculty
member since 2012. At Ball State, Dr. Rubenstein
teaches Cell Biology courses and investigates conserved
mechanisms of protein quality control in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. Discoveries in his lab have potential implications for
neurodegenerative conditions and cholesterol-related pathologies. Dr.
Rubenstein and his students have shared their research in 18 presentations at
the Indiana Academy of Sciences Annual Meetings, in presentations at
international conferences, and in peer-reviewed journal articles. Dr. Rubenstein
has previously served as Chair and Vice Chair for the Cell Biology section of the Academy.
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9:00 a .m .




Academy Awards

Academy President Eric (VJ) Rubenstein and former Awards Committee and
Academy Webmaster Marcia Moore, will confer the annual Academy Awards
Special Awards: The Academy is very proud to bestow upon Donald G . Ph .D . the
Academy’s Distinguished Scholar Award for his exceptional record of scholarship,
and to bestow upon Patricia Zeck the Academy’s Distinguished Service Award
for providing service to the Academy above and beyond any expectations.
The Academy Fellow Award: The Fellow is the Academy’s highest honor, given in
recognition for advancement of science in Indiana, service to education in science,
achievements in scientific research, and to demonstrated service to the Academy.
The first Academy member was conferred the Fellow honor in 1938. Today, Delores
G . Brown, Ph .D ., Darrell G . Schultze Ph .D ., Mark Jordan, Ph .D . Ellen Jacquart,
and James D . Mendez, Ph .D . will be added to the ranks of those who hold this
prestigious recognition.

9:30 a .m .

‘LET’S TALK SCIENCE…’ Plenary Sessions with Eric (VJ) Rubenstein Ph .D .
and Vanessa Quinn, Ph .D . (These two concurrent plenary presentations are live . Both
presentations will be placed in ALWAYS ON after their live presentation—you will be able to enjoy both .)

‘Clearing the Way: How Cells Unclog Clogged Channels.’
Eric (VJ) Rubenstein, Ph .D .

Dr. Eric (VJ) Rubenstein is Associate Professor of Biology and Co-Director of the
Biotechnology Certificate program at Ball State Univ.

Protein molecules accomplish the business of life. They are responsible for
movement, reproduction, metabolism, and reading this paragraph. Many human
diseases (such as diabetes and cholesterol-related disorders) are caused by
dysfunction of protein molecules inside our cells. One way proteins can exhibit
dysfunction is by failing to reach their appropriate cellular destinations. Like a
tunnel cutting across a mountain, our cells have microscopic molecular channels called translocons
that allow proteins to move from point A (where they are made) to point B (where they function).
Sometimes, these channels become blocked, like a car crash at the entrance of a highway tunnel.
Just as an automobile accident may make many commuters late for work by blocking tunnel access,
clogged translocons can prevent numerous proteins from reaching their respective cellular job sites.
In this presentation, I will describe our lab’s discovery that two enzymes, called Hrd1 (a ubiquitin
ligase) and Ste24 (a protease) function together as molecular tow trucks to unclog clogged
translocons, allowing other proteins to get to where they need to be to do their jobs. These enzymes
represent potential therapeutic targets for diabetes and cholesterol-related disease. At the conclusion
of my presentation, I offer my perspectives about how the Annual Meeting of the Indiana Academy of
Science clears the way for early-career scientists. Our Annual Meeting provides myriad learning,
networking, and professional development experiences to launch the scientific careers of our earlystage colleagues.
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‘Lead Exposure in Northwest Indiana: A Novel Strategy for Data
Collection’
Vanessa Quinn, Ph .D .

Dr. Vanessa Quinn is Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, Purdue
Northwest, North Central Campus, Westville, Indiana, and Associate Dean of Honors,
Purdue University Northwest.
Community partnerships are vital to the success of institutions of higher
education and the community. These partnerships can bring together
organizations with similar goals and strengthen the relationships between
universities and their communities. I will be describing a research partnership that I have started with
a Wildlife Rehabilitation Center to study lead in small mammals in Northwest Indiana. In 2018 an
estimated 20 million animals fatalities were related to lead poisoning either by direct or indirect lead
exposure. A challenge to analyzing lead levels in wildlife is animal collection because it is an
expensive and labor intensive strategy. An alternative method to live trapping small mammals is to
utilize individuals admitted to wildlife rehabilitation centers. Human Indiana Wildlife Rehabilitation in
Northwest Indiana admits hundreds of fox, grey, and southern flying squirrels and opossums. These
individuals are ideal to understand how lead exposure is affecting wildlife in Northwest Indiana. When
these species are admitted to Humane Indiana the staff analyzes lead levels in the animal. In addition,
with permission, we collect soil from the location where the animal was found for additional lead
analysis. Animal locations and lead levels in the animal and the soil will be uploaded into ARC-GIS to
create a lead landscape map to visualize the relationship between lead concentrations in the soil and
in small mammals. Although this project is new, we are receiving excellent feedback from community
members who are concerned about wildlife and lead in the environment. This is a critical issue to
Northwest Indiana given the history of lead pollution in this area.

RESEARCH:

10:00 a .m .

Over 100 Research Papers and Posters are being presented. Explore your
interests! Areas of science being discussed include
Anthropology, Botany, Cell Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science,
Ecology, Entomology, Environmental Quality, Mathematics, Micro
and Molecular Biology, Physics and Astronomy, Plant Systematics
and Biodiversity, Science Education, and Zoology.

POSTER RESEARCH VIEWING AND ACADEMY EXHIBITS (Always On):

Poster Research is on display the entire Meeting Day. Poster presentations are video recorded.
Questions and comments for the Poster presenter can be emailed or WhatsApp to them using their
Bioslide contact information.
Academy Exhibits highlight some of the work of the Indiana Academy of Science, and introduce the
afternoon Workshops, Hot Topics and Roundtable Discussions. NOTE: All presentations will be
available in ALWAYS ON after they have been presented . Poster viewing is available all day .

10:15 a .m . ORAL RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS (Concurrent by Section). 10-minute recorded
oral research presentations will be presented by oral presenters in each section, with 7 minutes for live Q&A for
each.
11::45 a .m .

POSTER RESEARCH VIEWING AND ACADEMY EXHIBITS (Always On):

Posters are on display the entire Meeting Day. Poster presentations are video recorded. Feel free to
email or WHATSAPP questions and comments to the Poster Research presenter, using their Bioslide
for contact information.
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12:00 noon

MEMBERSHIP SUMMIT

Election results, Introduction of new officers/committee members, Bylaw amendment results, Academy
business, and networking. You will join your primary Section of interest at 2:30 today where you will
participate in selecting the next Vice-President for your Section, and continue to get acquainted with
the other members of your section.
12:15 p .m .

136th ANNUAL ACADEMY MEETING KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: Robert
Fullilove, Ed .D . and William Sullivan, Ph .D . (These presentations are live and

concurrent . Both presentations will be placed in ALWAYS ON after their live presentation—you will be
able to enjoy both .)

“Health Disparities and Viral Pandemics: What
Comes Next?”

Robert Fullilove, Ed .D.

Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health, New York,
NY .

The impact of COVID-19 on poor communities of color has highlighted
the role of health disparities in these communities. As comorbid
conditions that are strongly associated with hospitalization and
mortality, efforts to confront these disparities has become a number
one priority for community public health workers. The role of mass
incarceration in this pandemic will be highlighted as an important,
critical factor in community transmission of COVID-19.
Recommendations for confronting this dilemma will be an integral part of this presentation.
Dr . Robert Fullilove is the Associate Dean for Community and Minority Affairs and Professor of
Clinical Sociomedical Sciences at the, Columbia University . Dr Fullilove has been engaged in a
wide variety of public health research and community programs since his arrival at Columbia in
1990 . He has authored numerous articles on minority health and has served on a variety of
national committees concerned with, among others, HIV/AIDS and the public health impact of
corrections . He has been teaching public health courses since 2010 in six New York state
prisons as a part of the Bard Prison Initiative and has been awarded the Distinguished Teaching
Award at Mailman three times .

“Pleased to Meet Me: Genes, Germs, and the
Curious Forces That Make Us Who We Are”

William Sullivan, Ph .D .

Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN

Why do you dislike certain foods? Why do people overeat? Why do
some get addicted to drugs or suffer from depression? Why are some
people aggressive and violent? Based on the international bestseller,
Pleased to Meet Me: Genes, Germs, and the Curious Forces That
Make Us Who We Are (National Geographic Books), author and
professor Bill Sullivan describes how genes work together with the
environment to shape personality and behavior. We will discuss how
genes have unexpected and far-reaching effects on our actions and preferences, yet they themselves
are modulated by environmental factors through a process called epigenetics. While genetic variation
is well-established to give rise to different biological features, phenotypes can also be dramatically
altered through tweaks to gene activity via epigenetic mechanisms, providing clear evidence that nature
5

and nurture are two sides of the same coin. Emerging studies also suggest that the trillions of microbes
that live on and inside us, which constitute our microbiome, have surprising effects on mood, behavior,
and health. We will also discuss how our thoughts and actions may be under the influence of
subconscious factors, as if we are haunted by evolutionary ghosts and subliminal priming. Together,
these “hidden forces” embedded within our biology provide a new philosophical and experimental
framework upon which to study human personality types and behavior. These fascinating insights shine
a light on who we really are—and how we might become our best selves. Join us for a life-changing
look at what makes you.
I’m a Professor at the Indiana University School of Medicine in Indianapolis, Indiana, where I
live with my wife and two kids . I received my Ph .D . in Molecular & Cell Biology from the
University of Pennsylvania in the year…let’s just say I was listening to a lot of Toad The
Wet Sprocket back then . My Ph .D . thesis described my discovery of a few genes responsible
for drug-resistance in Toxoplasma gondii, a parasite so fascinating that I continue to study it
to this day . I then enjoyed working at Eli Lilly & Co . for two years, but decided to return to
academia so I could wear jeans and T-shirts to work again . If you are interested in our
research, check out our laboratory website . I have written for a number of popular science
outlets including Scientific American, Scientific American MIND, Salon.com, COSMOS
magazine, GotScience .org, What Is Epigenetics, and more . I am an editor and writer at PLOS
SciComm, a blog site dedicated to the art of science and medical communication . In 2014, I cofounded my own popular science blog called THE ‘SCOPE, which aims to talk about science in
a lighthearted and entertaining way . I enjoy giving presentations about a variety of sciencerelated topics to all age groups – contact me for topics and booking information . I also serve
as a board member for The da Vinci Pursuit, an organization focused on connecting science,
art, and community . My love for the arts goes back to my graduate school days: I would
science all day, but I would rock out all night with my band, Open Cage . Why do I do all this?
Communicating science is essential for progress and our well-being, but it is not an easy task .
The language can be intimidating and the concepts involved take years to master . I made a
commitment to do my best to bring science to the people in a way that won’t put them to sleep
or make their head implode . I love to laugh and I love to learn; I hope my writing does that for
you in equal measure .
1:00 p .m .

POSTER RESEARCH VIEWING AND ACADEMY EXHIBITS (Always On) Posters are

on display the entire Meeting Day. Poster presentations are video recorded. Questions and comments
for the Poster presenter are emailed to the presenter or WhatsApp the presenter.
1:15 p .m . – 2:30 p .m .

WORKSHOPS/ HOT TOPICS/ROUND TABLE

WORKSHOPS and ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION:


Diving into Bio, Material & Chemical Analysis - from Concept to Technique . Emil
Khisamutdinov, Ph .D ., Zhihai Li, Ph .D ., Wei Shi, Ph .D ., Elsayed Zahran, Ph .D .; Dpt. Of
Chemistry, Ball State University



2021 Indiana Plant Photographic Scavenger Hunt……. Paul Rothrock, Ph.D. Associate
Curator Emeritus, Biology, Associate Research Scientist Emeritus, and Eric Knox, Ph.D.,
Director, IU Herbarium, Senior Scientist, Biology, Indiana University



SciComm Your Science: Science Communication Workshop for Students. Krista Hoffman
Longtin, Ph.D. and Erin Gerecke, Ph.D., Indiana University School of Medicine



Leading Scientists through the Racial Historical and Current Evidence: Gently Learning
Some of the Effects of Personal and Professional Decision-making on African American
and Caucasian Bi-Directional Perception and Inclusion Goals…. Maresa Murray, Ph .D .,
Indiana University IU School of Public Health
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Springtail Ecology and Identification………………………. …..… Eoghan McCroskey, Ph .D .,
Evolutionary Biology, Entomology and Ecology, Purdue University



Expansion Microscopy: a broadly accessible method for super-resolution microscopy
using standard confocal microscopes…. . Douglas Roossien, Ph .D ., Ball State University



What is the role of a state academy of science? ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION ---------Paul K . Doss, President-Elect, Indiana Academy of Science, Environmental Hydrogeologist and
Prof. of Geology, Univ of Southern Indiana; Eric (VJ) Rubenstein, President, Indiana Academy of
Science, Molecular Biologist and Associate Professor of Biology, Ball State Univ., Cris
Hochwender, Evolutionary Ecologist and Professor of Biology, University of Evansville, Michelle
Marcincel Payne, Environmental Engineer and Associate professor of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

HOT TOPIC DISCUSSIONS:


Our Climate Roller Coast Ride is Keeping Us Guessing… Beth Hall, PhD. Indiana State
Climatologist, Purdue U.



The 2021 Emergence of the Periodical Cicada Brood X in Indiana……. Eugene Kritsky,
Ph .D . Dean of Behavioral and Natural Sciences and professor in the Department of Biology,
Mount Saint Joseph University, Cincinnati Ohio, and Editor Of American Entomologist.



Monoclonal Antibodies versus Convalescent Plasma – Do they prevent or treat Covid19”
……. Virginia Caine, M .D . Bicentennial Professor, Associate Professor of Medicine IU School
of Public Health; Director and Chief Medical Officer, Marion County Public Health Department;
National Medical Association (NMA) COVID-19 Taskforce.



Black in Robotics – Why Diversity Matters?͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Carlotta Berry, Ph .D .
Professor of electrical and computer engineering Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology. Codirector of the Rose Building Undergraduate Diversity (ROSE-BUD) program. Co-founder of
Black in Engineering.



“COVID-19 in children: an update, with a focus on Indiana” .Chandry C . John, M .D ., M .S .
Ryan White Endowed Chair in Pediatric Infectious Diseases and director of the Ryan White
Center for Pediatric Infectious Disease and Global Health at Indiana University School of
Medicine.



Historical Land Survey Documents Project for Indiana, GIS Accessible Phase 1 Pilot….
Lorraine Wright, CPG Rock Solid GIS (owner), Co-Chair of Cadastral, Boundaries, PLSS
Workgroup, Indiana Geographic Information Council.

2:30 p .m .

Virtual Networking/ Section Meetings
CLOSING REMARKS: Dr . Eric (VJ) Rubenstein
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ACADEMY AWARD RECIPIENTS
Distinguished Scholar Award
Dr. Donald G. Ruch is Professor of Biology, Ball State University. Dr.
Ruch holds a Ph.D. degree in Botany, with a minor in Mycology, from
the University of Maryland. He earned Biology B.S. and M.A. degrees
from East Carolina University. Don first held the rank of Assistant
Professor of Biology at Wilson College in Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania, and then at Transylvania University, Lexington,
Kentucky. He arrived at Ball State University in 1993 where he is
currently Professor of Biology. His fields of specialization include
Botany (plant ecology and mycology), Electron Microscopy, and
Cell/Molecular Biology. His general research interest is examining and
analyzing the vascular flora and vegetational communities of EastCentral Indiana and has conducted numerous floristic inventories on
various federal, state, and private properties, especially wetlands.
Don’s long record of scholarly achievements is impressive. He holds the record of publishing an
astonishing 33 times in the Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science! Not even early and
respected botanists such as Ray C. Friesner or Charles Deam came close to this number. Don’s
publications are well researched documentations of Indiana flora. Comparing past records to his
carefully detailed floristic inventories, he has done much to enhance our understanding of the flora of
our state. Researchers in the field of botany use his reports regularly to form a basis of understanding
of Indiana’s natural areas. In addition, he has authored or coauthored 47 research papers published in
refereed journals and has made 57 presentations for groups and organizations around the state and
country.
In addition to his own prolific research, he has many research accomplishments with the graduate
students he has supervised and the undergraduate students he has mentored, including supervising
the masters' degree research for 13 students, serving on the dissertation committees for 17 students,
and has sponsored 6 student research grants.
Don has a long and distinguished record of service with the Indiana Academy of Science. A few
highlights include being section chair of two different sections (Botany, Plant Systematics and
Biodiversity), a member of the Council, Chair of the Biodiversity and Natural Areas Committee for a
record 16 years, Editor of the IAS Newsletter and Co-Editor of the Proceedings, organizer of several
IAS Bioblitzes, and served as President in 2004. As a result of his devotion to the Academy, Don was
named a Fellow in 1997, and was awarded the Distinguished Service Award in 2008.
In addition to awards received by IAS, Don has also received recognition for service as Editor of
Inoculum, the journal of the Mycological Society of America, the 2018 Clyde W. Hibbs Environmental
Education Award from the Audubon Society, the 2014 Richard & Minnie Windler Award for best
ecological botany paper of the year in the journal Castanea, and the 2018 Exemplar Award for Lifetime
Achievement from the Council on the Environment of Ball State University.
Dr . Donald G . Ruch is an outstanding and distinguished scholar, as demonstrated by his
lifetime of scholarly achievements and leadership . We are honored to bestow upon him the
Indiana Academy of Science Distinguished Scholar Award .
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Distinguished Service Award
Patricia (Patty) Zeck has retired following 45-years as a high
school science teacher at Northwestern High School (Howard
County). She was awarded an A.B. in 1967 and a M.A. in Ecology
and Conservation in 1968 from Indiana State University.
Throughout her teaching career, Ms. Zeck mentored many
science students in research projects. Because of her guidance,
these students were consistently granted IAS Junior Research
Grants to support their work, represented Northwestern High
School in the IAS Talent Search for 29 years, and participated in
the Indiana Junior Academy of Science program for 25 years. She
mentored many students who won regional, state, and national
competitions in Science Fair, Talent Search, IJAS, and AAAS with
their research.
Ms. Zeck has been an IAS member since 1968 and was awarded
Fellow status in 2015. During her tenure, she has served the Academy in many ways. Her service
includes:
 Chaired the Science Education Section in 1982
 Was a member of the Science Education Advisory Committee from 1986–1994
 Was a member of the Youth Activities Committee from 1994–2014 during which she served as
chair or co-chair from 2004–2014 and grant writer to the AAAS for 2005–2009
 Recreated the Scientific Notations newsletter for grades K-12 in 2005
 Was a member of the IAS Awards Committee from 2016-2018?
 Published five articles in the Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science
Because of the extensive mentorship of her teaching record, Patty’s contributions have been
recognized with numerous teaching awards, including among others:
 The 2000 Intel Excellence in Teaching Award
 The 2001 Presidential Award for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching
 The 2001 Science Education Foundation of Indiana (SEFI) Recognition as one of four
teachers with the greatest number of participants in the IAS Talent Search in its then 50-year
history
 The 2002 Outstanding Biology Teacher Award from the National Association of Biology
Teachers (NABT)
 The 2002 Fulbright Memorial Fund Teacher to Japan
 The 2004 Hoosier Association of Science Teachers, Inc. (HASTI) Distinguished Service Award
Finally, Ms. Zeck’s dedication and support to science education beyond the Academy was extensive
over her long career. As a member of HASTI, she served as President (1997–1998), Vice President
(1996–1997), secretary (12 years), chaired the Publications Committee (8 years), and was Associate
Editor and Editor of The Hoosier Science Teacher (11 years).
Patricia (Patty) Zeck represents the highest dedication to service within the Indiana Academy
of Science, and beyond, and we are honored to confer the Distinguished Service Award upon
her .
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2021 ACADEMY FELLOWS
Delores G . Brown, Ph .D .
Ellen Jacquart
Mark A . Jordan, Ph .D .
James (J .D .) Mendez Ph .D .
Darrell G . Schulze, Ph .D .

Dr . Delores G . Brown is Executive Director of the Indiana

Academy of Science. Dr. Brown has over 30 years of executive level
experience in organizational management, higher education
administration and community partnership. Before joining the Indiana
Academy of Science, Delores served as Associate Dean of
Admissions for Northwestern University’s Feinberg School of
Medicine; Co-principal Investigator and Director on several grants to
include a National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (NIH)
Cardiovascular Disease Risk Reduction grant at Georgetown
University School of Medicine, and founding Director of Health
Education at the Howard University Cancer Center. Her
distinguishable characteristics include her ability to problem solve and
deliver forward thinking ideas.
Dr. Brown’s service to the Academy has been significant. She
is involved with high-level decisions pertaining to Academy policies and strategies; she directs governed
programs and special projects for senior scientists, science educators, students, and the Indiana
community-at-large; she has established and maintains partnerships with community entities; she
manages the Academy Council and Committee structure and activities; she works closely with the
webmaster; the Proceedings editors, and the newsletter editor; she chairs the Nominations and
Elections Committee, the Science and Society Committee, the Indiana Community Grants Committee,
and the Science and Society Committee; and she serves as the Academy’s representative to the AAAS.
In addition, Dr. Brown is the primary individual organizing the Academy’s annual meetings, including
securing funding from local and national corporate entities to help support these meeting.

Ms . Ellen M . Jacquart, now retired, was the Director of Northern

Indiana Stewardship for the Nature Conservancy. Since obtaining her
Master of Science Degree from the University of Wisconsin at Madison,
Ms. Jacquart has become one of Indiana’s premier invasive plants
experts. Ellen currently serves as President of the Indiana Native Plant
Society, and also served as its Invasive Species Education chair from
2005–2016. She also served on the state’s Invasive Plant Advisory
Committee to the Indiana Invasive Species Council, serving as chair from
2010–2016, and the Indiana Invasive Species Task Force, serving as cochair from 2007–2009. In between her committee work on invasive
species education, she has literally given hundreds of presentations
across the state. Ms. Jacquart’s efforts have helped lead the way for the
Indiana legislature to upgrade rules governing the sale and use of
identified invasive plants.
Ellen has served the Academy for nearly three decades and plans
to remain an active supporting member. She has been a member of the
Plant Systematics and Biodiversity section since 1995, and has served as section chair several times.
She was an active member of the Biodiversity and Natural Areas Committee for eighteen years, serving
as its chair for two years. She has presented multiple times at our annual meetings. Her most recent
presentation was a hot topic presentation: “New Invasive Plants to Watch For – And What to do When
You Find Them”. Given that this is such an important topic today, the room was filled to capacity.
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Dr . Mark A . Jordan is Associate Professor and Associate Chair,

Department of Biology at Purdue University Fort Wayne. Since
2003, Mark has been an active member of the Academy. He has
presented research at the Annual Meeting 10 times with student
co-authors and has received four Senior Research Grants
sponsoring student research. Mark has been involved with service
to the Academy as Ecology Section chair (2012-2013) and a
member of the Proceedings editorial board (2013-2016). Currently,
he is serving on the Biodiversity/Natural Areas Committee. During
the 2014 Eagle Marsh Bioblitz, Mark was involved in planning and
coordinating the event, which lead to co-authorship of the
Proceedings publication presenting the results.
In regard to the promotion of science in the state and region
in addition to activities with the Academy, Mark has served as cochair of the Midwest Partners in Amphibian and Reptile
Conservation and as a board member of the Little River Wetlands Project. Both roles have direct
influence on dissemination of research and best management practices for conservation of wetlands
and wildlife. The research program that Mark has established at Purdue Fort Wayne produces high
impact results in conservation genetics for several different threatened and endangered species. Dr.
Jordan was awarded the Pippert Science Research Scholar for excellence in research, and has served
as major advisor for 10 MS graduate students over just the last 5 years. Most of his research
publications have included undergraduate and graduate student co-authors. His students graduate
making an impact with their current research and poised to make significant impact on the future of
conservation science.

Dr . James (J .D .) Mendez is Program Coordinator and Assistant

Professor of Chemistry at Indiana University Purdue University
Columbus (IUPUC), Columbus, Indiana. Dr Mendez earned his
Ph.D. from Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
(2011) and his Bachelor of Science degree from Rose-Hulman
Institute of Technology, Terre Haute, Indiana (2005). He joined the
faculty at IUPUC in 2013 and he was awarded the 2016 IUPUC
Outstanding Full Time Faculty Teaching Award. His research
focuses on investigating new sources of chitin as well as using 3D
printing to enhance chemistry education. With student researchers,
Dr. Mendez has recently published two articles in the Proceedings
of the Indiana Academy of Science, one of the articles focused on
teaching (“Combining 3D Printed Models with Magnets and Simple Electronics to Make Chemistry More
Approachable to Students”), and the other focused on Dr. Mendez’s chemistry research (“Mechanical
and Thermal Properties of Chitin from Diverse Sources”).
Dr. Mendez joined the Academy in 2014. He was elected to the Research Grants Committee in
2015 and has served as the Chair of that Committee since 2017. J.D. and his students have presented
several different research projects at the Academy’s annual meetings. Additionally, he hosted a
roundtable discussion focusing on his Fulbright experience (Estonia) and on how to apply to the
Fulbright Program. In 2015, He was awarded a Senior Research Grant for a project entitled “Exploring
the Use of Chitin from Underutilized Sources as a Mechanical Filler for Polymer Composites.”
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Dr . Darrell G . Schulze is Professor of Soil Science, Department of
Agronomy, Purdue University, Agronomy, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana. Dr. Schulze earned his Ph.D. from
Technical University of Munich, Freising, Germany, and his Master
of Science and Bachelor of Science degrees from Texas A&M
University, College Station, Texas. He joined the faculty at Purdue
University in 1982 where he teaches and conducts research in soil
chemistry, mineralogy, and pedology. Some of his recent projects
include (1) Integrating Spatial Educational Experiences (Isee) –
Mapping a New Approach to Teaching and Learning Soil
Science; (2) Delivering Spatially Explicit Soil and Crop
Management Information to Agricultural Extension Educators
in Rural Western Kenya; and (3) A Sub-Saharan Context for
Internationalizing Crop, Soil, and Environmental Science
Curricula .
Dr. Schulze joined the Academy in 1986 and has been an
involved member ever since. He has served as the Earth Science Section Chair two times in the past
six years. Darrell was elected to a three-year term on the Research Grants Committee in 2015. Serving
on this committee requires much time and commitment as they make the decisions concerning senior
grants. Finally, since 2011 Dr. Schulze and his students has given seventeen presentations at the
annual meeting of the Academy.

 .

Thank you for joining us today!
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WORKSHOPS, HOT TOPICS, ROUND TABLE
DISCUSSION

SciComm Your Science: Science Communication Workshop for Students
This Workshop is facilitated by (L)Erin Gerecke, Ph.D. IU School of Medicine and Krista HoffmanLongtin, Ph.D. IUPUI AND IU School of Medicine.
Congratulations on presenting your work as a student scientist at the Indiana Academy of Science
annual meeting! Where else do you communicate about science? Who are you communicating with?
Would you like to improve your communication skills? In this workshop, you will learn more about
different types of science communication (“SciComm”) and consider the needs and expectations of
different audiences. You can share your growing expertise as a scientist in many different ways. Come
find out some strategies to help you communicate about science more effectively in your classes, in
your future career, and in your community!
--------------------------------------------------------------

2021 Indiana Plant Photographic Scavenger Hunt

This Workshop is facilitated by
(L) Paul E. Rothrock, Ph.D. and Eric B. Knox, Ph.D. Department of Biology, Indiana UniversityBloomington, Indiana University Herbarium
The Consortium of Midwest Herbaria data portal (https://midwestherbaria.org) is one of a dozen linked
portals uniting over 400 U.S. herbaria, which provide information about individual specimens and the
species they represent. The underlying Symbiota platform also supports published descriptions
(including Deam’s 1940 Flora of Indiana), distribution maps, the online Golden Key species
identification tool, and field photos of live plants that show the identifying characteristics.
The Indiana Academy of Science is co-sponsoring a statewide Photographic Scavenger Hunt during
the 2021 growing season designed to complete the photo gallery of Indiana’s plant species. Some
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species are found throughout Indiana, but most are restricted to certain parts of the state. Indiana has
nine ecoregions, and the distribution information and flowering times were used to create seasonallybased ‘Hunting Lists’ for each region, which can be downloaded at the Scavenger Hunt Website
(https://herbarium.bio.indiana.edu). The Hunt Website has a dropbox for submitting digital photos,
along with the information of who, what, when, where needed to validate the photo-documentation of
Indiana’s flora by the network of volunteer citizen-scientists. These photographs will also be
incorporated into the Golden Key identification tool, which will enable almost everyone to identify
almost all Indiana plant species.
This workshop introduces the tools and resources developed for participating in the Hunt. It starts with
a quick tour of the Hunt Website, and provides simple lessons for obtaining information about where
the target species might grow in your area and tips for how to identify them. Advice on enhancing
photographic quality, and instructions for submitting photos and the supporting scientific data will also
be provided. Spring has sprung, so pull on your boots, grab your camera, and let’s make good use of
every sunny day. Dr. Paul Rothrock is the Associate Curator at the Indiana

University Herbarium, Bloomington, a Past President of the Indiana Academy of
Science, and an IAS Fellow ’92. Dr. Eric Knox is the Director of the Indiana
University Herbarium, Bloomington, and an IAS Fellow ’08.

Leading Scientists Through the Racial
Historical and Current Evidence: Gently
Learning Some of the Effects of Personal
and Professional Decision-making on
African American and Caucasian Bidirectional Perceptions and Inclusion Goals

This Workshop is facilitated by Dr . Maresa Murray, Indiana
UniversitySchool
School
Public
Health .
Indiana University
ofof
Public
Health.
This workshop may be of interest to individuals who are: Wondering how racial justice incidents related
to African Americans might present growth opportunities for IAS. Wondering what they personally think
of race relations and how that manifests in personal daily life decisions. Affiliated with a group of “Racial
Allies,” but wondering if there may be some unintentional racial damage happening at the same time.
Wondering what to do if a racial mistake accidently happens. The Workshop will explore some of the
following areas: How did we get here? Some salient issues from history that directly impact
relationships between African Americans and Caucasians in the U.S. “What is on my own personal
racial lens, that I do not perceive, but African Americans likely do?”
Dr. Murray has divided this workshop into two parts:
Workshop Part 1: Historical and Current Evidence-based Happenings on “How on Earth Did Things
Get This Bad between African Americans and Caucasians the U.S.?!”
Workshop Part 2: “I’ve Always Thought I was a Racial Ally, But How What Kinds of Evidence
Indicates Such?”

Dr. Maresa Murray is a Clinical Associate Professor and Assistant Dean of Diversity, Inclusion,
and Organizational Climate in the School of Public Health-Bloomington at Indiana
University. She serves as a “Racial Safety Coach” in settings such as private and public schools,
universities, small businesses, Fortune 500 companies, churches, and community centers.
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Diving into Bio, Material, & Chemical Analysis – From Concept to
Technique

(L-R) Zhihai Li, Ph.D., Emil Khisamutdinov, Ph.D.; Wei Shi, Ph.D.;
Elsayed Zahran, Ph.D. Department of Chemistry, Ball State University.
This Workshop is facilitated by

The Goal of this workshop is to offer a unique opportunity for middle & high school educators,
undergraduates in science majors, instructors at Primarily Undergraduate Institutions (PUI), as well as
students who are interested in STEM, to allow them dive into the state-of-the-art analytical methods
and techniques. These advanced techniques are popular and essential for biotech, material
characterizations, and chemical analysis. Students and teachers will learn from concepts to working
principle, from instrumental techniques to applications from an inter-disciplinary perspective. This
Workshop is facilitated by Nowadays, the development of analytical instruments and techniques has a
substantial impact on the chemistry, biology, materials, and interdisciplinary research. We will
selectively introduce several analytical techniques that play an important role in the fields mentioned
above. These instrumental techniques include atomic force microscopy (AFM), nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopies, as well as agarose and polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis techniques. The workshop is designed to provide undergraduate and graduate students
and public attendees with a tutorial understanding of the basic principle of these techniques.
Furthermore, data from each group will be presented to show the application of these techniques in
research.
--------------------------------------------------------------

Springtail Ecology and Identification

This Workshop is facilitated by Eoghan McCroskey,
Purdue University, Jeffrey D. Holland, Purdue
University
The Collembola are an entognathous class of small,

wingless hexapods that evolved before the
emergence of the Insecta. They are terrestrially
ubiquitous, with their distribution extending to both poles and from deep
subterranean cavities to high elevations. Most species dwell in close
association with the soil, litter layers, and decaying wood due to their
main subsistence as fungal and bacterial grazers. They are thus capable
of influencing or controlling rates of decomposition. Because of this and
their sensitivity to environmental changes in the soil, they are of interest in their potential as
bioindicators of soil health and their ability to enhance soil fertility and long-term sustainability thereof.
There are currently approximately 8,000 described species worldwide, which is thought to be an
underestimation because of their understudied nature and their cryptic habitats.
The purpose of this workshop is to provide basic information about the Collembola and the challenges
that exist in studying them. It also will, and chiefly, provide resources for morphological identification
by stepping through keys for the Collembola orders and families and then requiring participants to
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distinguish between Collembolans based on information provided in the keys. By doing so, the
workshop will enhance understanding of this class of hexapod and equip both entomologists and nonentomologists with the taxonomical savvy to identify Collembola to the family level.

Expansion Microscopy: a broadly
accessible method for super resolution microscopy using
standard confocal microscopes
This Workshop is facilitated by

Douglas Roossien, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Biology, Ball State University.

The advent of super-resolution fluorescent microscopy has enabled
glimpses into the cell at resolutions below the ~200 nm diffraction
limit of a standard light microscope. This new technique preserves
the high-contrast and molecular specificity advantages of fluorescent
microscopy while offering resolution previously achievable only with
electron microscopes. However, super-resolution microscopy is both
cost-prohibitive and technically challenging for most laboratories. In this 60-minute workshop, we will
discuss an alternative technique called Expansion Microscopy (ExM). The concept behind ExM is to
improve resolution by physically expanding the sample rather than by optical magnification. The
chemicals required for ExM are affordable and the procedure is accessible to undergraduate and
graduate students. Despite the simplicity, there are nuances worth considering when implementing ExM
into a research laboratory. The intent of this workshop is to introduce background, theory, and tools
necessary to apply ExM to a broad range of systems. Using a worksheet-guided approach, we will first
discuss the theory and basic chemistry behind ExM. This will be followed by a brief introduction to the
variety of existing ExM protocols and discuss the range of current and potential applications. We will
then focus on procedural details, which will include common pitfalls and tips for troubleshooting.
Participants are encouraged to bring questions about their own interests and application for ExM. Dr.
Douglas Roossien was one of the early end-users of ExM through a collaboration with Dr. Ed Boyden,
the pioneer of ExM at MIT, which resulted in a 2016 Nature Biotechnology paper. He has previously
facilitated two laboratory workshop modules on ExM as part of an NSF-sponsored education program.
Dr. Roossien started his own laboratory in 2019 at Ball State University, where they employ ExM to
study the development of complex morphologies in the Drosophila brain.

Monoclonal Antibodies versus Convalescent Plasma
– Do they prevent or treat COVID-19?
Virginia Caine, M .D ., Bicentennial Professor, Associate

Professor of Medicine IU School of Public Health; Director and
Chief Medical Officer, Marion County Public Health Department;
National Medical Association (NMA) COVID-19 Taskforce.
This seminar will enhance your ability to identify patients with SARSCoV-2 infection, who might benefit from treatment with Monoclonal
Antibodies or Convalescent Plasma.
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The 2021 Emergence of the Periodical Cicada Brood X
in Indiana
Gene Kritsky, Ph.D., Mount St. Joseph University
The 10th president of the Indiana Academy of Science, Amos W. Butler,
documented the earliest record of Brood X in 1834 during his process of
mapping the 1885 emergence in Indiana. F. M. Webster continued Butler’s
work, mapping out several other cicada emergences. Academy members
J. J. Davis, H. Deay, F. N. Young, Jr., and G. Kritsky continued the mapping
through the twentieth century, and these efforts provided Indiana with one
of the most complete records of cicada emergences of any state. Over 10%
of the historical records of periodical cicadas amassed by the United States
Department of Agriculture come from Indiana, and this history provides
clues to how the cicada broods have changed over the past two centuries.
In 1958, Frank Young raised concern that Brood X was declining in Indiana, and subsequent maps
suggest that his concern was justified. Starting in May 2021, when periodical cicadas will emerge in
parts of Indiana, we will have an opportunity to create a detailed map of the emergence, enabling us to
determine the extent of this brood’s decline in the state. To create the most accurate emergence record
possible, we are seeking your help to encourage the public to download the free app Cicada Safari and
submit photographs and videos of periodical cicadas they encounter. Each photograph will be verified
by parataxonomists before being uploaded to the Brood X map. Cicada Safari was developed by the
Center for IT Engagement at Mount St. Joseph University in Cincinnati and is sponsored by the Indiana
Academy of Science. Dr. Kritsky is the dean of Behavioral and Natural Sciences and is

a professor in the Department of Biology. Professor Kritsky serves as editor of
American Entomologist, and has published five books and more than 100 papers on
insect evolution, beekeeping history, egyptology, and Charles Darwin.

Historical Land Survey Documents Project for Indiana, GIS Accessible:
Phase 1 Pilot - Marion County, Clark's Grant,
Indian Reserves and Phase 2 - Newly
Discovered Original Land Surveyor Field Notes
and Sketches
Lorraine Wright, CPG, GISP, Rock Solid GIS, Indiana
Geographic Information Council (IGIC) - Workgroup CoChair

Historical land survey documents (field notes and plats), from the
late 1700's to the mid 1800's, are the basis for the creation of the current Public Land Survey System
(PLSS), and a source of baseline scientific information. Follow the Surveyor as they track and
document the 1800's terrain. The goal of the Historical Documents Pilot Project is to research, locate,
digitized (scan) and make the documents publicly available, via a Geographic Information System
(GIS). The Original survey field notes were used to transcribe three different document versions
(different dates) for the Federal, State, and County governments. It is important to have all four
versions for research and comparison purposes due to discrepancies.
Phase I of the project is available through ArcGIS Online. A GIS map was used to link the four
versions (field notes/ plats) to the: 1) Survey Townships, 2) Lots, 3) Indiana Reserves, etc. The pilot
created a new, easily accessible, resource never before available. The pilot demonstration consists of
a Story Map that describes the project and shows step by step instructions on how to use the ArcGIS
Online Map. Phase II of the Project focuses on newly discovered Original field notes and making them
available on line.
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Surveyor's were to record in their notes: all rivers, creeks, springs and smaller streams of water, with
their width and the course they run in crossing the lines of survey, and whether navigable, rapid, or
mountainous, the kinds of timber and under-growth with which the land may be covered, all swamps,
ponds, stone quarries, coal beds, peat or turf grounds, uncommon, natural or artificial productions,
such as mounds, precipices, caves, etc., all rapids, cascades or falls of water, materials, ores, fossils,
etc.; the quality of the soil and the true situation of all mines, salt-licks, salt-springs and mill seats.
Acknowledgements: Clayton Hogston, IGIC, State Archives, ISPLS, IPLSF, & Marion Co. Surveyors
Office. A Heritage Support Grant was provided by the Indiana Historical Society and made possible by
the Lilly Endowment, Inc. for Phase II of the project.

Our climate roller coast ride is keeping us guessing
Beth Hall, Ph.D. Indiana State Climatologist, Purdue University
When we look at historical climate records from the mid-1950s through early
1980s, there was a bit of year-to-year consistency in both temperature and
precipitation. However, in the last few decades that interannual variability of
these and other parameters has made the prediction and outlooks of
upcoming seasons challenging. Conditions are either too wet or too dry, too
cold or too warm. Even global teleconnection patterns such as the El Nino
– Southern Oscillation provide us with too small of a sample size in recent
years to derive confidence between those phases and climate in Indiana. This presentation will review
Indiana’s climate trends and variability along with the challenges associated with seasonal and annual
climate outlooks.

Black in Robotics – Why Diversity Matters?
Carlotta Berry, Ph.D. Professor of Electrical and Computer

Engineering Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

In this talk Dr. Berry will describe the benefits of multidisciplinary robotics
and how it can be used to diversify STEM fields. She will describe the ways
that I use robotics for education, research and outreach to engage many
populations including K-12, college students and adults. She will emphasize
the importance of diversity in robotics and some of the challenges in AI and
robotics when there is no diversity. Finally, she will highlight the work of
some Black roboticists and the work of the BlackInRobotics organization.

COVID-19 in children: an update, with a focus on
Indiana
Chandy John, M.D., M.S.
Ryan White Endowed Chair in Pediatric Infectious Diseases and
director of the Ryan White Center for Pediatric Infectious Disease
and Global Health at Indiana University School of Medicine.
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ROUND TABLE
DISCUSSION
What is the Role of a State Academy of
Science?

(L-R)Paul K. Doss, Ph.D., President-Elect, Indiana Academy of Science, Environmental
Hydrogeologist and Prof. of Geology, Univ of Southern Indiana; Eric (VJ) Rubenstein Ph.D.,
President, Indiana Academy of Science, Molecular Biologist and Associate Professor of Biology,
Ball State Univ.; Cris Hochwender, Ph.D., Evolutionary Ecologist and Professor of Biology,
University of Evansville; Michelle Marcincel Payne Ph.D., Environmental Engineer and
Associate professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology
Most of us maintain memberships in disciplinary societies and get intellectually recharged there. But
Indiana is where we live, work, and raise our families. How is the role of a state academy distinct from
that of a national group? I argue a state academy is the professional equivalent of “Think Globally, Act
Locally.” Improving things at home is in our personal and professional interest. Beyond commitments
to education and disseminating credible science, we have at least three other obligations.
A state academy must respond to social events, as we have admirably to racial equity and public
health matters. We must continue to be vocal in such matters. A state academy is best positioned to
coordinate/facilitate local environmental inventory and monitoring. One can NEVER detect change, if
you haven’t measured it before. The Academy has had roles in Bioblitz and other efforts, and we
should continue wherever possible. A state academy should engage with policy makers at the
state/local levels on matters of science, by educating our representatives and providing expertise we
have, and they don’t. In the 2021 Indiana legislative session, introduced bills address Covid-19,
energy policy, pesticides, wetland protections, Land-use/watershed development, flood control,
wastewater treatment, carbon credits, septic systems, and more.
In his 1907 address, The Advantages of a State Academy of Science, T.C. Chamberlin said
"...earnest advocacy of ... science to the state and nation is an essential element in the solution of its
great social, political, and ethical problems.” Chamberlin’s “earnest advocacy” requires effort by our
members. It’s in our best interest to leverage the breadth and prestige of our Academy to improve life
in Indiana. Another 1907 Chamberlin quote is just as true now: “… the intellectual and moral methods
of science are a protection against current evils and a guarantee of safety in the future.” - Paul Doss,
Ph.D.
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Diving into Bio, Material, & Chemical Analysis –
From Concept to Technique
Springtail Ecology and Identification

Paul Rothrock and Eric Knox, Indiana University
Herbarium
Krista Hoffman-Longtin: IUPUI/Indiana University
School of Medicine; Erin Gerecke: Indiana University
School of Medicine
Maresa J . Murray, Indiana University School of Public
Health

Cris Hochwender, University of Evansville; Michelle
Marcincel Payne, Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology; Eric (VJ) Rubenstein, President, Indiana
Academy of Science, Ball State University; Paul K .
Doss, University of Southern Indiana

COVID-19 in children: an update, with a focus on
Indiana”

Expansion Microscopy: A broadly accessible
method for super-resolution microscopy using
standard confocal microscopes .
2021 Indiana Plant Photographic Scavenger Hunt
SciComm Your Science: Science Communication
Workshop for Students
Leading Scientists Through the Racial Historical
and Current Evidence: Gently Learning Some of the
Effects of Personal and Professionsl Decisionmaking on African American and Caucasian Bidirectional Perceptions and Inclusion Goals
What is the role of a state academy of science?

COLOR KEY
HOT TOPIC

WORKSHOP
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(AN) Sidney Thompson,
University of Indianapolis
Biology Department; Jeremy J.
Beach, Indiana University
School of Liberal Arts at IUPUI,
Department of Anthropology;
Stephen Nawrocki, University of
Indianapolis Biology Department
(AN) Christopher Baas,
Department of Landscape
Architecture, Ball State
University
Darrin L. Rubino, Biology
Department, Hanover College
(AN) Caitlyn Placek, Ball State
University
(BO) Darrin L . Rubino, Biology
Department, Hanover College
J.P. Hall, Department of
Architecture, Ball State
University
Christopher Baas and Jeremy
Merrill, Department of
Landscape Architecture, Ball
State University
(CB) Andrew J . Kump, Manoj
Panta, Kristopher R. Schwab,
Mark H. Inlow, Shaad M. Ahmad
(CB) Michael A . Berberoglu,
Duaa Hijaz, Romeo Karris,
Allison Pariso, Trupti Patel,
Margaret Schlicker, Yonahga
Stickles
Valparaiso University
(CB) Colleen L . Doçi Kegan A.
Main, Nouredean N. Khrisat,
Marian University; Constantinos
M. Mikelis, Texas Tech
University Health Sciences
Center; Alfredo A. Molinolo,
J. Silvio Gutkind, University of
California San Diego
(CB) Samantha Turk, Danielle
Overton, Cade Orchard, Chris
Indovina, Avery Runnebohm,
Sarah Engle, Sheldon Watts,
Julia Niekamp, and Eric (“VJ”)
Rubenstein, Ball State
University
(CB) Kyle A . Richards, Avery
Runnebohm, Molly Dolan, Halie
Vitali, Eric Rubenstein
Ball State University

AN

Anthropology

BO

Dental Macrowear in a Central Illinois River Valley Population

Using historical and scientific evidence to provenance
purported timber artifacts of the New Harmony orangery

Cultural and Ecological Dimensions of Pregnancy Fasting
Using tree-ring analysis to determine the construction date of
the Mount Pleasant Beech Church (Rush County, Indiana), a
significant African American historic site

The Forkhead/Fox transcription factor Jumeau mediates
specific cardiac progenitor cell divisions by regulating the
expression of the kinesin Nebbish
Role of RNA-binding proteins Rbfox1l and Rbfox2 in neuronal
development and behavior in zebrafish

Developing an In Vitro Model of Oral Cancer Metastasis

Determining the Role of a Transcription Factor in Protein
Degradation

Endoplasmic Reticulum Translocon Perturbation Modulates
Toxicity Associated with Impaired Protein Quality Control

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY
Botany

CB
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(MB) Ben Evans, Doug
Bernstein, Ball State University

SpRY Cas9 variant enables targetting of A/T-rich DNA in C.
albicans UME6

(MB) Molly K . Roe1,
Christopher C. Stobart1, and
Christina A. Rostad2,3
1Department of Biological
Sciences, Butler University,
2Department of Pediatrics,
Emory University, Atlanta, GA
3Children’s Healthcare of
Atlanta, Atlanta, GA
(CH) Mariann Inga Van Meter,
Salah M . Khan, Brynne V.
Taulbee-Cotton, Nathan H.
Dimmitt, Nathan D. Hubbard,
Adam M. Green, Gregory K.
Webster, Patrick A. McVey

Deletion of the G glycoprotein of respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV) results in attenuation, increased immunogenicity, and
reduced thermal stability

(CH) Jacob Wade, Jesse Tye,
Zhihai Li, Ball State University

Overcoming Synthetic Challenges with Single-Atom Linked
Dithiolate Bridged [Fe-Fe]-hydrogenase Mimic Compounds

(CH) Wei Shi, Kwabena Duah,
Lauren Andrews, Hayden
Schneider

Discovery of Ipomoeassin F as A Potent Inhibitor of Sec-61Dependent Protein Biogenesis

(CH) Jordan T . Froese, Ball
State University

Rieske Business: Engineering Rieske Dioxygenases as
Green-Chemical Catalysts

(EC) Ao Yu, Jonathan T.
Vannatta, Stephanie O.
Gutierrez, and Dennis J.
Minchella,
Department of Biological
Sciences, Purdue University

Opportunity or Catastrophe? Effect of Salinity on HostParasite Interactions

(EC) Nick T . Gabry,
Rusty A. Gonser,
Indiana State Univeristy
(EC) Stephanie Freeman-Day,
Burnell C. Fischer- Indiana
University O'Neill School of
Public and Environmental
Affairs
(EC) Christopher Crowder and
Jessica Ward, Ball State
University

INTRASPECIFIC VARIATION IN PARTNER PREFERENCE IN A
POLYMORPHIC BIRD (Zonotrichia albicollis)

MB

Diagnosis of Agglomeration and Crystallinity of Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients in Over the Counter Headache
Medication by Electrospray Laser Desorption Ionization Mass
Spectrometry Imaging

Urban forest patch sustainability – A case study at the
Indiana University-Bloomington campus

Embryonic carry-over and plasticity effects on anti-predator
behavior in larval fathead minnow (Pimephales promelas)

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY

Mircobiology & Molecular Biology

CH

Chemistry
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EC
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(ENG) Stephan Gerve, Lauren
Christopher, Ashley Dale, IUPUI

Automated Image Preprocessing Technique for Thin Film
Segmentation Applications

(PA) Azam Shafieenezhad, Andres
T. Cavazos, Stephen R. Wassall,
Horia I. Petrache,
Department of Physics, Indiana
University-Purdue University
Indianapolis,
(PA) Elliot Barnett and
Patrick Motl, Indiana University
Kokomo
(PA) Patrick M . Motl, Indiana
University Kokomo

Structure and Interaction of Lipid Bilayers in the
Presence of ATP

(PA) Cristina Esquivel, Indiana
State University

Dynamical Instability of Pressure Truncated Polytropes
of Index 5

(ES) Bruce Rothschild, Carnegie
Museum of Natural History

Physiology and behavior in the fossil record:
Movement/locomotion predicated upon direct
identification of muscle attachments
Chronology of Peoria Loess deposition related to
Laurentide Ice Sheet advance and retreat, central Indiana

(ES) H . M . Loope, 1, P.M. Jacobs,2,
J. L. Antinao, T. V. Lowell, 3, R. K.
Booth, 4
1 Indiana Geological and Water
Survey, Indiana University Bloomington
2 Department of Geography,
Geology, and Environmental
Science, University of WisconsinWhitewater
3 Department of Geology, University
of Cincinnati
4 Department of Earth and
Environmental Science, Lehigh
University
(ZE) Marc A. Milne1, Joseph
Gonsiorowski1, Nathan Tuft1,
Brodrick Deno2, Tyler Ploss3,
Janise Acosta4, Lucas Frandsen5,
and Casey Venable1
1Department of Biology, Shaheen
College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Indianapolis,
2Department of Agronomy, College
of Agriculture, Purdue University,
3Excelsior Family Chiropractic,
Chesterfield Airport Rd.,
Chesterfield, MO 4KCI
Technologies, 5Krannert School of
Physical Therapy, College of Health
Sciences, University of Indianapolis

ENG

Engineering

PA

Accretion Belt Characteristics in a Hydrodynamic
Evolution of a Contact Binary
The Impact of Poisson Solver Parameters on Long Term
Evolutions of Binary Stars

Effects of Fire on Ground-dwelling Spider (Araneae)
Assemblages in Central Indiana Forests .

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY

Physics & Astronomy

ES
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ZE
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(ZE) Marc A . Milne, Dept. of
Biology, Shaheen College of
Arts and Sciences, University of
Indianapolis; Tom Malabad,
Katarina Kosič Ficco, and Wil
Orndorff, Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation,
Natural Heritage Program;
Brandon Rhim, Dept. of
Biomedical Sciences,
Midwestern University
(PB) Tessa Aby,
Joanna Stebing,
Madison Beckstedt,
Jordan Marshall, Purdue
University, Fort Wayne,
(PB) Kevin Tungesvick, Eco
Logic LLC

Emerging from the dark: Undescribed spiders from
subterranean habitats in Virginia

(PB) Scott A . Namestnik and
Roger L. Hedge, Indiana
Department of Natural
Resources, Division of Nature
Preserves, Indiana Natural
Heritage Data Center
(PB) Nathanael J . Pilla, Orbis
Environmental Consulting

The Surprising Discovery of Rare Plants and Inland Coastal
Plain Marsh at Winamac Fish & Wildlife Area, Pulaski
County, Indiana

(PB) Michael Homoya, Brian
Abrell, Roger Hedge, Jason
Larson, and Scott Namestnik.
Indiana DNR Division of Nature
Preserves

Efforts to recover the state-endangered squarrose
goldenrod (Solidago squarrosa) in Indiana

ZE

Zoology & Entomology

Ecological and floristic plant surveys of Little Wabash
River Nature Preserve

Plant Community Mapping and Vascular Plant Inventory of
Griffy Lake Nature Preserve, Bloomington Indiana

Discovery of Eleocharis atropurpurea (Retz .) J . Presl & C .
Presl [Cyperaceae] in Indiana

PB

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY

Plant Systematics & Biodiversity
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POSTER RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS
Bradly Wehus-Tow, Evan Hosea,
Logan Vandermark, Mahalah Griffin, and
Alice Long Heikens
Alyssa Ritter, Amy Godfrey, Allyson
Munneke, and Jennifer Kowalski
Department of Biological Sciences,
Butler University

Cancer-root: A three-year population ecology study at
Blossom Hollow Nature Preserve in central Indiana

CB

Alex Cartwright, Evan Brown, Tyler
Cairncross, Charles Barnes, and Dan
Jones, Indiana Wesleyan University
Division of Natural Sciences

Endocytosis Inhibition as a Rescue Strategy for Zoledronate
Induced Cell Death

4

CB

Rescue of Human Oral Keratinocytes and Gingival Fibroblasts
from Zoledronate-Induced Viability Loss: Inroads to Lessening
a Bone-Cancer Drug Side Effect

5

CB

6

CB

7

CB

8

CB

9

CB

10

CB

11

CB

12

CB

Evan Brown, Alex Cartwright, Tyler
Cairncross, Charles Barnes, and Dan
Jones, Indiana Wesleyan University
Division of Natural Sciences
Kelsey A . Woodruff, Julia M. Niekamp,
Avery M. Runnebohm, Eric M.
Rubenstein
Abigail Conrad, Jessica Binkley,
Makayla Standfest, Tyler Cairncross,
Jacob Kirby, Morgan Jessup, Spencer
Roose, and Dan Jones,
Indiana Wesleyan University
Kamryn O . Kennedy, Brian M. Voas,
Kyle A. Richards, Eric M. Rubenstein
Ellen Doss, Douglas A. Bernstein, &
Eric M. Rubenstein, Ball State University
Dayle Matheney, Delaney Long,
Douglas H. Roossien, Ball State
University, Department of Biology
Sydney Oliver, Eric Rubenstein, Mary
Konkle, Ball State University
Kelsey A. Bullens OMS-2, Ian S . Holt
OMS-2, Thad E. Wilson, 2
OMS-Division of Biomedical Sciences,
Marian University College of Osteopathic
Medicine, 2 Department of Physiology,
University of Kentucky College of
Medicine, Lexington, KY
Dan Jones, Tyler Cairncross, Charles
Barnes, Evan Brown, and Alex
Cartwright,
Indiana Wesleyan University Division of
Natural Sciences

13

CB

Makayla Standfest, Charles Barnes,
Jessica Binkley, Evan Brown, Tyler
Cairncross, Alex Cartwright, Jacob
Kirby, and Dan Jones

Dynasore, A Dynamin Inhibitor, Prevents Zoledronate-Induced
Human Gingival Fibroblast Death

1

BO

2

CB

3

GI
AN
BO
CB
CH
PS

General Interest
Anthropology
Botany
Cell Biology
Chemistry
Psychology

EC
EN
EQ
ES
MB

Investigation of the role of FSHR-1 in neuromuscular signaling
in C. elegans

Effects of Gene Deletion in Saccharomyces cerevisiae on
Cellular Response to Anisomycin
Optimization of a Viability Rescue Assay in Human Oral
Keratinocytes

Ste24 Substrate Specificity in Translocon Quality Control
Protein Quality Control in Candida albicans
A primary neuronal culture method for visualization
of Drosophila serotonergic axon development
Understanding how MitoNEET Contributes to Oxidative Stress
Sympathoexcitation causes differing responses in
supraorbital vs . peripheral skin nerves: implications for
rosacea

SLC20/SLC34 Sodium-Dependent Phosphate Transporter
Gene Expression in
Human Oral Keratinocytes and Gingival Fibroblasts

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY
Ecology
Engineering
Environmental Quality
Earth Science
Micro/Molecular Biology
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14

CB

Jessica Binkley, Makayla Standfest,
Tyler Cairncross, Jacob Kirby, Evan
Brown, Alex Cartwright, and Dan Jones

Geranylgeraniol, Not Phosphonoformic Acid, Partially Rescues
Human Gingival Fibroblasts From Zoledronate-Induced Death

15

CB

Jordan Scott Adam Berg Walter Novak
Erika Sorensen-Kamakian, Wabash
College

Using De Novo Designed Protein Switches in C. elegans

16

CB

Esdras Simervil; Indiana State
University, Lijun Cheng, Majumdar
Abhishek; Ohio State University

SARS-CoV-2 Risk Analysis in Mammalian Lungs by Single-cell
RNA-seq

17

CB

Micronutrient Deficiencies and Environmental Exposures in
Severe Malaria: Risk Factors for Adverse Clinical Outcomes in
Ugandan Children

18

CB

Alejandro Soto1, Katrina Co2, Robert
O. Opoka3, Dibyadyuti Datta2, Chandy
John2
1 School of Science, IUPUI; 2Ryan
White Center for Pediatric Infectious
Disease and Global Health, Department
of Pediatrics, IU School of Medicine;
3Department of Paediatrics and Child
Health, Makerere University
Kimberly M . Baker, Savannah Phipps,
Hallie Waters, and Evan Brandenburg,
University of Indianapolis

19

CH

Kwabena B . Duah, Lauren Andrews,
Hayden Schneider, Jada Harvey, Wei Q.
Shi, Ball State University

Synthesis of an open chain analogue of ipomoeassin F

20

CH

Tuning the Bandgap of Bismuth Vanadate via Z-Scheme
Heterojunction

21

CH

Gbemisola J . Bamiduro and Elsayed
M. Zahran, Department of Chemistry,
Ball State University
Julie Pohlman-Zordan, Allen Huff III,
Paul Smith,
Valparaiso University

22

CH

A Computational Activity to Visualize Stereoisomers in tris
(Bidentate) Octahedral Transition Metal Complexes

23

CH

Jacob Dockery, Aryana Sayeed, Philip
Dinga, Libbie S. W. Pelter, Michael W.
Pelter, Purdue University Northwest
Brandon R . Stieve, Elsayed M. Zahran

24

CH

GI
AN
BO
CB
CH
PS

Phillip Isaiah Dinga, Nicholas Kizman,
Victoria Paige, Tyberius Torres, Liberty
Pelter, Purdue University Northwest

General Interest
Anthropology
Botany
Cell Biology
Chemistry
Psychology

EC
EN
EQ
ES
MB

Inhibition of Breast Cancer Cell Proliferation by Dietary
Polyphenols

Battery Applications of Silver Molybdate Structures

Carbon Quantum Dot@Bismuth Oxyhalide Photocatalyst for
the Degradation of Trichloroethane
Synthesis of Iron Catalysts for the Conversion of Carbon
Dioxide into Useful Chemicals

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY
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Engineering
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Micro/Molecular Biology
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25

CH

26

EC

27

EC

28

EN

29

EN

30

EQ

31

EQ

32

EQ

33

ES

35

ES

36

MA

Jamilah Alkhashi and Robert E.
Sammelson, Department of Chemistry,
Ball State University
Maia G . Campbell, Isaac J. Kipfer, Ally
J. Lankford, Allison R. Rober, Eric M.
Rubenstein, and Kevin H. Wyatt; Ball
State University
Victoria Kazeck, Kyryll Savchenko,
Department of Biological Sciences, Butler
University
Sean Childers, Nick Katchur, Michelle
Marincel Payne, Rose-Hulman Insitute of
Technology
Keegan Parkhurst, Alexis Updike,
Marissa Tousley
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology
Parisa Ebrahimbabaie
Ball State University, Environment,
Geology, and Natural Resources
Abdulgadir Elnajdi, Benjamin Azar,
Jessi Haeft, Carolyn Dowling,
Department of Environment, Geology
and Natural Resources, Ball State
University
Ranu Verma, Lauren Blair, Jane
Pangburn, Azeem Ahmed, Samina
Akbar, Marian University College of
Osteopathic Medicine

Alkylation of 2-Amino-4H-chromene-3-carbonitriles

Dan Deifenbaugh, Shahin
Alam, Bangshuai Han,
Ball State University
Darrell G . Schulze, Shams R. Rahmani,
Joshua O. Minai, Cliff T. Johnston,
Sherry S. Fulk-Bringman, John Scott,
Ningning Nicole Kong, Yue Shirley Li,
Purdue University; Michael L. Mashtare,
Jr., The Pennsylvania State University
Kyle Raihala, Nayeong Kong, Indiana
University East

Reassessment of Water Quality of the Prairie Creek Reservoir
after Implementation of Conservation Plans

AN

Anthropology

EN

BO
CB

Botany
Cell Biology

CH

Chemistry

PS

Psychology

TEMPERATURE CONTROLS ON MICROCYSTIN DEGREDATION

New Records of Macroscopic Mushrooms for Marion County,
Indiana
Investigating the Use of Small-Scale, Constructed Wetlands for
Stormwater and CSO Treatment
Polystyrene and Cellulose Acetate Thin Film Mechanical
Properties Determined Using the Wrinkling-Cracking
Technique
Phytoremediation of Engineered Nanoparticles Using Aquatic
Plants: Mechanisms and Practical
Feasibility
An Analysis of Soil and Blood Lead Samples in the Rust Belt
city of Muncie, IN

Environmental Isolates from the NMPE exhibit resistance to
multiple antibiotics

Virtualizing Soil Science Field Trips in Response to Covid-19

Analyzing the Safety of the Cycling Network in Trier, Germany

SECTION ABBREVIATION KEY
Engineering

PB

Plant Systematics & Biodiversity
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ES

Environmental Quality
Earth Science

SE
ZE

Science Education
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MA
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39

MB

40

MB

41

MB

42

MB

43

MB

44

MB

Dawit Gizachew1, Sandra De La Torre1,
Wei-tsyi Ting2
1Department of Chemistry & Physics
2Department of Biological Sciences,
Purdue University Northwest
Idalia Z . Zachara, Paige M.
Camp, Michael K. Watters and Patrice G.
Bouyer, Valparaiso University

Ochratoxin A Production by Aspergillus Carbonarius on
Nyjer and Flax Seeds

Adam J . Farmer1, 2, Andrew J. Kump1,
2, Manoj Panta1, 2, Shaad M. Ahmad1,
2, and Kristopher R. Schwab1, 2
1Department of Biology, Indiana State
University, 2The Center for Genomic
Advocacy, Indiana State University
Sridhar Ramachandran,
Indiana University Southeast
Azeem Ahmad. College of Arts and
Sciences, Marian University
Samina Akbar. Marian University College
of Osteopathic Medicine, Marian
University, Stephanie Brown, Madison
McReynolds, Kelsey Ramp, Marian
University
Kavitha Udumula1, Lindsey B.
Turnbull2, Katrina Co2, George Ayodo3,
Tuan M. Tran4, Chandy C. John2
1School of Science, IUPUI; 2Ryan White
Center for Pediatric Infectious Disease
and Global Health, Department of
Pediatrics, IU School of Medicine;
3Center for Global Health Research,
Kenya Medical Research Institute;
4Department of Medicine, IU School of
Medicine
Sidney Thompson, Rebekah Judkins,
University of Indianapolis Biology
Department; Laura Scheid, Western
Michigan University, Homer Stryker,
School of Medicine; Emily Taner,
University of Indianapolis; Krista E.
Latham, University of Indianapolis
Biology Department; Lindsey Williams
and Gay Bush, Strand Diagnostics
Alba Craig, Samantha Beck, Megan
Patton, Angela Zimmer, Jessica Gall,
Krista E. Latham, University of
Indianapolis Biology Department; Cynthia
Cale, MS, Houston
Forensic Science Center.

Ptip and Trr regulate cardiac cell division in D.
melanogaster

GI
AN

General Interest
Anthropology

BO
CB

Testing Environmental Cues on Candida
albicans Morphology

Investigating for GC content in Human DNA using
bioinformatics tools
The Increase of Antibiotic Resistance and its Implications
in the Nina Mason Pulliam EcoLab

Examining the Asymptomatic Reservoir of Malaria in a PreElimination Highland Area of Western Kenya

The Impact of Shared Chapstick® on DNA Profiles
Generated from the Rim of Ceramic Mugs

Deodorant as a Potential Source of DNA Profiles for
References in Criminal Investigations
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45

MB

46

PA

47

PA

48

PS

49

ZE

50

ZE

51

ZE

52

ZE

53

ZE

54

ZE

Robert A . Haney, Adam E. Richardson,
Daniel Miller, Zahra Abedini, Philip J.
Smaldino, Ball State University
David Wahl1, Christos Deligkaris1, Evan
Millam2.
1Dept of Geology & Phy, University of
Southern Indiana 2Dept of Chemistry,
University of Southern Indiana,
Kyle Herron, Adam Rengstorf, Purdue
Univeristy Northwest
Montana Jenkins and Jennifer Berry,
Butler University, Department of
Psychology
Luke M . Jacobus
Division of Science, Indiana University
Purdue University Columbus
Greta Karwath1, Hanna M. Werner1,
Monique Huynh1, Bryan D. Price2, Glené
Mynhardt1, Pamela R. Pretorius1
1.Biology Department, Hanover College,
2. Indiana State Department of Health

DHX36 helicase has broad gene regulatory effects in human
lymphocytes

Caylie Wimmersberger, Marc Milne,
University of Indianapolis
Brooke Karasch, Jessica Ward; Ball
State University
Raheal Takwe and Michael S. Finkler,
Indiana University Kokomo
Jenna McKune and Dr. Marianna
Zamlauski-Tucker, Department of
Biology, Ball State University

Revising the tree-dwelling spider genus, Neodietrichia

Molecular Dynamics Investigation of the Physical Binding of
the NNK Diazonium Ion to Exon 5 of TP53

New Observations of Binary Systems Epsilon Aurigae
“Wide-Awake Drunk”: Observing the Effects of Combined
Alcohol and Caffeine on Somatic Withdrawal Signs in C57BL/6J
Mice
Indiana’s Big River Mayflies (Insecta: Ephemeroptera): Results
from 2019–2020 Sampling
Differential effects of temperature on the activity and
population composition of the Culex pipiens species complex
in Jefferson County Indiana .

Do Social Conditions Influence Embryonic Learning in a Social
Fish?
Sexual dimorphism in visceral organ mass in Wood Frogs
(Lithobates sylvaticus)
Plasma Creatinine Levels in Old Royal College of Surgeon
(RCS) Rats
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General Interest Section
HotTopics

The 2021 Emergence of the Periodical Cicada Brood X in Indiana
Gene Kritsky, Mount St. Joseph University
The 10th president of the Indiana Academy of Science, Amos W. Butler, documented the earliest record of
Brood X in 1834 during his process of mapping the 1885 emergence in Indiana. F. M. Webster continued
Butler’s work, mapping out several other cicada emergences. Academy members J. J. Davis, H. Deay, F. N.
Young, Jr., and G. Kritsky continued the mapping through the twentieth century, and these efforts provided
Indiana with one of the most complete records of cicada emergences of any state. Over 10% of the historical
records of periodical cicadas amassed by the United States Department of Agriculture come from Indiana, and
this history provides clues to how the cicada broods have changed over the past two centuries. In 1958, Frank
Young raised concern that Brood X was declining in Indiana, and subsequent maps suggest that his concern
was justified. Starting in May 2021, when periodical cicadas will emerge in parts of Indiana, we will have an
opportunity to create a detailed map of the emergence, enabling us to determine the extent of this brood’s
decline in the state. To create the most accurate emergence record possible, we are seeking your help to
encourage the public to download the free app Cicada Safari and submit photographs and videos of periodical
cicadas they encounter. Each photograph will be verified by parataxonomists before being uploaded to the
Brood X map. Cicada Safari was developed by the Center for IT Engagement at Mount St. Joseph University in
Cincinnati and is sponsored by the Indiana Academy of Science.
HotTopics

Black In Robotics – Why Diversity Matters?
Carlotta Berry, Ph .D ., Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

In this talk Dr. Berry will describe the benefits of multidisciplinary robotics and how it can be used to diversify
STEM fields. She will describe the ways that I use robotics for education, research and outreach to engage
many populations including K-12, college students and adults. She will emphasize the importance of diversity in
robotics and some of the challenges in AI and robotics when there is no diversity. Finally, she will highlight the
work of some Black roboticists and the work of the BlackInRobotics organization.
HotTopics

Historical Land Survey Documents Project for Indiana, GIS Accessible: Phase 1 Pilot Marion County, Clark's Grant, Indian Reserves and Phase 2 - Newly Discovered
Original Land Surveyor Field Notes and Sketches
Lorraine Wright, CPG, GISP, Rock Solid GIS, Indiana Geographic
Information Council (IGIC) - Workgroup Co-Chair
Acknowledgements: Clayton Hogston, IGIC, State Archives, ISPLS, IPLSF, & Marion Co. Surveyors Office. A
Heritage Support Grant was provided by the Indiana Historical Society and made possible by the Lilly
Endowment, Inc. for Phase II of the project.
Historical land survey documents (field notes and plats), from the late 1700's to the mid 1800's, are the basis for
the creation of the current Public Land Survey System (PLSS), and a source of baseline scientific information.
Follow the Surveyor as they track and document the 1800's terrain. The goal of the Historical Documents Pilot
Project is to research, locate, digitized (scan) and make the documents publicly available, via a Geographic
Information System (GIS). The Original survey field notes were used to transcribe three different document
versions (different dates) for the Federal, State, and County governments. It is important to have all four
versions for research and comparison purposes due to discrepancies.
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Phase I of the project is available through ArcGIS Online. A GIS map was used to link the four versions (field
notes/ plats) to the: 1) Survey Townships, 2) Lots, 3) Indiana Reserves, etc. The pilot created a new, easily
accessible, resource never before available. The pilot demonstration consists of a Story Map that describes the
project and shows step by step instructions on how to use the ArcGIS Online Map. Phase II of the Project
focuses on newly discovered Original field notes and making them available on line.
Surveyor's were to record in their notes: all rivers, creeks, springs and smaller streams of water, with their width
and the course they run in crossing the lines of survey, and whether navigable, rapid, or mountainous, the kinds
of timber and under-growth with which the land may be covered, all swamps, ponds, stone quarries, coal beds,
peat or turf grounds, uncommon, natural or artificial productions, such as mounds, precipices, caves, etc., all
rapids, cascades or falls of water, materials, ores, fossils, etc.; the quality of the soil and the true situation of all
mines, salt-licks, salt-springs and mill seats.
HotTopics

Our climate roller coast ride is keeping us guessing
Beth Hall, Indiana State Climatologist, Purdue University

When we look at historical climate records from the mid-1950s through early 1980s, there was a bit of
year-to-year consistency in both temperature and precipitation. However, in the last few decades that
interannual variability of these and other parameters has made the prediction and outlooks of
upcoming seasons challenging. Conditions are either too wet or too dry, too cold or too warm. Even
global teleconnection patterns such as the El Nino – Southern Oscillation provide us with too small of
a sample size in recent years to derive confidence between those phases and climate in Indiana. This
presentation will review Indiana’s climate trends and variability along with the challenges associated
with seasonal and annual climate outlooks.
HotTopics

COVID-19 in children: an update, with a focus on Indiana”
Chandy John, M .D ., M .S ., Indiana University School of Medicine
HotTopics

Monoclonal Antibodies versus Convalescent Plasma – Do they prevent or treat Covid19
Virginia Caine, M .D ., Marion County Public Health Department/Indiana University School of Public Health
This seminar will enhance your ability to identify patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection who might benefit from
treatment with Monoclonal Antibodies or Convalescent Plasma.
Workshop

Diving into Bio, Material, & Chemical Analysis – From Concept to Technique
Emil Khisamutdinov, Ph .D .; Ball State University, Zhihai Li, Ph .D.; Ball State University, Wei Shi, Ph .D .; Ball
State University, Elsayed Zahran, Ph .D .; Ball State University
The Goal of this workshop is to offer a unique opportunity for middle & high school educators, undergraduates
in science majors, instructors at Primarily Undergraduate Institutions (PUI), as well as students who are
interested in STEM, to allow them dive into the state-of-the-art analytical methods and techniques. These
advanced techniques are popular and essential for biotech, material characterizations, and chemical analysis.
Students and teachers will learn from concepts to working principle, from instrumental techniques to
applications from an inter-disciplinary perspective.
Nowadays, the development of analytical instruments and techniques has a substantial impact on the
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chemistry, biology, materials, and interdisciplinary research. We will selectively introduce several analytical
techniques that play an important role in the fields mentioned above. These instrumental techniques include
atomic force microscopy (AFM), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopies,
as well as agarose and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis techniques. The workshop is designed to provide
undergraduate and graduate students and public attendees with a tutorial understanding of the basic principle
of these techniques. Furthermore, data from each group will be presented to show the application of these
techniques in research.
Workshop

Springtail Ecology and Identification
Eoghan McCroskey, Purdue University, Dr. Jeffrey D. Holland, Purdue University

The Collembola are an entognathous class of small, wingless hexapods that evolved before the emergence of
the Insecta. They are terrestrially ubiquitous, with their distribution extending to both poles and from deep
subterranean cavities to high elevations. Most species dwell in close association with the soil, litter layers, and
decaying wood due to their main subsistence as fungal and bacterial grazers. They are thus capable of
influencing or controlling rates of decomposition. Because of this and their sensitivity to environmental changes
in the soil, they are of interest in their potential as bioindicators of soil health and their ability to enhance soil
fertility and long-term sustainability thereof. There are currently approximately 8,000 described species
worldwide, which is thought to be an underestimation because of their understudied nature and their cryptic
habitats.
The purpose of this workshop is to provide basic information about the Collembola and the challenges that exist
in studying them. It also will, and chiefly, provide resources for morphological identification by stepping through
keys for the Collembola orders and families and then requiring participants to distinguish between Collembolans
based on information provided in the keys. By doing so, the workshop will enhance understanding of this class
of hexapod and equip both entomologists and non-entomologists with the taxonomical savvy to identify
Collembola to the family level.
Workshop

Expansion Microscopy: A broadly accessible method for super-resolution microscopy
using standard confocal microscopes .
Douglas Roossien, Ph .D ., Ball State University
The advent of super-resolution fluorescent microscopy has enabled glimpses into the cell at resolutions below
the ~200 nm diffraction limit of a standard light microscope. This new technique preserves the high-contrast and
molecular specificity advantages of fluorescent microscopy while offering resolution previously achievable only
with electron microscopes. However, super-resolution microscopy is both cost-prohibitive and technically
challenging for most laboratories. In this 60-minute workshop, we will discuss an alternative technique called
Expansion Microscopy (ExM). The concept behind ExM is to improve resolution by physically expanding the
sample rather than by optical magnification. The chemicals required for ExM are affordable and the procedure is
accessible to undergraduate and graduate students. Despite the simplicity, there are nuances worth considering
when implementing ExM into a research laboratory. The intent of this workshop is to introduce background,
theory, and tools necessary to apply ExM to a broad range of systems. Using a worksheet-guided approach, we
will first discuss the theory and basic chemistry behind ExM. This will be followed by a brief introduction to the
variety of existing ExM protocols and discuss the range of current and potential applications. We will then focus
on procedural details, which will include common pitfalls and tips for troubleshooting. Participants are
encouraged to bring questions about their own interests and application for ExM. Dr. Douglas Roossien was one
of the early end-users of ExM through a collaboration with Dr. Ed Boyden, the pioneer of ExM at MIT, which
resulted in a 2016 Nature Biotechnology paper. He has previously facilitated two laboratory workshop modules
on ExM as part of an NSF-sponsored education program. Dr. Roossien started his own laboratory in 2019 at
Ball State University, where they employ ExM to study the development of complex morphologies in
the Drosophila brain.
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General Interest Section (continued)
Workshop

2021 Indiana Plant Photographic Scavenger Hunt
Paul Rothrock and Eric Knox, Indiana University Herbarium
The Consortium of Midwest Herbaria data portal (https://midwestherbaria.org) is one of a dozen linked portals
uniting over 400 U.S. herbaria, which provide information about individual specimens and the species they
represent. The underlying Symbiota platform also supports published descriptions (including Deam’s 1940 Flora
of Indiana), distribution maps, the online Golden Key species identification tool, and field photos of live plants
that show the identifying characteristics.
The Indiana Academy of Science is co-sponsoring a statewide Photographic Scavenger Hunt during the 2021
growing season designed to complete the photo gallery of Indiana’s plant species. Some species are found
throughout Indiana, but most are restricted to certain parts of the state. Indiana has nine ecoregions, and the
distribution information and flowering times were used to create seasonally-based ‘Hunting Lists’ for each
region, which can be downloaded at the Scavenger Hunt Website (https://herbarium.bio.indiana.edu). The Hunt
Website has a dropbox for submitting digital photos, along with the information of who, what, when, where
needed to validate the photo-documentation of Indiana’s flora by the network of volunteer citizen-scientists.
These photographs will also be incorporated into the Golden Key identification tool, which will enable almost
everyone to identify almost all Indiana plant species.
This workshop introduces the tools and resources developed for participating in the Hunt. It starts with a quick
tour of the Hunt Website, and provides simple lessons for obtaining information about where the target species
might grow in your area and tips for how to identify them. Advice on enhancing photographic quality, and
instructions for submitting photos and the supporting scientific data will also be provided. Spring has sprung, so
pull on your boots, grab your camera, and let’s make good use of every sunny day.
Workshop

SciComm Your Science: Science Communication Workshop for Students
Krista Hoffman-Longtin: IUPUI/Indiana University School of Medicine; Erin Gerecke: Indiana University

School of Medicine

Congratulations on presenting your work as a student scientist at the Indiana Academy of Science
annual meeting! Where else do you communicate about science? Who are you communicating with?
Would you like to improve your communication skills? In this workshop, you will learn more about
different types of science communication (“SciComm”) and consider the needs and expectations of
different audiences. You can share your growing expertise as a scientist in many different ways.
Come find out some strategies to help you communicate about science more effectively in your
classes, in your future career, and in your community!
Workshop

Leading Scientists Through the Racial Historical and Current Evidence: Gently
Learning Some of the Effects of Personal and Professional Decision-making on African
American and Caucasian Bi-directional Perceptions and Inclusion Goals
Maresa J . Murray, Indiana University School of Public Health
Dr. Murray has divided this workshop into two parts:
Workshop Part 1: Historical and Current Evidence-based Happenings on “How on Earth Did Things Get This
Bad between African Americans and Caucasians the U.S.?!”
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Workshop Part 2: “I’ve Always Thought I was a Racial Ally, But How What Kinds of Evidence Indicates Such?”
This workshop may be of interest to individuals who are: Wondering how racial justice incidents related to
African Americans might present growth opportunities for IAS. Wondering what they personally think of race
relations and how that manifests in personal daily life decisions. Affiliated with a group of “Racial Allies,” but
wondering if there may be some unintentional racial damage happening at the same time. Wondering what to do
if a racial mistake accidently happens.
The workshop will explore some of the following areas: How did we get here? Some salient issues from history
that directly impact relationships between African Americans and Caucasians in the U.S. “What is on my own
personal racial lens, that I do not perceive, but African Americans likely do?”
Workshop

What is the role of a state academy of science?
Cris Hochwender, Ph .D ., University of Evansville; Michelle Marcincel Payne, Ph .D., Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology; Eric (VJ) Rubenstein, Ph .D., President, Indiana Academy of Science, Ball State University; Paul
K . Doss, Ph .D., University of Southern Indiana
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
Most of us maintain memberships in disciplinary societies and get intellectually recharged there. But Indiana is
where we live, work, and raise our families. How is the role of a state academy distinct from that of a national
group? I argue a state academy is the professional equivalent of “Think Globally, Act Locally.” Improving things
at home is in our personal and professional interest. Beyond commitments to education and disseminating
credible science, we have at least three other obligations.
A state academy must respond to social events, as we have admirably to racial equity and public health matters.
We must continue to be vocal in such matters.
A state academy is best positioned to coordinate/facilitate local environmental inventory and monitoring. One
can NEVER detect change, if you haven’t measured it before. The Academy has had roles in Bioblitz and other
efforts, and we should continue wherever possible.
A state academy should engage with policy makers at the state/local levels on matters of science, by educating
our representatives and providing expertise we have, and they don’t. In the 2021 Indiana legislative session,
introduced bills address Covid-19, energy policy, pesticides, wetland protections, Land-use/watershed
development, flood control, wastewater treatment, carbon credits, septic systems, and more.
In his 1907 address, The Advantages of a State Academy of Science, T.C. Chamberlin said "...earnest
advocacy of ... science to the state and nation is an essential element in the solution of its great social, political,
and ethical problems.” Chamberlin’s “earnest advocacy” requires effort by our members. It’s in our best interest
to leverage the breadth and prestige of our Academy to improve life in Indiana. Another 1907 Chamberlin quote
is just as true now: “… the intellectual and moral methods of science are a protection against current evils and a
guarantee of safety in the future.”
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Anthropology Section
Presentation

Dental Macrowear in a Central Illinois River Valley Population
Sidney Thompson, BA, University of Indianapolis Biology Department; Jeremy J. Beach, Ph.D, Indiana
University School of Liberal Arts at IUPUI, Department of Anthropology; Stephen Nawrocki, Ph.D., D-ABFA,
University of Indianapolis Biology Department
Dental macrowear, or obliteration of hard dental tissues, has long been used as a method of dietary assessment
in both pre historic and historic populations. Examination of macrowear levels within and between populations
allows researchers to interpret changes and differences in subsistence patterns. This study aims to examine the
dental macrowear, along with dental caries and antemortem tooth loss, of Orendorf, an indiginous population
from the Central Illinois River Valley and to compare those findings to that of an early AD Mongolian sample.
The Orendorf settlement in the Central Illinois River Valley was at its peak in the middle-Mississippian period
(1200-1250 AD). During the period, it is commonly thought that settlements of the Cahokia Hinterlands had
moved completely to an agricultural subsistence economy, with maize at the epicenter. However, recent floral
analyses have questioned the timeline, degree, and patterns of maize adoption and intensification in the Valley
(e.g. VanDerwarker et al 2016). The comparison of dental wear in this population to a Mongolian sample — who
were mobile pastoralists with dairy and meat based subsistence — will offer a new, bioarchaeological line of
evidence into maize adoption and intensification in the Central Illinois River Valley.
VanDerwarker AM, Wilson GD. 2016. War, Food, and Structural Violence in the
Mississippian Central Illinois Valley. In: VanDerwarker AM, Wilson GD, editors.
The Archaeology of Food and Warfare. Cham: Springer International Publishing. p 75–105.
Presentation

Using historical and scientific evidence to provenance purported timber artifacts of the
New Harmony orangery
Christopher Baas, Department of Landscape Architecture, Ball State University, Darrin L. Rubino, Biology
Department, Hanover College
An orangery is a building used to grow, protect, and display citrus and other tropical plants in cold climates.
Members of the Harmonist Society erected an orangery as part of their communal gardens when they
established the town of New Harmony in 1814. Wood artifacts believed to be remnants of the orangery were
analyzed in an attempt to identify a manufacture date. The artifacts, wooden cylindrical rollers and holders
(beams with a circular notch in which the rollers rotated), are thought to be part of the mechanical system used
to open and close the structure. The main goal of this investigation was to use archival materials to describe
how the orangery was constructed, tree-ring analysis to identify if the artifacts had manufacture dates consistent
with the Harmonist’s time in Indiana, and wood species identification to discern if the artifacts were produced
from imported or regionally native species.
Using a drill, sample cores were collected from rollers and holders. The samples were prepared for dating
following standard dendrochronological methodology (sanding, skeleton plotting, ring measurement). Dates
were assigned to individual tree rings by crossdating (matching the patterns of ring widths in the timbers with
accurately dated regional chronologies). Eight samples were collected and successfully crossdated from three
rollers and three holders. The rollers are black gum and yielded a chronology of 1679 to 1902 (918 rings). The
holders are true hickory and yielded a chronology of 1717 to 1821 (277 rings). Tree-ring analysis suggests that
the holders are constructed from timber harvested in 1822 and is consistent with the Harmonist period in
Indiana. The rollers did not contain an outer ring which could be interpreted as a harvest/cutting date, had dates
suggesting an early twentieth century harvest, and were constructed well after the Harmonists left Indiana.
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Anthropology Section (continued)
Presentation

Cultural and Ecological Dimensions of Pregnancy Fasting
Caitlyn Placek, Ball State University

Pregnancy fasting is an enigma: why would a woman restrict her food intake during a period of increased
nutritional need? Evolutionary theory predicts that fasting evolved in resource scarce environments, yet
proximate causes of pregnancy fasting have not been tested. This study therefore investigated the types of fasts
that are common in pregnancy, women’s perceptions of the consequences of fasting, and compared models of
pregnancy fasting in three Indian communities. This cross-sectional study took place in Bhubaneshwar, Odisha
and Mysore, Karnataka among two populations of Hindu women and one population of Muslim women (N=90).
In total, 64% of women fasted in prior pregnancies. Findings revealed variation in the number and types of fasts
that are common in pregnancy across the three communities. Each community reported differences in positive
and negative consequences of fasting, with varied emphasis on reproductive health, religiosity, and general
health and wellbeing. Finally, quantitative analyses indicated that the best-fitting model for pregnancy fasting
was religiosity, and the worst-fitting model was resource scarcity. These findings challenge mainstream
evolutionary theories of both fasting and pregnancy diet and point to the prominent role of religion in predicting
dietary abstention.

Botany Section
Presentation

Using tree-ring analysis to determine the construction date of the Mount Pleasant
Beech Church (Rush County, Indiana), a significant African American historic site
Darrin L . Rubino, Biology Department, Hanover College, J.P. Hall, Department of Architecture, Ball State
University, Christopher Baas and Jeremy Merrill, Department of Landscape Architecture, Ball State University
The Mount Pleasant Beech Church is part of a historically significant cultural landscape created in the 1820s by
Southern free Blacks. Despite the immense cultural importance of the building, no definitive build date is known.
The main goal of this investigation was to determine the construction date of the Church using tree-ring
analysis. Additionally, dating the building would lead to the creation of local tree-ring chronologies (series of
accurately dated and measured tree rings) for a region that has received little dendrochronological study and
also provide insight into the types of timbers used in regional construction. Samples were collected from
throughout the building. Cross sections were cut from roof sheathing and sills and beams from the crawl space;
using a drill, cores were taken from exposed timbers in the attic (rafters, post, beam, and top plate). Sampling
focused on timbers for which a death/felling date could be determined (presence of bark or a waney edge). The
samples were prepared for dating following standard dendrochronological methodology (sanding, skeleton
plotting, ring measurement). Dates were assigned to individual tree rings by crossdating (matching the patterns
of ring widths in the timbers with accurately dated regional chronologies). Twenty-nine samples were collected
from 21 timbers; 28 were successfully crossdated. Beech, sycamore, tulip poplar, and white oak timbers were
found in the structure. Beech and tulip poplar were the most collected species and yielded chronologies
spanning from 1690 to 1853 (900 rings) and 1741 to 1853 (653 rings), respectively. The last ring formed (ring
adjacent to bark or wane) was 1854 for nine timbers. No timber in the structure had any rings dating later than
1854. We conclude that the Beech Grove Church was erected with timbers that were harvested after the spring
of 1854 and prior to spring 1855.
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Botany Section (continued)
Poster

Cancer-root: A three-year population ecology study at Blossom Hollow Nature
Preserve in central Indiana
Bradly Wehus-Tow, Evan Hosea, Logan Vandermark, Mahalah Griffin, and Alice Long Heikens
Cancer-root, Conopholis americana, is a non-green parasitic plant on oak trees, and is found throughout the
eastern half of North America. The plant has a coefficient of conservatism of 8, indicating it grows in areas
reminiscent of pre-European settlement and does not tolerate disturbance well. Also, cancer-root is one of only
35 species that produces flowers underground. This short plant (12-20 cm) produces two different types of
flowers: sterile ones at the top of the plant that are white to pale yellow and tubular (8-14 mm), and closed
flowers found lower on the plant and underground. The purpose of this research is to determine the population
size of cancer-root in Blossom Hollow Nature Preserve (BHNP), and its reproductive potential. BHNP is a 109ha unglaciated, hardwood forest. Population biology data collected included the number of plants, flowers, fruits,
and seeds per capsule. Data was compared among the 2018, 2019, and 2020 growing seasons. In 2018,
approximately 1156 plants were located, but this doubled in 2019. The plants produced approximately 53 above
ground flowers and 4 below ground. The plot adjacent to the original one was sampled starting in 2019 to
determine the effects of fire on cancer root. There were no significant differences in plant data between the two
plots before the prescribed fire in 2020. Currently, the burn data is being analyzed. Permanent plots have been
established for long-term monitoring of cancer root. Understanding the population ecology of this highly
conservative species may be useful in monitoring the ecosystem health at BHNP and it may also predict the
impact of global climate change on this high-quality nature preserve as an indicator species.

Cell Biology Section
Presentation

Role of RNA-binding proteins Rbfox1l and Rbfox2 in neuronal development and
behavior in zebrafish
Michael A . Berberoglu, Duaa Hijaz, Romeo Karris, Allison Pariso, Trupti Patel, Margaret Schlicker, Yonahga
Stickles, Valparaiso University
RNA-binding proteins RBFOX1/Rbfox1 and RBFOX2/Rbfox2 have been implicated in neurodevelopmental and
neuropsychiatric disorders including autism, anxiety, schizophrenia, and epilepsy in mammals and are also
involved in cerebellar development. However, the role of Rbfox proteins in neuronal development and function
has not been well-studied. We have recently characterized expression of Rbfox1l (Rbfox1-like) and Rbfox2 in
the adult zebrafish brain (Ma et al., 2019). Rbfox1l expression is restricted to neurons within the adult zebrafish
telencephalon, while Rbfox2 is expressed broadly in neurons throughout the adult zebrafish brain. Rbfox1lpositive neurons are located within the Dm and Dc regions of the dorsal telencephalon. The Dm region
represents an amygdala-like region within the adult zebrafish brain, while the Dc region is being debated as a
possible cortical-like region. We will determine the developmental stage when Rbfox1l is first expressed in the
zebrafish brain, and test the hypothesis that Rbfox1l is involved in autistic-like and anxiety-related behaviors by
performing behavioral tests in the mutants. We will also assess telencephalic development in rbfox1l mutants
(rbfox1l CRISPR mutants will be obtained in collaboration with Dr. Sharon Amacher at The Ohio State
University, OSU). In contrast to mammals, zebrafish have a remarkable capability to regenerate tissue of the
brain and spinal cord after injury. Our preliminary data (OSU) suggest that adult viable rbfox2 CRISPR mutant
zebrafish (rbfox2 mutants will be obtained in collaboration with Dr. Sharon Amacher at OSU) have a smaller
cerebellum, as has been observed in Rbfox2 knockout mice. We will perform needle-stick injury to the
cerebellum, and assess regeneration and adult regenerative neurogenesis in rbfox2 mutants compared to wildtype controls. Our work aims to better understand the role of Rbfox RNA-binding proteins in brain development,
neurogenesis, and behavior.
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Cell Biology Section (continued)
Poster

Investigation of the role of FSHR-1 in neuromuscular signaling in C. elegans
Alyssa Ritter, Amy Godfrey, Allyson Munneke, and Jennifer Kowalski, Department of Biological Sciences,
Butler University
Neuronal communication is critical for organism function and involves a balance of excitatory (stimulating) and
inhibitory neuronal signals (E:I balance). Caenorhabditis elegans roundworms are simple models used to study
E:I balance. FSHR-1, follicle steroid hormone receptor, is conserved in mammals where it regulates gonad
function; in C. elegans, it also controls E:I balance at neuromuscular junctions (NMJs), where muscle
contraction is governed by signals from excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons. Although FSHR-1 is expressed
in C. elegans’ nervous system and intestine, the cell(s) where FSHR-1 acts to control neuromuscular signaling
are unknown. We hypothesized fshr-1 is sufficient in neurons to restore normal E:I balance at the NMJ. In
rescue experiments using pharmacologically-induced paralysis assays to measure muscle contraction, worms
without fshr-1 had decreased muscle contraction; replacing fshr-1 under its own promoter or only in neurons
restored wild type muscle contraction. Worms expressing fshr-1 in inhibitory neurons only showed partial
aldicarb recovery, and animals expressing fshr-1 either in the intestine or in excitatory neurons displayed
increased paralysis relative to wild type worms. We saw similar rescue of neuromuscular function in swimming
assays, except that worms with excitatory neuron fshr-1 expression exhibited no rescue of swimming behavior,
despite their hypersensitivity in the aldicarb assay. Muscle over-excitation in the excitatory neuron rescue
animals may explain their reduced ability to swim. Together, these data imply fshr-1 may act in multiple neuron
types or other tissues to affect muscle contraction. C. elegans and human nervous systems are similar, so
learning more about FSHR-1 may help research into human neurological disorders. Future directions will use
these assays to explore fshr-1 function in diverse physiologic states (e.g. oxidative stress) in which FSHR-1 has
been implicated.
Poster

Endocytosis Inhibition as a Rescue Strategy for Zoledronate Induced Cell Death
Alex Cartwright, Evan Brown, Tyler Cairncross, Charles Barnes, and Dan Jones, Indiana Wesleyan University
Division of Natural Sciences

Medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (MRONJ) arises most often in cancer or osteoporosis patients. The
disease causes the jawbone and surrounding tissue to necrose, leaving painful intraoral fistulae and
complications. Nitrogen-containing bisphosphonates (NBP's) are the most prominent risk factor for MRONJ.
Zoledronate (ZOL) is one of the most potent NBP’s available and was therefore chosen for this study. Blocking
ZOL’s entry specifically into cells of the oral cavity would make treatment easier for these same patients by
removing the possibility of developing MRONJ from systemic NBP administration. This study investigates
endocytosis as a possible cell uptake mechanism for ZOL by inhibiting different types of endocytosis and further
determining if any of the inhibition rescues from ZOL induced viability loss. This study used an endocytosis
inhibitor panel that included Chlorpromazine, Methyl β Cyclodextrin, Wortmannin, and Dynasore each of which
inhibits a different subcategory of endocytosis. Normal human oral keratinocyte (NHOK), human gingival
fibroblast (HGF), and Michigan Cancer Foundation 7 (MCF-7 human breast cancer)
cell lines were tested for responses. The 50mM ZOL treatments significantly decreased viability compared to the
vehicle control in each of the three cell types. In the NHOKs, Wortmannin and Dynasore both
significantly rescued from ZOL-induced viability loss with P values less than 0.05 and 0.01, respectively. In
contrast, HGF's were not rescued by any of the inhibitors, regardless of the time of inhibitor pre-incubation (15,
30, or 60 minutes) prior to ZOL treatment. The MCF-7 did not show any signs of rescue at a 15-minute pretreatment with the specified doses. This work was partially funded by an Indiana Academy of Science Senior
Research grant and a University Scholar Award from Indiana Wesleyan University.
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Cell Biology Section (continued)
Poster

Rescue of Human Oral Keratinocytes and Gingival Fibroblasts from ZoledronateInduced Viability Loss: Inroads to Lessening a Bone-Cancer Drug Side Effect
Evan Brown, Alex Cartwright, Tyler Cairncross, Charles Barnes, and Dan Jones, Indiana Wesleyan University
Division of Natural Sciences
Medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (MRONJ) is a serious intraoral side effect of bisphosphonate,
antiangiogenic, and denosumab treatments. Individuals affected with MRONJ are unable to heal from dental
procedures, leading to painful oral lesions that involve exposed bone and unhealed soft tissue. The potent
nitrogen-containing bisphosphonate, zoledronate (ZOL), is used to treat bone-resorptive disorders like
postmenopausal osteoporosis and cancers that have metastasized to bone. GGOH (geranylgeraniol) provides a
bypass for the inhibited metabolic pathway blocked by ZOL, thereby serving as an alternative route for
biomolecules to continue through the mevalonate pathway. Studies indicate that GGOH acts as a rescue agent
in its ability to protect in vitro oral mucosa tissue from the death effects of ZOL and restore cell viability. Several
studies indicate that GGOH possesses tumorigenic properties. Phosphonoformic acid (PFA), a therapeutic
agent used to lessen the effects of various viral infections, is thought to inhibit transporters that allow entry of
ZOL into cells and hence is a theoretical candidate to serve as a rescue agent like GGOH. Normal human oral
keratinocytes (NHOKs) and human gingival fibroblasts (HGFs) were treated with either 50 μM ZOL, 50 μM ZOL
plus GGOH, or 50 μM ZOL plus PFA. The preliminary results indicate that at the dosages tested, GGOH
significantly rescues but PFA does not at 48 hours of treatment. However, at 72 hours of treatment both GGOH
and PFA significantly rescue from ZOL-induced cell viability loss. Collectively the data suggests that PFA, not
known to have tumorigenic properties, may be an advantageous alternative to GGOH with the hope that an
eventual local, oral topical application could protect from systemic ZOL administration. This work was partially
funded by an Indiana Academy of Science Senior Research grant and a University Scholar Award from Indiana
Wesleyan University.
Poster

Effects of Gene Deletion in Saccharomyces cerevisiae on Cellular Response to
Anisomycin
Kelsey A . Woodruff, Julia M. Niekamp, Avery M. Runnebohm, Eric M. Rubenstein
Anisomycin is an antifungal drug that represents a potential therapeutic target for PTSD and cancers. It
interrupts protein synthesis by causing the ribosome to misread mRNA. This causes proteotoxic stress. The
model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae was used to observe the effects of certain genes in responding to
anisomycin. Surprisingly, even though anisomycin leads to proteotoxic stress, some yeast strains containing
deletions of genes known to cope with stress were resistant to anisomycin. The goal of my project was to
characterize the effect of these gene deletions in presence of anisomycin. To do this, a series of growth assays
were performed with different strains in the presence and absence of anisomycin. Further experiments indicated
that how, rather than which, genes were knocked out of the genome was at least partially contributing to the
resistance observed in these strains. This result is significant because it reveals a flaw in a commonly used
technique in yeast biology. This technical flaw could change how scientists approach future experiments
involving anisomycin. Future experiments will be performed to determine how much of the resistance can be
attributed to how genes are knocked out versus which genes are knocked out.
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Cell Biology Section (continued)
Presentation

Developing an In Vitro Model of Oral Cancer Metastasis
Colleen L . Doçi, Marian University, Kegan A. Main, Marian University; Nouredean N. Khrisat, Marian University;
Constantinos M. Mikelis, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center; Alfredo A. Molinolo, University of
California, San Diego Developing an in vitro model of Oral Cancer Metastasis; J. Silvio Gutkind, University of
California San Diego
Oral cancer is the second fastest increasing cause of cancer mortality in the United States. This is due in part to
the frequent, early metastasis in head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs). Unfortunately, our
understanding of the pathways and mechanisms that drive this spread is limited. To combat this, we developed
a novel, in vitro system that accurately reflects the complex metastatic phenotype in HNSCC. This model can
directly interrogate the molecular mechanisms that underlie metastatic oral cancer, enabling rapid translational
research and limiting the impact of this disease.
To develop this model, we created a database of the genetic and phenotypic properties of HNSCC cell lines.
These cell lines were orthotopically injected, and the tumor size, growth rate, metastasis, and microvessel
density were quantified. Additionally, we identified genomic alterations, mutations, and gene expression
differences. Bioinformatic approaches revealed transcriptome differences clustered in three cohorts aligned with
their metastatic potential and vascularity. Our model identified several genes that may pose novel diagnostic
and therapeutic targets. We are pursuing a proof-of-principle characterization of one of these genes, CBX5, to
demonstrate the value of our in vitro metastasis model. CBX5 is a multifunctional protein whose expression is
decreased in oral cancer lines with vascular, metastatic phenotypes. We are currently working to elucidate
which, if any, of its cellular roles might suppress metastasis in HNSCC.
This in vitro model is a crucial resource to connect clinically-relevant questions to accessible and affordable
research to advance our understanding of HNSCC metastasis. Elucidation of the antimetastatic role of CBX5
will demonstrate the model’s utility and pave the way for investigations into the molecular underpinnings of
metastatic carcinomas. Together, this research provides unique opportunities for new investigators to create
novel insights into some of the most mechanistically complex and poorly understood processes in cancer
biology.
Poster

Optimization of a Viability Rescue Assay in Human Oral Keratinocytes

Authors: Abigail Conrad, Jessica Binkley, Makayla Standfest, Tyler Cairncross, Jacob Kirby, Morgan Jessup,
Spencer Roose, and Dan Jones; Institution: Indiana Wesleyan University
Zoledronate (ZOL) is used to treat bone resorptive diseases such as osteoporosis and cancer metastases to
bone. ZOL is associated with medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (MRONJ), a condition known to cause
bone destruction and maxillofacial region lesions. Geranylgeraniol (GGOH) is a potential rescue agent that
provides an alternate route in the mevalonate pathway when the pathway is inhibited by ZOL. This study
measured the viability of normal human oral keratinocytes (NHOKs) when exposed to ZOL and when GGOH
was added under varying conditions to rescue the ZOL-induced viability loss. Viability was measured by an MTT
assay in which viable cells convert water-soluble (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide)
into an insoluble, formazan product. Quantitation was performed by measuring absorbance of the product at 570
nm (630 nm reference) after 72 hours of treatment incubation. NHOKs grown on uncoated 96-well plates
showed significantly higher corrected absorbance values (p < 0.035) than NHOKs grown on poly-L-lysinecoated plates; consequently, successive experiments were performed on uncoated plates. We tested rescue of
NHOKs when 10 microM GGOH was added 15 minutes prior to ZOL, 24 hours prior to ZOL, or simultaneously
with ZOL. In the 15 minute-prior variation, 25 and 50 microM ZOL significantly decreased viability but GGOH did
not rescue. The 24 hour-prior and the simultaneous addition variations displayed significant ZOL-induced
viability loss at 10, 25, and 50 microM. Only when ZOL and GGOH were added simultaneously did significant
rescue occur. These results inform successive NHOK experimentation on the relative efficacy of rescue agents
to rescue from ZOL-induced viability loss. This work was partially funded by an Indiana Academy of Science
senior research grant.
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Determining the Role of a Transcription Factor in Protein Degradation
Authors: Samantha Turk, Danielle Overton, Cade Orchard, Chris Indovina, Avery Runnebohm, Sarah Engle,
Sheldon Watts, Julia Niekamp, and Eric (“VJ”) Rubenstein. Institutions: Ball State University
Proteins are essential to life. They perform a variety of functions within cells, including cell cycle regulation and
DNA replication. Just as important as protein synthesis is the process of protein degradation. To prevent
organismal harm, proteins must be degraded when they are no longer necessary, are damaged, or behave
aberrantly. Proteins can behave aberrantly by persistently engaging a protein channel called the translocon,
which allows proteins to move across the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum. In humans, a protein known
to clog the translocons is a component of low-density lipoproteins (or “bad cholesterol”). Homologs of the
ubiquitin ligase Hrd1 polyubiquitylate such aberrant proteins, tagging them for degradation via the proteasome.
Ubiquitin ligases rarely function alone, and yeast lacking Hrd1 exhibit residual degradation of transloconclogging proteins, suggesting alternative degradation pathways. We performed a yeast genome-wide screen to
identify genes that contribute to degradation of translocon-clogging proteins, identifying 150 candidate
regulators of protein degradation. Further small-scale yeast growth-based reporter assays were performed,
confirming potential roles for 42 genes in protein degradation. Biochemical validation using cycloheximide chase
established the requirement of 3 genes for degradation of translocon-clogging proteins, one of which is a
transcription factor involved in lipid synthesis. We performed experiments to determine if this gene is specifically
required for degradation of translocon-clogging proteins, or if it is broadly required for degradation of aberrant
ER-resident proteins. We discovered that this gene is required for degradation of multiple classes of aberrant
proteins, including several which do not aberrantly engage the translocon, indicating this gene may broadly
impact protein quality control. The process of protein degradation is conserved from yeast to humans. This
transcription factor represents a potential therapeutic target for patients with diseases associated with
dysregulated protein degradation, including cholesterol-related disease.
Poster

Ste24 Substrate Specificity in Translocon Quality Control
Kamryn O . Kennedy, Brian M. Voas, Kyle A. Richards, Eric M. Rubenstein

Translocons are molecular channels that allow proteins to cross membranes in a process called translocation.
This enables proteins to reach their appropriate cellular locations to perform their specific functions. If
translocons become clogged, they cannot be used as passages for other proteins. Unresolved translocon
clogging may result in diseases, such as type 2 diabetes. There are two modes of translocation,
posttranslational translocation (PTT) and cotranslational translocation (CTT). Errors can occur in both
processes, resulting in clogged translocons. Ste24 is a conserved enzyme that degrades clogging proteins that
enter the translocon via PTT. It is unknown if Ste24 also degrades proteins that use CTT. We tested the
hypothesis that Ste24 degrades clogged proteins that undergo CTT, using a Saccharomyces cerevisiae model
system. The abundance of proteins engineered to clog translocons during CTT was analyzed via western blot
analysis in yeast containing or lacking STE24. We found Ste24 does not promote degradation of proteins that
undergo CTT. These data contribute to the knowledge of how cells maintain functional translocons, suggesting
translocon quality control enzymes exhibit strong specificity in the types of translocon-clogging proteins they
degrade. Our results may have implications for understanding and treating diseases associated with translocon
dysfunction.
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Protein Quality Control in Candida albicans
Ellen Doss, Douglas A. Bernstein, & Eric M. Rubenstein (Ball State University)
Candida albicans is an opportunistic fungal pathogen that resides as normal flora in the human gastrointestinal
tract and mouth. However, upon a patient’s immunosuppression due to a preexisting condition or an organ
transplant, the yeast can colonize nearly every tissue and organ, causing life-threatening infections. Few
treatment options exist for Candida infections; therefore, it is essential to understand the molecular mechanisms
that contribute to its virulence. We are characterizing the roles of four genes involved in protein quality control,
which is uncharacterized in C. albicans. Using CRISPR, we are generating homozygous deletions of HRD1,
DOA10, UBC7, and STE24. These knockout strains are being characterized and compared to wild type yeast
using growth assays to determine how well they grow in the presence of compounds predicted to increase the
abundance of misfolded proteins. A virulence assay will then be performed utilizing a characterized insect
infection model, Galleria mellonella wax moth larvae. Survival of larvae injected with each knockout strain will be
compared to that of larvae injected with the highly virulent wild type strain. These experiments represent a novel
investigation of protein quality control in C. albicans and have the potential to reveal new therapeutic targets for
fungal infections.
Poster

A primary neuronal culture method for visualization of Drosophila serotonergic axon
development
Dayle Matheney*, Delaney Long*, Douglas H. Roossien*, *Ball State University, Department of Biology

Serotonergic neurons produce the neurotransmitter serotonin, which is released from cable-like processes
called axons. Serotonergic axons are long and highly branched, allowing them to innervate the entire brain and
modulate behaviors such as mood, sleep, and cognition. Understanding the cell biology underlying the
development of these axons can therefore provide insight into behavioral disorders related to the serotonergic
system. Traditionally, primary neuronal cultures are used to study the cell biology of axon development.
However, existing approaches are not optimal for isolating serotonergic neurons at a developmental point
suitable to observe axon growth in culture. We therefore developed a method to achieve this
using Drosophila. We tested and optimized existing protocols for the four major steps of setting primary
neuronal cultures: cell extraction, dissociation, plating, and culture. Using the Gal4-UAS expression system to
selectively express the fluorescent protein tdTomato, we were able to identify a unique combination of protocols
that produces robust axon outgrowth of serotonergic neurons. This new system will allow us to leverage the
powerful genetic tools available in Drosophila to test molecular mechanisms of serotonergic axon development.
Poster

Understanding how MitoNEET Contributes to Oxidative Stress
Sydney Oliver, Ball State University; Dr. Eric Rubenstein, Ball State University; Dr. Mary Konkle, Ball State
University
MitoNEET is an outer mitochondrial membrane protein that contains a [2Fe-2S] cluster in a unique ligation
pattern of 3Cys-1His residues. Since its discovery, three genes of the protein family have been identified
as CISD1 (mitoNEET), CISD2 (NAF-1), and CISD3 (Miner 2). If the metal cluster is lost from NEET family
proteins, it can cause oxidative stress because free iron causes the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
which can then go on to cause the formation of reactive sulfur species (RSS). These reactive species can cause
damage to proteins, lipids, or DNA. MitoNEET and NAF-1 play, still unclear, role(s) in resistance to oxidative
stress and, as such, are possible drug targets for cancer cells, diabetes, and Parkinson’s Disease. In my
project I have started to explore how 1.) the protein mitoNEET contributes to sulfur-metabolism in human
biochemistry and 2.) how NEET family proteins interact with each other using a yeast-2 hybrid model. This study
is impactful because oxidative stress in cells is strongly influenced by the balance between ROS and RSS. I am
completing this collaborative project as part of the Konkle Lab’s efforts to understand how the chemistry of
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mitoNEET impacts RSS and then extending this knowledge into yeast cells in the Rubenstein Lab to examine
the results in a cellular environment under oxidative stress. The primary research methodology of thin-layer
chromatography (TLC) showed that a new chemical is being made when the amino acid cysteine is combined
with mitoNEET. This result indicates an enzymatic function of mitoNEET that would integrate into maintaining
cellular redox balance. Additionally, yeast-2 hybrid experiments have shown an interaction between NAF-1 with
itself and NAF-1 with mitoNEET. Future studies will extend this work by examining how NAF-1 interactions in
yeast cells are impacted by the induction of oxidative stress.
Poster

Sympathoexcitation causes differing responses in supraorbital vs . peripheral skin
nerves: implications for rosacea
Kelsey A. Bullens OMS-2, Ian S . Holt OMS-2, Thad E. Wilson, PhD
Division of Biomedical Sciences, Marian University College of Osteopathic Medicine
Department of Physiology, University of Kentucky College of Medicine, Lexington, KY

Previous studies indicate that common fibular, tibial, and radial skin sympathetic nerve activity (SSNA)
increases with physical stress in an exercise intensity-dependent manner but abates during ischemia when
class III & IV muscle afferents are stimulated without the engagement of the motor cortex. Rosacea, a fascial
flushing disorder, results in greater physical and mental stress-induced increases in facial SSNA compared to
healthy age-sex matched controls. It is unknown if stress-induced peripheral nerve and facial nerves are similar
and if facial SSNA responses are modifiable outside of pathology. We hypothesize that physical stress
increases supraorbital SSNA in an intensity-dependent manner. Furthermore, we hypothesize that post-exercise
muscle ischemia (PEMI) will not modulate supraorbital SSNA. Nine healthy subjects (5M/ 4F) participated in a
series of physical stressors known to be symptom-triggering in individuals with rosacea. Forehead SSNA
(supraorbital microneurography) was measured during handgrip exercise for 1 minute at 15%, 30%, and 45% of
their maximum hand grip strength. Additionally, 2 minutes of hand grip at 30% of maximum, followed by 2
minutes of PEMI (upper-arm arterial occlusion) were completed to assess the role of muscle afferents in the
SSNA response. Handgrip increased SSNA, but there was no association with intensity. PEMI maintained
handgrip-induced elevations of MAP and SSNA, albeit at a reduced magnitude compared to baseline. Contrary
to our hypothesis, physical stress did not increase supraorbital SSNA in an intensity-dependent manner (15%,
30%, and 45% of maximum handgrip strength). Furthermore, unlike peripheral SSNA which increases during
physical stress but abates during PEMI, these data indicate that ischemia or ischemic pain increases
supraorbital SSNA. These data imply that supraorbital SSNA differs in control and regulation from peripheral
nerves, and these differences could potentially account for altered supraorbital SSNA results observed in
individuals with rosacea.
Poster

SLC20/SLC34 Sodium-Dependent Phosphate Transporter Gene Expression in
Human Oral Keratinocytes and Gingival Fibroblasts

Dan Jones, Tyler Cairncross, Charles Barnes, Evan Brown, and Alex Cartwright
Indiana Wesleyan University Division of Natural Sciences
Bisphosphonates (BPs) are a class of anti-bone resorptive drugs used to treat diseases such as osteoporosis
and metastasized cancer. The repeated administration of BPs causes medication-related osteonecrosis of the
jaw (MRONJ). Zoledronate (ZOL) induces viability loss in normal human oral keratinocytes (NHOKs) and human
gingival fibroblasts (HGFs). Uptake of ZOL into cells of the oral soft tissue is thought to be driven, at least in
part, by SLC20 and SLC34 sodium-dependent phosphate transporters. Phosphonoformic acid (PFA) inhibits the
SLC20/SLC34 families of sodium-phosphate transporters. PFA, in the form of Foscavir®, is FDA-approved for
intravenous and topical treatment of mucocutaneous, acyclovir-resistant herpes simplex virus infections in
immunocompromised patients. Therefore local, oral PFA application could theoretically be used to rescue oral
cavity cells from ZOL-induced viability loss and subsequent MRONJ development. To explore PFA’s ability to
rescue from ZOL-induced viability loss we first determined whether SLC20/SLC34 transporter genes were
expressed in these cell types. Expression analysis of these genes in HGFs and NHOKs has not previously been
reported. Total RNA was isolated using QiaShredder homogenization followed by a Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit®.
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RNA purity and quantity were determined through both non-denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis and
spectrophotometry analyses. Quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase PCR was performed. Only the
SLC20A1 gene was expressed in HGFs. NHOKs showed positive expression of the SLC20A1 and SLC20A2
genes in levels that were 3.2- and 1.9-fold greater than the positive control. The SLC34A1-3 genes were
expressed minimally in each cell type compared to the respective controls. The work presented here suggests
that the SLC20A1 and SLC20A2 transporters are targets worth pursuing to determine if their local, oral cavity
inhibition could reduce MRONJ development. This work was partially funded by a Senior Research grant from
the Indiana Academy of Science and a University Scholar Award from Indiana Wesleyan University.
Poster

Dynasore, A Dynamin Inhibitor, Prevents Zoledronate-Induced Human Gingival
Fibroblast Death

Makayla Standfest, Charles Barnes, Jessica Binkley, Evan Brown, Tyler Cairncross, Alex Cartwright, Jacob
Kirby, and Dan Jones
Medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (MRONJ) is a condition known to cause bone destruction and
lesions of the maxillofacial region. Associated with the onset of MRONJ, zoledronate (ZOL) is a drug used for
treatment of bone resorptive diseases such as osteoporosis and cancer metastasis to bone. ZOL inhibits the
mevalonate pathway, and geranylgeraniol (GGOH) is a known pathway intermediate shown to partially rescue
human gingival fibroblasts (HGFs) in vitro. However, there is evidence that GGOH may be tumorigenic and
hence alternatives are needed. Phosphonoformic acid (PFA) is a potential alternative that theoretically could
inhibit ZOL uptake via inhibition of soluble carrier (SLC) sodium-dependent phosphate transporters. Another
compound of interest theoretically is a dynamin inhibitor, Dynasore, that could limit endocytosis and ZOL
uptake. This study used quantitative real time RT-PCR to first measure the expression of SLC transporter genes
in HGFs and found that the SLC34 family is not significantly expressed, explaining earlier work in the laboratory
that revealed failure of PFA to rescue HGFs from ZOL-induced viability loss. Next, we investigated the ability of
Dynasore to prevent ZOL-induced death as well as the effect of GGOH and Dynasore in combination over 72
hours of treatment. Initially, dose-response curves were determined for each of ZOL, GGOH, and Dynasore to
define the optimal doses for testing. Pre-treatment with either 10 or 30 mM Dynasore 15 minutes prior to ZOL
addition completely prevented 50 mM ZOL-induced viability loss in HGFs. Combination doses of GGOH and
Dynasore provided no additional benefit. The data suggests that Dynasore merits further study for use as an
oral topical agent in the prevention of MRONJ. This work was partially funded by a Senior Research grant from
the Indiana Academy of Science and a University Scholar Award from Indiana Wesleyan University.
Presentation

The Forkhead/Fox transcription factor Jumeau mediates specific cardiac progenitor
cell divisions by regulating the expression of the kinesin Nebbish
Andrew J . Kump, Manoj Panta, Kristopher R. Schwab, Mark H. Inlow, Shaad M. Ahmad

Forkhead (Fkh/Fox) domain transcription factors (TFs) mediate multiple cardiogenic processes in both
mammals and Drosophila. We showed previously that the Drosophila Fox gene jumeau (jumu) controls three
categories of cardiac progenitor cell division—asymmetric, symmetric, and cell division at an earlier stage—by
regulating Polo kinase activity, and mediates the latter two categories in concert with the TF Myb. Those
observations raised the question of whether other jumu-regulated genes also mediate all three categories of
cardiac progenitor cell division or a subset thereof. By comparing microarray-based expression profiles of wildtype and jumu loss-of-function mesodermal cells, we identified nebbish (neb), a kinesin-encoding gene activated
by jumu. Phenotypic analysis shows that neb is required for only two categories of jumu-regulated cardiac
progenitor cell division: symmetric and cell division at an earlier stage. Synergistic genetic interactions
between neb, jumu, Myb, and polo and the rescue of a subset of jumu mutant phenotypes by ectopic cardiac
mesoderm-specific expression of neb demonstrate that neb is an integral component of a jumu-regulated
subnetwork mediating cardiac progenitor cell divisions. Our results emphasize the central role of Fox TFs in
cardiogenesis and illustrate how a single TF can utilize different combinations of other regulators and
downstream effectors to control distinct developmental processes.
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Endoplasmic Reticulum Translocon Perturbation Modulates Toxicity Associated with
Impaired Protein Quality Control
Kyle A . Richards, Avery Runnebohm, Molly Dolan, Halie Vitali, Eric Rubenstein; Ball State University
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the entry point for the majority of eukaryotic proteins functioning in the
endomembrane system. Most proteins enter the ER via the translocon. Translocon dysfunction can block
access into the ER, which is detrimental to cellular health. Translocon structure and function are highly
conserved and have been intensely studied in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Two important enzymes that can
clear blockages in the translocon are the ubiquitin ligase Hrd1, and the protease Ste24. While each had been
characterized independently, we observed overlapping function in targeting proteins blocking the ER translocon.
Removal of both Hrd1 and Ste24 caused a strong negative growth phenotype in cells, also suggesting
overlapping function. In studying protein quality control at the ER, we found that a 13myc epitope tag on central
translocon pore, previously suggested not to impair translocon function, subtly impairs ER translocation in yeast
cells. Strikingly, this tag also suppresses the negative growth phenotype associated with defective Hrd1 and
Ste24, indicating a novel link between translocation and quality control. This relationship was reproduceable by
modifying the translocon a different way through the deletion of the Sec72 subunit. These modifications show
impairment of translocation into the ER lessens cells’ reliance and protein quality control machinery.
Poster

Using De Novo Designed Protein Switches in C. elegans
Jordan Scott Adam Berg Walter Novak Erika Sorensen-Kamakian; Wabash College
The ‘Latching Orthogonal Cage–Key pRoteins’ (LOCKR) system is a de novo designed protein Switch that
allows a researcher to cage a functional protein sequence, such as a degron, in the off state. This degron cage,
or Switch, can be fused to any gene of interest. The degronLOCKR system requires two parts: 1) a gene fused
to the ‘degronSwitch’ and 2) an inducer peptide (the Key). In the absence of an expressed peptide Key, the
Switch sequesters the degron sequence in the off state. Upon Key addition, the Switch is turned on, or
“unlocked,” which exposes the degron, resulting in the degradation of the Switch fusion protein. This process
has been shown to work in yeast and mammalian cell culture, but it currently remains unexplored within a
multicellular organism. We are developing the LOCKR system for conditional protein depletion in C. elegans, a
nematode worm that reproduces quickly and shares ~40% of its genes with humans. We will fuse degronSwitch
to the dpy-10 gene, a structural constituent of the animal’s exoskeleton. dpy-10 mutant animals display normal
width but reduced length relative to wild type animals. We have also generated transgenic Keys under the
control of tissue-specific promoters. We predict that dpy-10 mutant phenotypes will be restricted to animals
where expression of the degronSwitch and Key occurs within the same tissue. Future work includes expanding
the LOCKR system to include temporal control of the degronSwitch fusion protein expression by toggling the
Key on and off using heat-shock promoters and RNAi against the Key. This work establishes a novel and tissuespecific method for regulating protein function in an animal model. Our progress will be reported.
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Geranylgeraniol, Not Phosphonoformic Acid, Partially Rescues Human Gingival
Fibroblasts From Zoledronate-Induced Death
Jessica Binkley, Makayla Standfest, Tyler Cairncross, Jacob Kirby, Evan Brown, Alex Cartwright, and Dan
Jones; Indiana Wesleyan University Division of Natural Sciences,
The drug zoledronate (ZOL) is used for treatment of bone resorptive diseases including cancer metastasis to
bone. ZOL is linked to medication-related osteonecrosis of the jaw (MRONJ), which is known to cause hard and
soft tissue lesions in the maxillofacial region. Potential rescue agents for managing ZOL-associated side effects
include geranylgeraniol (GGOH), sodium citrate, and phosphonoformic acid (PFA). GGOH is a known
mevalonate pathway intermediate that circumvents ZOL-induced inhibition of this pathway. In osteoclasts and
macrophages, bisphosphonate uptake is enhanced by calcium ions. Use of citrate, the major calcium chelator in
saliva, could potentially limit ZOL uptake. PFA, a topical anti-viral, is thought to inhibit the SLC20/34 families of
sodium-dependent phosphate transporters, thereby preventing bisphosphonate entry. This study measured
human gingival fibroblast (HGF) viability in the presence of ZOL and varying amounts of either GGOH, citrate, or
PFA in order to evaluate relative rescue from ZOL-induced viability loss. Viability was measured by an MTT
assay. Viability dose-response curves for each compound were determined at 48 and 72 hours of treatment in
order to optimize the doses tested for rescue. 50 mM ZOL-induced viability loss was partially but significantly
rescued by both 10 and 30 mM GGOH but not by the optimized doses of PFA (0.5 mM) nor citrate (2 or 3 mM).
To investigate the failure of PFA to rescue, we analyzed gene expression of the SLC20 transporter family genes
in HGFs via quantitative real time RT-PCR. The SLC20A1 gene was moderately expressed, albeit significantly
less than the positive control. The SLC20A2 gene was minimally expressed. The data suggests that alternative
mechanisms of ZOL entry into HGFs must exist. This work was partially funded by a Senior Research grant
from the Indiana Academy of Science and a University Scholar Award from Indiana Wesleyan University
Poster

SARS-CoV-2 Risk Analysis in Mammalian Lungs by Single-cell RNA-seq

Esdras Simervil; Indiana State University, Lijun Cheng, Majumdar Abhishek; Ohio State University; Abhishek
Majumdar1, Jackie Penaloza1, Yousef A. Alish1, Michael Parthun1, Han Gil Kim1, T.M. Ayodele Adesanya2,
and Lijun Cheng1* ; 1Department of Biomedical Informatics, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, , The
United States of America; 2Department of Family Medicine, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, The
United States of America
*Corresponding author: Lijun Cheng, Lijun.cheng@osumc.edu
Abstract
Background: Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus’ ability to infect cells is
dependent on receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) and the subsequent spike protein priming by
host cell proteases, including transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2). Thus, high expression of ACE2
and TMPRSS2 are considered to enhance the invading capacity of SARS-CoV-2. Here, for the first time, lungs
from humans, pigs, rats, and mice are investigated systematically at a single cell level by single-cell RNA
sequencing profiles. The most infected cell types are investigated in each type of species. In addition, to further
explore SARS-CoV-2 infection, the risk of gender and age are assessed in mammalian lungs.
Our purpose is to determine the species, age and gender risks of SARS-CoV-2 infection across mammalian
lungs and to identify a shared cell type that will interpret ACE2 and TMPRSS2 molecular mechanism in each of
groups.
Methods: Lung 62829 single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) profiles in 14 human, 17 mice, 2 rats, 2 pigs are
analyzed systematically by our pipeline construction. It includes data preprocessing, dimensionality reduction
and clustering (UMAP+Kmeans), multi-scRNAseq sample maps integration by VDJView, and cell type
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annotation by matchScore2 between sets for binary biomarkers variables to each clustering cell set. Finally but
importantly, molecular ACE2 and TMPRSS2 functions are disclosed by software DAVID and STRING in a
specific cell type.
Results: Top three cell volumes in human lungs are from secretory cells, ionocytes, and the macrophage.
These cell volumes are higher in young peoples’ lungs than in older peoples’ lungs are. Lung epithelial cells, to
which virus SARS-CoV-2 likely binds, only occupies around 5 percent of the cell volume, ranked as the 8th most
occupying cells in our 14 lung patients found by scRNASeq data analysis. Ciliated cells are the most common
cell type in mammalian lungs of pig, mice, rat and human, which express ACE2 and TMRSS2 across all four
species. Rats have the highest similarity of cell distribution as human. Rats’ expression of ACE2 and TMPRSS2
in ciliated cells and epithelial cells are the highest compared to human, mice and pig samples which implies they
have a higher probability of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Rats become the optimal model for SARS-CoV-2 biology
experiments.
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 gene functions in ciliated cells across all species are associated with protein binding. Only
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 genes in mouse are linked to structural constituents of ribosomes.
Key words: Single cell, SARS-CoV-2, ACE2, TMPRSS2, COVID-19 infection
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Micronutrient Deficiencies and Environmental Exposures in Severe Malaria: Risk
Factors for Adverse Clinical Outcomes in Ugandan Children
Alejandro Soto1, Katrina Co2, Robert O. Opoka3, Dibyadyuti Datta2, Chandy John2
1 School of Science, IUPUI; 2Ryan White Center for Pediatric Infectious Disease and Global Health,
Department of Pediatrics, IU School of Medicine; 3Department of Paediatrics and Child Health, Makerere
University
Malaria is a parasitic disease that affects ~228 million individuals worldwide yearly. It disproportionately
affects Sub-Saharan Africa, where severe malaria (SM) is also a leading risk-factor for long-term
neurocognitive impairment in children. Studies have shown associations between mineral micronutrient
deficiencies, heavy metal exposure, neurodevelopmental impairment, and worse clinical outcomes.
However, few have examined their impact in low and middle-income countries, where effects are likely
more pronounced due to limited resources and insufficient regulation. Using blood samples collected
from Ugandan children (ages 18mo-12 yrs.) living in a malaria-endemic area, we measured trace elements –
magnesium, aluminum, selenium, antimony, cesium, barium – and heavy metals – titanium,
copper, zinc, tin, vanadium, manganese, cobalt, molybdenum, cadmium, arsenic, and lead – by mass
spectrometry. Children with SM versus healthy community controls (CC) had higher copper
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(median[IQR] SM vs. CC; 1720 ng/ul [1480-1990] vs. 1300 ng/ul [1160-1430]) and tin (1.01 ng/ul [0.462.1] vs. 0.14 ng/ul [0.13-0.15]) levels and lower magnesium (27350 ng/ul [25000-29400] vs. 31300 ng/ul
[29800-33400]), molybdenum (0.97 ng/ul [0.75-1.53] vs. 1.87 ng/ul [1.52-2.4]), selenium (79.5 ng/ul
[68.4-90.35] vs. 108 ng/ul [99.4-116]), and zinc (2840 ng/ul [2370-3500] vs. 4340 ng/ul [3840- 4980])
levels (all p<0.01). After adjustment for potential confounding factors, like age and parasite density,
higher tin and lower lead levels were associated with increased risk in mortality; while elevated
magnesium, copper, vanadium, and tin concentrations were associated with acute kidney injury (all
p<0.05). This suggests that certain metals could be possible preventative and therapeutic focal points for
children affected by SM.
Poster

Inhibition of Breast Cancer Cell Proliferation by Dietary Polyphenols
Kimberly M . Baker, Savannah Phipps, Hallie Waters, and Evan Brandenburg, University of Indianapolis

Breast cancer is a worldwide health problem that continues to rank as one of the leading causes of death in
women. Resveratrol, ellagic acid and fisetin, dietary polyphenols found in a variety of fruits and vegetables, have
been shown to exhibit anticancer activity; thus, the use of these dietary agents in combination may be effective
for the chemoprevention and therapy of breast cancer. In this study we evaluated the antiproliferative effects of
resveratrol, ellagic acid and fisetin, individually and in combination, using MCF-7 breast cancer cells. We found
that resveratrol, ellagic acid and fisetin each inhibited MCF-7 cell proliferation in a dose-dependent manner.
Furthermore, we found that co-administration of lower doses of resveratrol and ellagic acid or resveratrol and
fisetin resulted in greater inhibition of cell proliferation than either agent alone at the same dose and indicate an
additive effect. These results suggest that combinatorial treatments using resveratrol, ellagic acid and fisetin
may be an effective chemotherapeutic strategy against breast cancer.

Chemistry Section
Presentation

Discovery of Ipomoeassin F as A Potent Inhibitor of Sec-61-Dependent Protein
Biogenesis
Wei Shi, Kwabena Duah, Lauren Andrews, Hayden Schneider
The ipomoeassin family of natural resin glycosides is underexplored chemical space with potent antitumor
activity revealed in the NCI-60 cell lines screen; however, its mode of action has so far remained unexplored. In
this presentation, we report our chemical proteomics and subsequent biology studies that transform our
collective knowledge of the ipomoeassin glycolipids from Organic Synthesis and Medicinal Chemistry to
biological mechanism and provide a step change in our understanding of its action at a cellular level. Hence, we
created an ipomoeassin F-based biotin affinity probe and used it in live cells to isolate the ER membrane protein
Sec61α as its presumptive molecular target. A direct interaction between Sec61α and ipomoeassin F was
confirmed by cell imaging, pulldown from purified ER membranes and competition studies using a photocrosslinking analogue of the yclodepsipeptide cotransin, a known Sec61α inhibitor. Crucially, we then showed
that ipomoeassin F binding has a profound effect on Sec61 function, using both in vitro and in vivo assays for
protein translocation and protein secretion respectively. Although structurally quite distinct, the potency of
ipomoeassin F is comparable to that of mycolactone, a recently identified and intensely studied inhibitor of
Sec61. The ~1,000 fold increase in the ipomoeassin F resistance of two cell lines expressing mutant forms of
Sec61α strongly supports our conclusion that the effect of the compound on Sec61α is the primary basis for its
potent cytotoxicity. However, we also provide evidence that ipomoeassin F is mechanistically distinct from
known Sec61α inhibitors, suggesting that it is a novel structural class that may offer new opportunities to explore
the Sec61 protein translocation complex as a therapeutic target for drug discovery.
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Synthesis of an open chain analogue of ipomoeassin F
Kwabena B . Duah, Lauren Andrews, Hayden Schneider, Jada Harvey, Wei Q. Shi.
All from Ball State University
Most resin glycosides exhibited only moderate inhibition activity against cancer cell growth. However,
ipomoeassin F is exceptionally cytotoxic. To accelerate ongoing chemical biology research on ipomoeassin F,
research in our group is focused on the total synthesis of a novel simplified open-chain analogue 1 from
commercially available D-glucose and L-arabinose based on previous SAR studies. It is expected that biological
assessment of the analogue 1 would direct future design of ipomoeassin - derived chemical probes for studying
biological pathways related to protein biogenesis.
Poster

Tuning the Bandgap of Bismuth Vanadate via Z-Scheme Heterojunction
Gbemisola J . Bamiduro and Elsayed M. Zahran; Department of Chemistry, Ball State University

Well-established wide bandgap metal oxide semiconductors, such as TiO2 and ZnO, have been applied in the
degradation of organic pollutants under UV Irradiation. Alternatively, an emerging class of photocatalysts, such
as Cu2O, Fe2O3, and BiVO4, have attracted widespread attention because of their activation in the visible light
region. However, most of this category of photocatalyst suffers electron/hole recombination, slow charge
transfer, and photo-corrosion. Creating a Z-scheme heterojunction is a practical approach to enhancing the
electron/hole separation and improving the photocatalytic properties of semiconductors. This design allows the
integration of an H2 generating metal oxide with an O2 generating metal oxide, enabling both oxidation and
reduction reactions. In this presentation, we describe a new approach to enhance the photocatalytic activity of
BiVO4 by developing a Bi2Ru2O7/BiVO4 Z- scheme heterostructured photocatalyst. The Z-scheme integration
is formulated by hydrothermal synthesis at 180°C. The new composite material was characterized by
Transmission Electron Microscopy, Powder X-ray Diffraction, and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. The
Bi2Ru2O7/BiVO4 metal oxide heterojunction displayed an improved photocatalytic activity in the degradation of
rhodamine B. The Bi2Ru2O7/BiVO4 composite is a promising photocatalyst for hydrogen generation via
photoelectrochemical water splitting.
Poster

Battery Applications of Silver Molybdate Structures
Julie Pohlman-Zordan, Allen Huff III, Dr. Paul Smith, Valparaiso University

Rapid advancements in energy storage have caused lithium-based batteries to become a dominant product,
however, there is a demand for nonflammable alternatives. Zinc-based batteries are cost-efficient and
nonflammable. This research focuses on replacing lithium in the implantable cardiac defibrillator battery with a
zinc anode source. The high conductivity of silver and large oxidation numbers of molybdenum make silver
molybdate materials strong candidates for zinc ion hosts. Silver molybdate cathode and zinc anode batteries
were examined through discharge, cyclic voltammetry, recharge, and scanning electron microscopy. To
determine the best silver molybdate structure for battery application, several compounds were used with varying
silver molybdenum ratios and symmetry. Results indicated that better battery behavior was found in samples
that contained higher amounts of silver and nanowire morphology.
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Diagnosis of Agglomeration and Crystallinity of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients in
Over the Counter Headache Medication by Electrospray Laser Desorption Ionization
Mass Spectrometry Imaging
Mariann Inga Van Meter, Salah M . Khan, Brynne V. Taulbee-Cotton, Nathan H. Dimmitt, Nathan D. Hubbard,
Adam M. Green, Gregory K. Webster, Patrick A. McVey
Agglomeration of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) in tablets can lead to decreased bioavailability in some
enabling formulations. In a previous study, we determined that crystalline APIs can be detected as
agglomeration in tablets formulated with amorphous acetaminophen tablets. Multiple method advancements are
presented to better resolve agglomeration caused by crystallinity in standard tablets. In this study, we also
evaluate three “budget” over-the-counter headache medications (subsequently labeled as brands A, B, and C)
for agglomeration of the three APIs in the formulation: Acetaminophen, aspirin, and caffeine. Electrospray laser
desorption ionization mass spectrometry imaging (ELDI-MSI) was used to diagnose agglomeration in the tablets
by creating molecular images and observing the spatial distributions of the APIs. Brand A had virtually no
agglomeration or clustering of the active ingredients. Brand B had extensive clustering of aspirin and caffeine,
but acetaminophen was observed in near equal abundance across the tablet. Brand C also had extensive
clustering of aspirin and caffeine, and minor clustering of acetaminophen. These results show that
agglomeration with active ingredients in over-the-counter tablets can be simultaneously detected using ELDI-MS
imaging.
Presentation

Rieske Business: Engineering Rieske Dioxygenases as Green-Chemical Catalysts
Dr . Jordan T . Froese - Ball State University

Today, fossil fuels are so commonly employed by the chemical industry as feed stocks for reactions, and as
sources of the heat and pressure that drive them, that the chemical industry’s use of petroleum currently
accounts for 14% of all greenhouse gas emissions, and the chemical industry is set to become the single largest
driver of global oil consumption by 2030. In the Ball State Laboratory for Biocatalysis Research, we strive to
develop new green-chemical tools that can contribute to alleviating the chemical industry’s reliance on fossil
fuels.
With the recent advances in Synthetic Biology and Directed Evolution, the potential for engineering enzymes as
robust, selective, and environmentally benign chemical catalysts has exploded. In the Ball State Laboratory for
Biocatalysis Research, we have developed a novel periodate-based reactive assay system that has allowed us
to pursue the engineering of Rieske dioxygenases. Rieske dioxygenases, with their unique ability to perform
oxidative dearomatization to produce chiral cis-diol metabolites, have long been utilized as green-chemical
catalysts in bioremediation efforts and by synthetic chemists, although their utility has been limited by their
substrate scope and selectivity. By applying our novel assay system, we are developing new catalysts based on
Rieske dioxygenases, which will expand the chemical utility of this class of enzymes. To this end, we have
demonstrated the capacity of our novel assay system to screen for the cis-dihydroxylation activity of large
Rieske dioxygenase variant libraries, and to identify Rieske dioxygenase variants with significantly altered
reactivity.
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A Computational Activity to Visualize Stereoisomers in tris(Bidentate) Octahedral
Transition Metal Complexes
Jacob Dockery, Purdue University Northwest (PNW), Aryana Sayeed, PNW, Philip Dinga, PNW, Libbie S. W.
Pelter, PNW, Michael W. Pelter, PNW
The topic of chirality in organometallic octahedral complexes is a difficult concept to grasp for the typical
undergraduate inorganic chemistry student. This computational study was designed to help students visualize
chiral octahedral complexes by drawing the enantiomers side-by-side in a 3D structure drawing program and
then compute vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) spectra for the enantiomers. Chiral molecules uniquely
interact with circularly polarized light due to the dissymmetry in their molecular orbitals. For a given enantiomer,
the VCD spectrum shows both positive and negative peaks. Just as enantiomers are mirror images, VCD
spectra are mirror images of each other, meaning a positive peak from one enantiomer will be a negative peak
from the other enantiomer. This applies to the electronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectra as well. The example
presented is delta and lambda tris(bypyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride.
Presentation

Overcoming Synthetic Challenges with Single-Atom Linked Dithiolate Bridged [Fe-Fe]hydrogenase Mimic Compounds
Jacob Wade, Ball State University, Dr. Jesse Tye, Ball State University, Dr. Zhihai Li, Ball State University

Due to their extremely high catalytic turnover frequency (TOF), [Fe-Fe]-hydrogenase mimic compounds have
been suggested as potential replacements for platinum group metals in the catalytic reduction of water into
molecular hydrogen for use in fuel cells. This has fueled significant research into these mimetic compounds. The
natural enzyme is believed to be a three-atom azadithiolate (adt) linked diiron complex. There is an abundance
of literature for the two-atom or larger linked dithiolate bridge [Fe-Fe]-hydrogenase mimic compounds, however
only a relatively small amount of literature exists which covers the single-atom linked compounds almost all of
which features carbon as the linker. Many of the articles which do exist are several years old and suggest facile
syntheses and purifications for these compounds. Through thorough study of the literature and multiple
proposed routes, we have been able to successfully synthesize two single-atom linker
compounds: methanedithiolate (mdt) diironhexacarbonyl and diphenylmethanedithiolate (dpmdt)
diironhexacarbonyl with hopes to apply these routes to a few novel compounds. Though we have successfully
synthesized both of these compounds, we have had difficulty with purifying these compounds, always obtaining
impure material from the silica gel column. We have been able to successfully replicate the synthesis of these
compounds in adequate yields with multiple side-products but have received inconsistent results during the
purification of these compounds. One major challenge with these compounds is the fact that these compounds
are extremely non-polar, quickly eluting with 100% pentane or hexanes. These compounds are also highly
soluble in these non-polar solvents which complicates attempts at recrystallization. The presentation herein
highlights the challenges which we have faced, and the steps we took to successfully synthesize and purify
these compounds. We will also talk about the plans to apply the learned techniques to synthesizing novel
compounds including: di-2-pyridylmethanedithiolate (dpymdt) diironhexacarbonyl and
the nitrogen based aminodithiolate (ndt) diironhexacarbonyl.
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Carbon Quantum Dot@Bismuth Oxyhalide Photocatalyst for the Degradation of
Trichloroethane
Brandon R . Stieve, Elsayed M. Zahran
Trichloroethane (TCE) has been widely used for a number of industrial processes since the early 20th century,
and as a result is also the most abundant contaminate in US groundwater. The US EPA lists TCE as a known
carcinogen & is carcinogenic by all routes of exposure. Semiconductor photocatalysts have been increasingly
studied for the remediation of toxic compounds. In this presentation, we describe a novel approach to enhance
the photocatalytic activity of bismuth oxyhalides (BiOX) semiconductors by carbon quantum dots sensitization.
Varying sizes of carbon dots were prepared by a microwave synthesis using urea & citric acid as precursors.
Subsequently, a specific wt% of carbon dots were integrated into different BiOX nano sheets by a surfactantassisted hydrothermal method at 80℃. The catalytic activity of BiOCl, BiOBr, & BiOI along with their carbon dotintegrated composite were evaluated in the light-activated degradation of rhodamine B dye. Pristine BiOX
photocatalysts displayed efficient degradation of rhodamine B with the activity order of BiOCl > BiOBr > BiOI.
Integrating carbon dots into BiOX nano sheets demonstrated encased photocatalytic activity. The new
composite material are promising photocatalysts for the degradation of TCE & other chlorinated volatile organic
compounds
Poster

Synthesis of Iron Catalysts for the Conversion of Carbon Dioxide into Useful
Chemicals
Phillip Isaiah Dinga, Purdue University Northwest, Nicholas Kizman, Purdue University Northwest, Victoria
Paige, Purdue University Northwest, Tyberius Torres, Purdue University Northwest, Liberty Pelter, Purdue
University Northwest
The synthesis of new iron catalysts will be discussed in this presentation. These catalysts have potential
applications in hydrogenation, hydrosilylation, and hydroboration reactions that are important in fine chemical
synthesis. Well established industrial catalysts use heavy metals such as rhodium and platinum which are
expensive and toxic. The development of iron-catalyzed reactions is advantageous since the metal is abundant,
inexpensive, and biocompatible. In addition, the application of these iron catalyzed reaction in the activation of
CO2 will be discussed.
Poster

Alkylation of 2-Amino-4H-chromene-3-carbonitriles
Jamilah Alkhashi and Robert E. Sammelson, Department of Chemistry, Ball State University
Malononitrile and its derivatives are essential components in the synthesis of many organic heterocycles that
are utilized in agricultural products, such as pesticides, and in pharmaceutical chemicals. Recently, our
laboratory has developed an efficient one-pot method to synthesize 2-amino-4H-chromene-3-carbonitrile
derivatives from malononitrile and salicylaldehyde. In this method, 2-amino-4H-chromene-3-carbonitriles are
created by reductive alkylation through a Knoevenagel condensation and cyclization, which is followed by
subsequent conjugated reduction. The 2-amino-4H-chromene-3-carbonitrile derivatives can then undergo
simple alkylation conditions, such as methyl or allyl, resulting in opening of the chromene heterocycle and
formation of asymmetrically disubstituted malononitriles via slow C- alkylation which is followed by fast Oalkylation.
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Physiology and behavior in the fossil record: Movement/locomotion
predicated upon direct identification of muscle attachments
Bruce Rothschild, Carnegie Museum of Natural History
Analysis of the fossil record is not limited to anatomical and phylogenetic considerations, but also allows insights
into the physiology and behavior of extinct organisms. Recognition of locomotion patterns in the fossil record is
dependent upon identification of muscle attachments. Macroscopic and histologic techniques failed to identify
alterations that reproducibly identified tendinous insertions and those of fleshy muscles were totally elusive.
Intermediate between macroscopic and histologic analyses is surface epi-illumination microscopy, a nondestructive technique which provides an additional window to the character of anatomy of enthesial-bone
interactions.
Preliminary examination of an alligator femur confirmed that Sharpey’s fibers could be recognized at 200x
magnification. An unexpected observation was an apparently unique alteration of the bone surface in areas
which seemed to match the direct muscle attachment sites.
We investigated bone-tendon and bone-muscle interfaces in femora across a broad taxonomic spectrum of
higher amniote archosaurs (both recent and fossil) by epi-illumination microscopy. Direct fleshy and indirect
tendinous muscle attachments were identified by dissection of fresh specimens and examination of fossils and
the surface microscopic changes identified at those locations. Examination revealed bone modifications specific
to each type of muscle insertion, allowing them to be identified and distinguished. Direct (fleshy) and indirect
(tendinous) muscle attachments of nine muscles were identified by dissection in Oryctolagus cuniculus, Alligator
mississippiensis, Meleagris gallopavo and Tyrannosaurus rex femora.
Epi-illumination (direct surface) microscopy of nine muscles was conducted at 200x magnification. Pits related to
Sharpey’s fibers allowed reproducible mapping of indirect attachments, while an undulating appearance allowed
identification of the full distribution of direct muscle attachments. Application of a surface microscopy technique
not only permits more confident localization of tendinous attachments, but for the first time allows recognition of
sites of direct fleshy muscle attachments—in a reproducible manner across phylogenetic lines from birds,
mammals and reptiles, including dinosaurs.
Poster

Reassessment of Water Quality of the Prairie Creek Reservoir after Implementation of
Conservation Plans
Dan Deifenbaugh, Shahin Alam, Dr . Bangshuai Han. Ball State University, bhan@bsu.edu
Prairie Creek Reservoir is a municipal park in the eastern Indiana, which also serves as a secondary drinking
water source for the city of Muncie. Prairie Creek watershed is primarily dominated by agriculture and is subject
to heavy nutrient and sediment runoff similar to other watersheds throughout the Midwest. Previous studies
have identified Prairie Creek Reservoir as a eutrophic water body. Conservation plans have been implemented
in the region since 2007 to improve the water quality in the reservoir by protecting the water source from
excessive nutrient inputs. During the summer of 2019, the water quality of Prairie Creek Reservoir was studied
to assess the effectiveness of soil and water conservation efforts in the area. Water was sampled biweekly
during May to October from epilimnion and hypolimnion depths at the both the north and center of the reservoir
following standard methods. Water quality parameters including temperature, pH, turbidity, conductivity, and
dissolved oxygen, and Secchi Depth were measured on site. Nutrient levels including nitrate, ammonia, total
nitrogen, and reactive orthophosphate were analyzed in the laboratory. Noticeable improvement in water quality
has been observed with decreases of nitrate and orthophosphates, and an increase of Secchi Depth.
Improvements in the water quality of Prairie Creek Reservoir could possibly be attributed to changes in land use
and other conservation practices in the area, but more studies are needed to make a conclusive determination.
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Geological Specimens Recovered from Excavations of the Harmonist Shoemaker’s
Shop used by David Dale Owen as a Laboratory from 1835 to 1843 in New Harmony,
Indiana
Connor Rose, Dr. William Elliott, and Dr. Michael Strezewski; University of Southern Indiana
John Elliott, of the Indiana State University Evansville, led an excavation at the Harmonist Shoemaker’s shop in
New Harmony, Indiana from 1975 to 1977. The shoe shop was built around 1820 and was renovated by David
and Richard Owen in 1833 to 1834 to serve as a geology laboratory, lecture hall, and museum/storage space
for David Owen’s fossil and mineral collections. During this time, Owen was tasked with surveying areas of the
Midwestern United States, specifically in Tennessee from 1836 to 1837, Indiana from 1837 to 1838, and
northern Illinois, Wisconsin, and Iowa from 1839 to 1840. Throughout his work, Owen collected geological
specimens to conduct geochemical investigations, add to his collections, and/or trade for new specimens. After
moving his geology lab in 1843, the building was razed. Unfortunately, until recently, no further study of Elliott’s
excavated materials had been undertaken. Given that many geological specimens were recovered during these
excavations, the resulting material undoubtedly has much to say about Owen’s pioneering work.
At the present time, 353 specimens have been examined, including 92 fossils. Of the cataloged samples, fossils
include ammonites, bivalves, brachiopods, bryozoans, crinoids, gastropods, nautiloids, petrified wood, rugose
and tabulate corals (e.g. Halysites), and stromatolites. Minerals identified are amphibole, apatite, azurite, barite,
calcite, galena, malachite, molybdenite, and quartz. Rocks include banded iron formation, chert, concretions,
geodes, granite, oölitic limestone, fossiliferous limestone, sandstones, schists, slates, and travertine. The
geological specimens from this excavation were most likely collected by David Dale Owen, and probably
discarded when his laboratory was moved to the Harmonist Granary in 1835. This study aims to link geological
specimens with Owen’s work from 1833 to 1843. Fossils will be especially useful to identify the provenance of
the geological specimens.
Presentation

Chronology of Peoria Loess deposition related to Laurentide Ice Sheet advance and
retreat, central Indiana
H .M . Loope1, P.M Jacobs,.2, J.L. Antinao, 1, T.V. Lowell, 3, R.K. Booth, 4
1 Indiana Geological and Water Survey, Indiana University - Bloomington
2 Department of Geography, Geology, and Environmental Science, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
3 Department of Geology, University of Cincinnati
4 Department of Earth and Environmental Science, Lehigh University
Wind-blown silt (loess) deposited during the last glacial period (~27,000 to 17,000 years ago; Peoria Loess) in
central Indiana is important to the study of past climatic conditions, land surface processes, and agriculturally
productive soils. Loess deposits in central Indiana are linked to the timing of advance and retreat of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet, which was the ultimate source for fine-grained sediments entrained and deposited by the
wind. To investigate the central Indiana loess record, a 5.2-m-long Livingstone core was collected in a 5-ha
topographically closed basin on an Illinoian outwash plain situated 1 km southeast of the last glacial maximum
limit near Martinsville, Indiana. The upper 1.5 m of the core is composed of peat and is underlain by 3.1 m of
organic-rich silt, interpreted to be Peoria Loess deposited in a shallow pond environment. The basal 0.6 m of the
core is dense organic-rich silt loam, interpreted to be colluvium derived from or part of the Farmdale Geosol, a
paleosol which developed prior to deposition of Peoria Loess. The core was sampled for total organic carbon,
total inorganic carbon, particle size analysis, clay and silt mineralogy, silt geochemistry, and magnetic
susceptibility to characterize the units. Eight radiocarbon ages, ranging from 28,690 cal yr BP to 2,550 cal yr BP,
constrain the chronology of Peoria Loess deposition and peat formation. The age-depth model indicates Peoria
Loess began accumulating ca. 27,000 cal yr BP and continued until just after 17,000 cal yr BP. This chronology
agrees well with the chronology of advance and retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet into the paleo-Wabash and
West Fork White River basins, based on a record of slackwater sedimentation just beyond the last glacial
maximum limit ca. 15 km from the core site.
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Virtualizing Soil Science Field Trips in Response to Covid-19
Darrell G . Schulze*, Shams R. Rahmani, Joshua O. Minai, Cliff T. Johnston, Sherry S. Fulk-Bringman, John
Scott, Ningning Nicole Kong, Yue Shirley Li, Purdue University; Michael L. Mashtare, Jr., The Pennsylvania
State University
We created hybrid-virtual or fully virtual field trips for two soil science courses during the fall semester of 2020 in
response to the coronavirus pandemic. For an introductory course with 178 students enrolled, we created two
hybrid-virtual field trips that included a narrative delivered as web pages in Purdue’s learning management
system (LMS), followed by in-person site visits. The narratives were supported by 360° aerial photos taken from
a drone, ground-level 360° photographs from Google Street Map, annotated soil landscape maps from Soil
Explorer, newspaper articles, external websites, and our own short videos or videos from YouTube. After
studying the narrative, students took a quiz and then visited the field sites on their own. They documented their
visits with a selfie uploaded to the LMS. For the advanced course, we created a fully virtual field trip that
covered a 100-mile route from West Lafayette north to the southern shore of Lake Michigan. A route map with
more than 50 points of interest (POIs) was created for the Soil Explorer website (SoilExplorer.net) and mobile
apps. Popups for each POI describe one or more aspects of the soils and landscapes at that point supported by
360° photos, external websites, videos, etc., as described above. There were three soils “stops” for which
students filled in soil profile worksheets using information from the official soil series descriptions. The soils and
landscapes were then discussed during in-person lab sessions. Surveys revealed that students found the
hybrid-virtual or virtual field trips informative, interesting and enjoyable, and that they liked the flexibility of the
virtual format. In the introductory course, ~40% preferred the virtual format, ~40% preferred an in-person format,
and ~20% were neutral. In the advanced course, there was a preference for in-person field trips.

Ecology Section
Presentation

Urban forest patch sustainability – A case study at the Indiana University-Bloomington
campus
Stephanie Freeman-Day- Indiana University O'Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs; Dr. Burnell C.
Fischer- Indiana University O'Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs
Urban green spaces are increasingly seen as vital resources contributing to ecological and social health. The
ecological concept of patch dynamics also applies to patches in urban settings and is important in
understanding the complexity of relationships between and within the ecological and social spheres interacting
in urban settings. This case study investigates forested and natural/green patches on Indiana University’s
Bloomington campus. Data gathered through university archives includes historical maps, campus plans, and
meeting documents for a study period beginning in the early 1900s when the university moved to its current
location. Documents were reviewed for evidence of patches being labelled by name, or by drawings of trees.
Findings include patterns where patches were indicated on maps (1900s-early 1940s), followed by a period
where natural/forested areas were left blank on maps (post WWII into the 1960s), followed by patches
reappearing on maps and being suggested for preservation (1960’s to present). Although some natural patches
were “lost” during the study period, others including Dunn’s Woods and Dunn Meadow persisted. Patches that
endured may be defined as Commons, or shared resources protected by formal/informal rule processes.
The framework for the IUB patch project serves as a template to be expanded for an investigation into green
patches in the city of Bloomington. Early maps and city plans will be examined to track patches within the
current city limits and combined with historic aerial imagery to assess natural areas. The Bloomington project
expands upon the IUB framework by adding GIS analysis of patches and assessment of current ecological
condition of a sample of patches. Additional considerations reflect the complexity of municipal settings and
include ownership (private, public, mixed) of patches and local/citywide social/demographic characteristics
relating to patch condition and preservation over time.
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TEMPERATURE CONTROLS ON MICROCYSTIN DEGREDATION
Maia G . Campbell, Isaac J. Kipfer, Ally J. Lankford, Allison R. Rober, Eric M. Rubenstein, and Kevin H. Wyatt;
Ball State University
Toxic cyanobacteria blooms are increasing in frequency and severity with rising surface-water temperatures.
Warming generates a positive feedback on harmful algal bloom development by promoting toxic cyanobacteria
over non-toxic strains, stimulating toxin synthesis, and subsequently triggering toxin release. The release of
cyanotoxins into the water column poses a serious threat to water quality and human health. Yet, cyanotoxins
rarely accumulate in the water column long-term, suggesting that biodegradation by heterotrophic bacteria may
play a role in the removal process. Owing to increased metabolic rates at higher temperatures, microbialmediated degradation of cyanotoxins may be influenced by warming. However, the effect of warming on the
uptake and subsequent biodegradation of cyanotoxins has not yet been evaluated. In this study, we evaluated
the ability for heterotrophic bacteria to degrade microcystin produced by a common
cyanobacterium, Planktothrix agardhii, across a natural temperature gradient (from 5 to 20° C) during a
laboratory incubation experiment. We measured microcystin concentration and bacterial abundance at 0, 6, 12,
24, 48, 96, and 192 hours. We found that microcystin concentration declined over time in all temperature
treatments and degradation increased with warming. Patterns of microcystin degradation corresponded with
increases in bacterial cell density over time that were enhanced by warming. Bacterial cell density increased
most rapidly in the 20°C treatment resulting in the greater microcystin degradation than all other treatments.
Degradation of microcystin was lowest in the 5°C treatment where the increase in bacterial cell density was the
slowest. Bacterial density and microcystin degradation were similar between 10°C and 15°C treatments
throughout the experiment and were consistently between 20°C and 5°C treatments. These results suggest that
cyanotoxins can be reduced by microbial-mediated degradation and the rate of cyanotoxin degradation
increases with water temperature.
Presentation

INTRASPECIFIC VARIATION IN PARTNER PREFERENCE IN A POLYMORPHIC BIRD
(Zonotrichia albicollis)
Nick T . Gabry, Indiana State Univeristy; Rusty A. Gonser, Indiana State Univeristy

Variation in mating strategies is seen as the result of strong sexual selection pressures, and can manifest in
nature as the practice of monogamy, bigamy, polygamy, or promiscuity. The cause of this variation is often a
combination of ecological and genetic factors. The white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis) presents itself
as an ideal model for the genetic study of avian monogamy and promiscuity due to the presence of a behavior
altering chromosomal inversion displayed in approximately 50% of the population. This inversion is linked to
contrasting mating behavior in males, as well as a visual polymorphism in plumage, with birds possessing the
inversion being known as white morphs, and birds lacking the inversion being known as tan morphs. White
males exhibit high rates of promiscuity displayed through increased extra-pair copulations and low rates of mate
guarding, while tan males exhibit high rates of monogamy displayed through decreased extra-pair copulations
and high rates of mate guarding. Typically, the genetics of monogamy are studied in the mammalian prairie vole
(Microtus ochrogaster) using the partner preference paradigm. In this study, I present a proof of concept for
being able to adapt the mammalian partner preference paradigm to fit an avian model. Preliminary data is
trending toward a variation in the indication of a preference for a previous social partner between morphs in a
breeding-like endocrine state, and further investigation is warranted. This research is the first step toward being
able to investigate the neurobiological underpinnings of the intraspecific variation in mating behavior that is
observed in the white-throated sparrow. Furthermore, genes for serotonin and estrogen receptors are known to
be present on the chromosomal inversion, and are primary targets for future manipulation in this behavioral
assay.
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Embryonic carry-over and plasticity effects on anti-predator behavior in larval fathead
minnow (Pimephales promelas)
Christopher Crowder and Jessica Ward, Ball State University
Environmental factors can link life stages through behavioral, morphological, and life-history carry-over effects.
Such linkages are important because the experiences at one life stage may promote variation among individuals
at a later life stage, with fitness consequences. Most studies conducted to date have focused on the transition
between the juvenile and adult life stages. However, environmental cues during the egg stage also have
potential to affect morphology and behavior later in life. Here, we examined whether fathead minnow
embryos, Pimephales promelas, adjust their behavior in response to a predator cue during the egg stage, and
how information learned as embryos contributes to behavioral variation in larvae. Newly- laid embryos were kept
for 5 days in aged water (control; C), or in water containing olfactory cues of a piscivorous predator alone
(predator treatment; P), or paired with minnow alarm cue (predator + alarm cue treatment; P+AC). Embryonic
behavior (i.e., activity level) was measured on day 5, before hatching. Larvae were then reared until day 21
under control conditions and tested in factorial antipredator behavioral performance and responsiveness assays
[3 embryonic rearing conditions x 3 test conditions (C, P, P+AC)]. Embryos reared in a perceived ‘high predation
risk’ environment (P+AC) exhibited reduced activity compared to the other treatments. In addition, larvae
differed in their responsiveness to predatory stimuli at 21 days of age. However, we did not detect an effect of
the embryonic environment on the performance of antipredator evasive behavior. These findings indicate that
embryonic learning may improve the ability of individuals to respond appropriately to changes in environmental
context, without a corresponding change in the expression of specific behaviors.
Poster

New Records of Macroscopic Mushrooms for Marion County, Indiana
Victoria Kazeck, Dr. Kyryll Savchenko, Department of Biological Sciences, Butler University
Ever since the ability to sequence DNA entered mycological studies, less mycologists are trained in fieldwork.
As a result, there are very few new specimens to replace the aging specimens in the Midwest’s public herbaria,
and work done on aged specimens is more difficult and more expensive. This has led to a resurgence of interest
in macroscopic, mycological fieldwork to gather new specimens to study as well as specimens that are currently
undocumented. Furthermore, fungi in general are known for being understudied, unclassified, and unnamed.
The latest, collective list of macroscopic mushrooms found in Marion County was published in 1947 by John O.
Cottingham and was updated almost yearly until 1956, where the number of species totaled 387. As a result,
new studies updating this list are necessary, and this study is the first step in doing so. In this study,
macroscopic mushrooms were collected and identified based on morphological characteristics from Holcomb
Gardens at Butler University in Marion County, Indiana. Twenty-one species were identified as new to Marion
County: Bjerkandera adusta, Cerrena unicolor, Crepidotus crocophyllus, Cyathus striatus, Gymnopus
luxurians, Hohenbuehelia angustata, Lentinellus micheneri, Mycena leptophylla, Mycorrhaphium adustum,
Pachyella clypeata, Phellinus igniarius, Pluteus chrysophlebius, Poronidulus conchifer, Ramaria
botrytis, Rhizomarasmius pyrrhocephalus, Thelephora terrestris, Trametes pubescens, T. versicolor, T. villosa,
Tremella foliacea, and Xylaria cubensis.
Presentation

Opportunity or Catastrophe? Effect of Salinity on Host-Parasite Interactions

Ao Yu, Jonathan T. Vannatta, Stephanie O. Gutierrez, and Dennis J. Minchella, Department of Biological
Sciences, Purdue University
Seawater intrusion caused by anthropogenic climate change may affect freshwater species and their parasites.
While brackish water certainly impacts freshwater systems, its impact on disease transmission is largely
unknown. This experiment examined the effect of salinity on host and parasite interactions using a freshwater
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snail host, Biomphalaria alexandrina, and the human trematode parasite Schistosoma mansoni. Four
components were analyzed to evaluate the impact of salinity on disease transmission: snail survival, snail
reproduction, infection prevalence, and the survival of the parasite infective stage (cercariae). We found a
decrease in snail survival, snail egg mass production, and snail infection prevalence as salinity increases.
However, cercarial survival peaked at an intermediate salinity value. Our results suggest that seawater intrusion
into freshwaters could decrease schistosome transmission to humans. However, the effect of seawater intrusion
on the entire food web and species interactions will need to be explored in order to draw well-rounded
conclusions.

Engineering Section
Poster

Investigating the Use of Small-Scale, Constructed Wetlands for Stormwater and CSO
Treatment
Sean Childers, Rose-Hulman Insitute of Technology; Nick Katchur, Rose-Hulman Insitute of Technology;
Dr. Michelle Marincel Payne, Rose-Hulman Insitute of Technology
In some situations, and increasingly for combined sewer overflow (CSO) treatment applications, constructed
wetlands have the ability to treat stormwater and effectively remove pollutants such as total suspended solids
and nutrients. Utilizing two small, lab-scale, constructed wetland systems, one free water flow and one
subsurface flow, our research team plans to optimize the removal of these pollutants. This poster will present
our plan for establishing data to test our hypotheses to achieve our goals. Overall, our objective is to optimize
the removal of three main contaminants: total suspended solids, nitrate, and phosphorus. We have found
limestone fines to be promising for phosphorus removal and a key goal of our work is to investigate the optimal
concentration of limestone fines in the system to maximize phosphorus removal. Laboratory testing will be
performed in an isothermal system to develop a relationship between phosphate removal and limestone fines
concentration. Our research team also plans to develop a cartridge-based phosphate removal system using
replaceable limestone fines and developing a relationship between cartridge-age and contaminant removal.
In terms of optimizing the wetland system for optimal removal of all stormwater contaminants, relationships
between retention time and contaminant removal will also be established. We expect to see a decrease in all
three contaminants and to see a strong correlation between increase retention time and contaminant removal.
This research will provide valuable data in determining the potential implementation of constructed wetlands as
a lower cost, more environmentally friendly alternative to reduce CSO impact and treatment than traditional
wastewater treatment.
Poster

Polystyrene and Cellulose Acetate Thin Film Mechanical Properties Determined Using
the Wrinkling-Cracking Technique

Keegan Parkhurst, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology; Alexis Updike, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology;
Marissa Tousley, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Thin polymer films have been a growing technology in membrane science. One application of polymer thin films,
such as cellulose acetate and polyamide, is in membranes used for desalination and wastewater treatment. To
understand the transport properties of the membranes, the physical properties of the membrane must be
understood. One way to get a deeper understanding of the physical properties is through the mechanical
properties of the film. The mechanical properties of thin films, such as elastic modulus, onset fracture strain, and
fracture strength, can be determined using a technique known as the wrinkling-cracking technique. This
technique involves subjecting a thin film immobilized on a compliant substrate to various strains and relating the
observed wrinkle wavelength and crack density to the aforementioned mechanical properties. Here we report
our findings from a replication study on polystyrene films performed on a custom-built strain stage. We study the
mechanical properties of films of various thickness and compare our results to literature. We also report data
from our preliminary experiments on cellulose acetate thin films, working toward the goal of better understanding
the relationship between then film mechanical properties and membrane performance. Both types of films were
prepared via spin coating and the effect of processing conditions on thickness was studied using reflectometry.
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The modulus of elasticity of the PDMS substrate was determined using compression testing and indentation
measurements. The modulus and thickness data were then combined with data on wrinkle wavelengths and
crack densities (determined from optical microscope images taken at various strains) to determine the
mechanical properties of the thin films.
Presentation

Automated Image Preprocessing Technique for Thin Film Segmentation Applications
Stephan Gerve, IUPUI, Lauren Christopher, Ph.D., IUPUI; Ashley Dale, MSECE, IUPUI
Segmentation and object detection applications using deep learning include quality control of thin films for
nanoscale devices. The thin film grain structure parameters can be extracted from atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images using image analysis functions such as segmentation and statistical measures. Existing AFM
image analysis software offers these analysis features, notably Gwyddion, but usually requires laborious direct
manipulation of the data. In this project, our MATLAB implementation of segmentation algorithm results and
roughness statistics calculations were compared against Gwyddion procedures for an image of a Polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) thin film fabricated using Langmuir Blodgett deposition. The segmentation results were then
compared against a manually segmented image. The grain boundaries detected by the MATLAB algorithm
resembles the manually segmented image more than the Gwyddion output. This is confirmed by the grain count,
total grain pixel areas and mean pixel areas of the segmented images where the MATLAB output had a relative
error of 9.5% for the grain count versus the 33.33% of Gwyddion, 50.2% vs 64.7% for the mean area and 45%
vs 47% for the total area for MATLAB and Gwyddion, respectively. Furthermore, the grain size distribution of the
MATLAB output is almost identical to the grain distribution for the manually labeled image, and the surface
roughness measures nearly match Gwyddion. The initial MATLAB application demonstrates that it can be used
to satisfy preprocessing requirements for AFM analysis of thin films and can be used for expeditious grain
structure parameter extraction.

Entomology Section
Poster

Indiana’s Big River Mayflies (Insecta: Ephemeroptera): Results from 2019–2020
Sampling
Luke M . Jacobus, Division of Science, Indiana University Purdue University Columbus
Sampling of the mayfly fauna of Indiana big rivers was conducted during July through August 2019 and May
through July 2020. Forty-eight locales were visited along the White, Wabash and Ohio Rivers, sometimes on
more than one occasion, as part of 59 sampling events. Aquatic sampling was conducted by hand-picking rocks,
driftwood & debris; and by using a D-frame dipnet, an Ekman grab, a Petite Ponar sampler, and a shovel &
sieved bucket. Hand-picking and dipnetting were the most productive. Aerial sampling was conducted by hand
picking winged specimens from a reflective, white sheet, over which a UV light had been suspended or from car
headlights. At least 35 different species were collected over the project period. The most commonly collected
species, which was the only species collected at many sites, was Maccaffertium mexicanum integrum. Some
species were collected that had not been seen in many years, including Heptagenia elegantula (Heptageniidae)
from the White River and Tortopsis primus (Polymitaryidae) from the Wabash River. Two species were
discovered for the first time in Indiana: Heptagenia julia (Heptageniidae) and Maccaffertium
smithae (Heptageniidae). Both of these records represent significant westward range expansions.
One Caenis species (Caenidae) from the Ohio River does not match any current morphological species concept
documented for the region. An enigmatic collection of a unique specimen of Pentagenia at lights in Brown
County, far from its assumed habitat, raises many questions. Species that were specifically targeted during this
project, but not recovered, include: Camelobaetidius waltzi (Baetidae), Homoeoneuria
ammophila (Oligoneuriidae), Macdunnoa persimplex (Heptageniidae), Pentagenia
robusta (Palingeniidae), Pseudiron centralis (Pseudironidae), Raptoheptagenia cruentata (Heptageniidae),
Spinadis simplex (Heptageniidae), and Traverella lewisi (Leptophlebiidae).
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Poster

Differential effects of temperature on the activity and population composition of
the Culex pipiens species complex in Jefferson County Indiana .
Greta Karwath1, Hanna M. Werner1, Monique Huynh1, Bryan D. Price2, Glené Mynhardt1, Pamela R.
Pretorius1
1.Biology Department, Hanover College, Hanover, IN
2. Indiana State Department of Health
Culex pipiens, a common West Nile Virus (WNV) vector, includes two morphologically identical
subspecies, Culex pipiens pipiens, the northern house mosquito and Culex pipiens quinquefasciatus, the
southern house mosquito. These subspecies, which comprise the Culex pipiens complex, share identical
habitats and overlapping ranges, resulting in hybridization. Historically, identification of C. pipiens mosquitoes
occurred morphologically, relying on the DV/D ratio of male genitalia. This is challenging when working with
the C. pipiens complex, since C. p. pipiens, C. p. quinquefasciatus and hybridized females are morphologically
identical and only identifiable to genus. The two subspecies and hybrids were identified by sequence variation in
the nuclear gene, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), the two subspecies and hybrids were identified by
genetic variation. Both subspecies and hybrids were collected via a CDC Gravid Trap, model 1712, placed in
two locations, near the Hanover College Campus: the Margret Seifert Water Treatment Plant and the Hanover
College Shoebox. Locations were based on the natural habitat of C. pipiens, which includes stagnant water high
in organic material in seasonally wet forested areas. Traps were placed weekly between June and August 2017
and June and September 2019. Of the 570 specimens collected, 266 were identified to C. pipiens, based on
morphology. Among the C. pipiens specimens collected, 20.49% were genetically identified as C. p. pipiens,
27.05% as C. p. quinquefasciatus, and 52.46% as hybrids. Data suggest that, as temperatures increased, the
number of C. p. pipiens collected also increased, while C. p. quinquefasciatus decreased. Temperature may
differentially influence the reproductive activity of the subspecies, raising questions about the influence climate
change in this region will have on C. pipiens as well as WNV cases. Molecular identification of specimens
collected later in the sampling period is still ongoing.
Poster

Revising the tree-dwelling spider genus, Neodietrichia
Caylie Wimmersberger, Dr. Marc Milne, University of Indianapolis

The spider genus Neodietrichia is a group of very small (<3mm) tree-dwelling spiders. due to their rarity, small
size, and preferred habitat, they are rarely encountered. the genus was first described in 1933, when a lone
species was described from california: Neodietrichia hesperia. In 2017, our lab found a population of
morphologically similar spiders at a nature preserve in Johnson County, IN. In addition, various unstudied
specimens of Neodietrichia have been found throughout North America since 1933, but all were either ignored
or remain undescribed. Museums possess some of these specimens with others residing in private collections.
Upon examining the Johnson County specimens and obtaining and analyzing the museum and private collection
specimens, the need for more specimens became apparent if a revision was to be done. However, since these
specimens have been found throughout North America, collecting them ourselves would be difficult. To increase
our range of specimens we began a community-science project using SciStarter to get North American
scientists and non-scientists involved in collecting. This poster represents our work to date on the revision and
illustration of this complicated genus, which may represent a suite of related, but slightly morphologicallyvariable species: a species complex.
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Presentation

Emerging from the dark: Undescribed spiders from subterranean habitats in Virginia
Marc A . Milne, Dept. of Biology, Shaheen College of Arts and Sciences, University of Indianapolis; Tom
Malabad, Katarina Kosič Ficco, and Wil Orndorff, Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation, Natural
Heritage Program; Brandon Rhim, Dept. of Biomedical Sciences, Midwestern University
There are tens-of-thousands of caves throughout Appalachia, many of which are found in the western part of
Virginia. Caves hold significant, rare biological fauna that is often threatened by pollution, human encroachment,
and vandalism. These cave-dependent organisms – troglobionts – are often considered short range endemics,
species that have very limited dispersal abilities and are likely found only in their caves and nowhere else.
Spiders are commonly found in caves and may be troglobionts. In order to develop a more accurate
conservation framework for Virginia’s cave and karst, to assess the degree to which these resources are
currently protected, and to promote public awareness of the Natural Heritage Cave Resources, a biological
survey of 370 cave habitats within Virginia was undertaken. Spiders were among the many taxa collected and
were identified by a team of taxonomists at the University of Indianapolis. Although the study is still underway,
we have so far collected and identified over 1,140 spiders from over 150 caves. The most common species
were Phanetta subterranea (Linyphiidae), Porrhomma cavernicola (Linyphiidae), Nesticus
tennesseensis (Nesticidae), Nesticus carteri (Nesticidae), and Bathyphantes weyeri (Linyphiidae). Likely
undescribed linyphiid spiders were found within the
genera Centromerus (1), Islandiana (4), Oedothorax (1), Tenuiphantes (1), and an unknown genus (1). It is clear
that the Virginia cave spider fauna is diverse and underexplored. The project continues into 2021 with more
sampling and identification. Some of these undescribed specimens are currently in the process of being
described.
Presentation

Effects of Fire on Ground-dwelling Spider (Araneae) Assemblages in Central Indiana
Forests .

Marc A. Milne1, *, Joseph Gonsiorowski1, Nathan Tuft1, Brodrick Deno2, Tyler Ploss3, Janise Acosta4,
Lucas Frandsen5, and Casey Venable1
1Department of Biology, Shaheen College of Arts and Sciences, University of Indianapolis, 2Department of
Agronomy, College of Agriculture, Purdue University, 3Excelsior Family Chiropractic, Chesterfield, MO, 4KCI
Technologies, 5Krannert School of Physical Therapy, College of Health Sciences, University of Indianapolis
Fire is a natural disturbance that occurs in many temperate and tropical ecosystems worldwide. As ubiquitous
members of these ecosystems, spiders are often affected by fire and their response to this disturbance has
been shown to be dependent on taxonomy, functional diversity, seasonality, and a variety of environmental
factors. We examined the effect of fire on ground-dwelling spider assemblages in temperate forests in central
Indiana over five years and found that spider assemblages were significantly affected by fire disturbance.
Overall spider abundance and diversity decreased while species richness remained unaffected. We also found
that spider response depended heavily on the family and/or guild to which the spider belonged. Finally, we
found that female-only spider assemblages displayed high resilience to fire, becoming similar to unburned
sections after 1 year. We suspect that altered habitat heterogeneity, the patchy nature of fire’s effect on leaf
litter, and the high rate of re-colonization by spiders all played important roles in these observed patterns.
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Poster

Phytoremediation of Engineered Nanoparticles Using Aquatic Plants: Mechanisms and
Practical Feasibility
Parisa Ebrahimbabaie, Ball State University, Environment, Geology, and Natural Resources
Nanoparticles are defined as those entities having at least one dimension less than 100 nanometers.
Engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) play important roles in a variety of applications including optics, electronics,
pharmaceuticals, and personal care products. Laboratory and field measurements and mathematical models
indicate that engineered nanoparticles can enter freshwater environments. Aquatic plants represent the base of
the aquatic food web; some have been documented to flourish in the presence of significant water pollution.
This research shows the feasibility of using green plants for treatment of nanoparticle-affected aquatic
ecosystems. Laboratory-scale constructed wetlands were established and grown with cattails (Typha latifolia)
and sedge (Carex camosa). The constructed wetlands were doped with selected nanoparticles including silver,
titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, and others. Plants were incubated with the ENPs for a total of 15 weeks. At weeks
8 and 15, tissue was removed from plants, chemically digested, and analyzed for the content of nanoparticles.
Analysis involved scanning electron microscopy and inductively coupled plasma-AES (ICP-AES). In addition,
plant health was assessed by measuring activities of plant enzyme carbonic anhydrase and chlorophyll content.
Attempts were made to analyze the remaining ENPs in water using inductively coupled plasma-AES. This step
was carried out to assess whether particles agglomerate (cluster) over time. The findings of the proposed study
can provide useful data regarding the ability of common aquatic plants to remediate nanoparticle-contaminated
aquatic ecosystems.
Poster

An Analysis of Soil and Blood Lead Samples in the Rust Belt city of Muncie, IN

Abdulgadir Elnajdi, Benjamin Azar, Jessi Haeft, Carolyn Dowling, Department of Environment, Geology and
Natural Resources, Ball State University
Approximately 7 percent of residents tested in Muncie and Delaware County had elevated blood lead levels,
which is more than double the national average. Lead (Pb) is a neurotoxin, and exposure to it can cause severe
health and societal effects, such as developmental delays and learning difficulties. Potential sources of lead in
the environment include lead-based house paint and lead in drinking water, industrial products, and soils. The
study focused on determining the values of bio-accessible Pb instead of the total Pb levels. Bioaccessibility is
the fraction of the total amount of Pb in soil that is available for human adsorption. Based on the guidelines set
by the California Human and Ecological Risk Office (HERO), we used 80 ppm bio-accessible Pb as an indicator
of contamination. HERO determined that any amount of bio-accessible lead in the soil 80 ppm and above
causes an increase in the blood lead levels by 1 μg / dL and corresponding decrease of one IQ point.
We analyzed the blood lead levels (BLL) using the blood lead data provided by Regenstrief Institute,
Indianapolis, IN (IRB Protocol 1181099-2). Through ArcGIS Pro and SPSS, spatial patterns were analyzed
across multiple metrics, including BLL test results (0 to 5 µg/dL, >10 µg/dL, and >25 µg/dL), age group, season,
as well as the interaction between each available variable. To assess the hypothesis that the elevated BLLs are
caused by lead contamination in soil, potentially resulting from legacy manufacturing sites, we developed a
comprehensive, biased sampling approach based on the BLL data. Soil samples were collected from at-risk
public areas, as indicated by the mapped BLL values exceeding 10 µg/dL. Soil sample analysis was conducted
via EPA method 3050B for bio-accessible lead by GeoChemical Testing in Somerset, Pennsylvania.
The study concluded a weak correlation (p<.001) between bio-accessible pb in selected muncie's city soil
samples and lead levels in the blood. bio-accessible pb levels within soil samples in the 80 soil iso-concentration
zone show more than double the average background soil-lead concentrations investigated in this study.
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Poster

Environmental Isolates from the NMPE exhibit resistance to multiple antibiotics

Ranu Verma, Lauren Blair, Jane Pangburn, Azeem Ahmed, Samina Akbar, Marian University College of
Osteopathic Medicine
The Nina Mason Pulliam Ecolab (NMPE) is part of the upper white river watershed which provides an important
medium for mixing, evolution, and dispersal of the antibiotic resistant bacteria. Spatial and temporal detection of
these resistant bacteria will help in source-tracking of antibiotic resistance and identifying in situ factors for
selection of resistance genes in natural environments. The aim of this study is to examine environmental
bacteria along with the common human bacterial pathogens found in the NMPE for the prevalence of multidrug
resistance to commonly used antibiotics. This study will serve as a guide for directing and implementing
monitoring programs on antibiotic resistance.
We used isolated bacteria from the NMPE and performed the Kirby Bauer assay to determine their antibiotic
resistance. Mueller-Hinton agar was evenly spread throughout the plate with appropriately diluted isolate of
interest. Commercially prepared standard antibiotic disks were then dispensed and lightly pressed onto the agar
surface. After an overnight incubation, the bacterial growth around each disc was observed. A clear area of no
growth was observed around the disk if the isolate was susceptible to a particular antibiotic. This zone was
measured in mm and compared to a standard interpretation chart to categorize the isolate as susceptible,
intermediately susceptible or resistant.
Many isolated strains are resistant to Amoxicillin, Ampicillin, and Cephalothin. Multiple strains have
demonstrated resistance to Streptomycin, Nalidixic Acid, and Ceftiofur. Citrobacter, Pseudomonas,
and Proteus species specifically demonstrated significant multi-drug resistance to many antibiotics tested.
Majority of strains showed susceptibility to the antibiotics Imipenem, Trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole,
Gentamicin, and Chloramphenicol.
Overall, antibiotic resistance is prevalent in the NMPE and affects many residents of central Indiana. Thus, new
protocols may be necessary to protect residents from the possible implications of multi-drug resistance. Further
studies are needed to determine if these genes are encoded on mobile genetic elements.

Mathematics Section
Poster

Analyzing the Safety of the Cycling Network in Trier, Germany
Kyle Raihala, Indiana University East; Dr. Nayeong Kong, Indiana University East
Trier is a medium-sized city of approximately 110,000 people, yet it is the second most motorized city in
Germany. With a disjointed patchwork cycling network, cyclists must navigate between sidewalks, sharrows,
streets, and various cycle lane forms, which often simply end, leaving cyclists to deal with sudden changes to
their path. Previous research suggests most collisions between cyclists and other vehicle occur at traffic
intersections, making them high priority areas for improvement. We used incident data from the Trier Polizei to
identify high-risk intersections for cyclists and assess the network's dangerousness. Numerous factors must be
considered when looking at incident data, such as the location, time of day, light conditions, temperature,
moisture, lane width, signs, and markings. These factors make accident data analysis more complicated. In this
paper, we use ArcGIS and time series analysis to distinguish between these variables and help draw meaningful
conclusions that can be used to help city officials with city planning and collision prevention.
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Microbiology & Molecular Biology Section
Poster

Ochratoxin A Production by Aspergillus Carbonarius on Nyjer and Flax Seeds
Dawit Gizachew1, Sandra De La Torre1, Wei-tsyi Ting2; 1Department of Chemistry & Physics 2Department of
Biological Sciences, Purdue University Northwest
Food safety is a major concern globally including in the USA. Mycotoxins are secondary metabolites of toxigenic
strains and species of molds which can contaminate crops before or after harvest. The Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) estimated that approximately 25% of the cereals produced in the
world are contaminated by mycotoxins. Consumption of mycotoxin contaminated food can cause acute to
chronic diseases. The symptoms may range from vomiting, birth defect, neurotoxicity, kidney damage
(nephrotoxicity), liver cancer, and death. Feeding moldy feed to animals can result in mycotoxin contaminated
milk, meat and eggs. Many countries have adopted regulations to limit mycotoxin exposure. Ochratoxin A (OTA)
is produced by several species of Aspergillus such as A. carbonarius. OTA is one of the most widespread
mycotoxins in food commodities worldwide and is among the most toxic compounds that affect both human and
animal health. Nyjer and flax seeds are important oilseeds that are used for both human and animal
consumption, but they are highly susceptible to fungal growth and mycotoxin contamination. The oilseeds are
used in a variety of ways for both human and animal consumption and are important sources of cooking oil. In
the last two decades, oils extracted from plant seeds have gained popularity because of their health benefits
over animal-based fats. Oilseed cakes, which are residues of oil extraction, are used by farmers to increase
productivity of their animals. Ground oilseeds and oilseed cakes (animal feed) are stored for extended periods of
time, which may allow mold growth and the production of mycotoxins such as ochratoxins.
We determined water activities and temperatures that support or reduce the fungal growth and production of
OTA by A. cabonarius on ground nyjer and flax oilseeds. The results of this study will provide guidance to
minimize OTA production on ground nyjer and flax seeds during storage and processing.
Presentation

SpRY Cas9 variant enables targetting of A/T-rich DNA in C. albicans UME6
Ben Evans, Doug Bernstein, Ball State University

Candida albicans is the most frequently isolated human fungal pathogen. The ability of C. albicans to extend
filaments is a major virulence factor and allows for infection of a wide range of host tissues. Ume6 is a zinc
finger protein which functions as a key regulator of filamentation. Deletion of Ume6 results in cells being unable
to extend filaments. The zinc finger domain of Ume6 is located toward the C-terminus, which is uncommon
among proteins with similar zinc fingers. However, the function of the Ume6 zinc finger domain in filamentation
has not been extensively characterized. We used CRISPR-mediated genome editing to insert a stop codon
downstream of the zinc finger domain. Our mutant is defective for filamentation, suggesting the N-terminus and
zinc finger domain are insufficient for filamentation. We hypothesize conserved residues in the C-terminus are
important for filamentation. To test this hypothesis, we will create more stop codon mutations in the C-terminus
and assess changes in filamentation. However, the UME6 3’ region is A/T-rich which makes targeting it with
traditional Cas9 challenging. Cas9 requires the presence of a 5’-NGG-3’ protospacer adjacent motif, PAM. To
overcome this, we developed a SpRY/CRISPR system for C. albicans based on the one described by Walton et
al (2020). SpRY is a Cas9 variant capable of targeting most PAM sequences and allows for targeting of A/T-rich
DNA. We tested our system in C. albicans ADE2 and find our SpRY/CRISPR system enables cleavage at nonNGG PAM sequences. We will now apply this technology to UME6 to identify residues important for
filamentation.
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Testing Environmental Cues on Candida albicans Morphology
Idalia Z . Zachara, Paige M. Camp, Michael K. Watters and Patrice G. Bouyer, Valparaiso University
Introduction: C. albicans is a commensal fungus which under certain environmental cues (e.g., pH, oxidative
stress) shifts morphology from spores to filamentous and becomes invasive within the human body. This work
aims to identify the environmental gut cues responsible for this morphological shift. Estrogen (E2) becomes
elevated during sepsis, thus the guiding hypothesis states that E2 may represent a factor responsible for the
morphological change in C. albicans. Methods: A calibration curve of growth of C. albicans in liquid minimal
media (MM) was established using a spectrophotometer and correlating optical density with cell counts
measured with a hematocyter. Liquid MM was inoculated in quadruplets of three different amounts of C.
albicans. To test the effect of estrogen at 1nM concentration, E2 was added at the time of inoculation to one of
each tube set, and fetal bovine serum was the positive control in another tube. All tubes were anaerobically
grown over 3 nights in a shaking incubator at 30℃. Morphological changes were assayed using bright-field
microscopy. Results: C. albicans was inoculated in amounts of 1, 2, and 4 million cells into sets of 4 tubes each
based on the established growth curve. The MM relationship between OD and number of cells is described by
the following equation: 1.06×106 + 1.83×107x + 1.68×107x2, R2= 0.867. Adding E2 at 1 nM to the liquid media
appeared to induce filamentous growth and budding, as with positive control 10% FBS. Conclusion: Our
preliminary experiments indicate that regardless of initial cell amount, tubes containing E2 seem to induce more
filamentous growth in MM, as observed with FBS (positive control). Further experiments to determine effects of
E2 at other concentrations would bring more insight, as well as trials combining E2 and FBS to explore if there is
an additive or inhibitory effect on filamentation.
Poster
Ptip and Trr regulate cardiac cell division in D. melanogaster
Adam J . Farmer 1, 2, Andrew J. Kump1, 2, Manoj Panta1, 2, Shaad M. Ahmad1, 2, and Kristopher R.
Schwab1, 2 Department of Biology, Indiana State University.1 The Center for Genomic Advocacy, Indiana State
University.2; Note: 1 and 2 should be superscripted
Epigenetic modifications of chromatin allow stable and heritable gene expression patterns regulating cellspecific phenotypes and functions. The methylation of the histone 3 tail at lysine residue 4 (H3K4) is an
epigenetic landmark of open chromatin and actively transcribed genes. Ptip (Pax transactivation domaininteracting protein) recruits an evolutionarily conserved KMT2C/D COMPASS-like complex in vertebrates and
Trr complex in Drosophila required for deposition of H3K4 methylation. Previous studies suggest that the
Ptip and KMT2D complex members are essential for H3K4 methylation during heart development and adult
cardiomyocyte function. However, a detailed study of Ptip’s roles in cardiogenesis as part of the KMT2C/D or Trr
COMPASS-like complex remains to be assessed. Drosophila melanogaster (the fruit fly) provides an excellent
model system to study heart development allowing quantitative analysis of cardiac cells within a genetically
amenable system. The embryonic fruit fly heart is a symmetrical tube consisting of linearly arranged cardiac
cells that are repeated in a hemisegmental pattern. The cardiac cells are produced by cardiac progenitor cells
that undergo developmental processes including cellular specification, migration, differentiation, and cell
division. Cardiac cell division involves symmetrical and asymmetrical cell divisions that generate diverse cell
fates important for proper heart tube formation. Given the requirement of Ptip and trr orthologue KMT2D for
cardiomyocyte function and heart development, we investigated Ptip and Trr roles within the
Drosophila embryonic heart by evaluating Ptip and trr mutant embryos for cardiac defects. Quantitative analysis
of individual embryonic heart segments identified numerous symmetrical, asymmetrical, and early progenitor cell
division defects within Ptip and trr mutant embryos which disrupt normal heart morphology. Our data
demonstrate that Ptip and Trr are required for proper cardiac cell division within the embryonic heart suggesting
an epigenetic role for the Ptip-Trr complex in regulating gene expression important for proper cardiac cell
development in the Drosophila heart.
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Investigating for GC content in Human DNA using bioinformatics tools
Sridhar Ramachandran, Indiana University Southeast
By physical constraints on the base composition of the DNA, the sum of the G/C content and A/T content adds
up to be 100 percent of the genome. Regions in the genome that contain more of G/C as opposed to A/T are
referred to as GC rich whereas regions in the genome that contain more of A/T nucleotides as opposed to G/C
nucleotides are referred to as GC poor regions. Identifying GC rich and GC poor regions in the genome can help
in understanding the organization of the genome. Previous researches on mammalian genomes have noted that
GC-rich regions include many genes with short introns (noncoding regions) while GC poor regions have been
observed to be deserts of genes. Research studies that have observing the GC content of eukaryotic genomes
have found evidence of some level of organization. Studies have also reported correlations between gene
density, intron length, replication timing, methylation pattern, PCR success prediction, nucleosome forming
potential, recombination rate, codon bias, bendability, thermostability, B-Z transition and gene expression. This
suggest that distribution of GC content could have some functional and/or biological relevance and needs
further investigation. With the aim of investigating GC content in the Human DNA, this research explores
whether Alu SINE elements can be utilized as bioinformatics tools to get a better understanding of the GC
content distribution within the human genome. Proliferation of Alus in a host is a unidirectional process, whereby
inserted copies of distinct elements are not precisely removed, but remain and decay over time because of
random mutation. Alus insert innocuously into the genome and can provide a record of biological history that is
largely free from character reversals and parallel evolution. These characteristics of Alu elements along with
their abundance in the human genome make them especially suited for this research study.
Poster

The Increase of Antibiotic Resistance and its Implications in the Nina Mason Pulliam
EcoLab

Azeem Ahmad. College of Arts and Sciences, Marian University; Samina Akbar. Marian University College of
Osteopathic Medicine, Marian University; Stephanie Brown, Marian University; Madison McReynolds, Marian
University; Kelsey Ramp, Marian University
Background: Over-prescription and the increase in medical and agricultural runoff has led to an accumulation
of antibiotics in natural environments, exposing bacterial populations and therefore promoting the development
and spread of resistance. To demonstrate the spread of antibiotic resistance in a natural environment, samples
were collected from the EcoLab, a 55-acre nature preserve which is pristine except for contamination from
medical and agricultural runoff. Antibiotic resistant bacteria in urban watersheds pose a serious threat to
humans and animals, possibly causing untreatable infection or conferring resistance to microbe populations.
Methods: Water samples were collected from an overflow drain where relatively little sediment was present.
The water was filtered to collect bacteria and the filters were then incubated on MacConkey agar plates. After
incubation, bacteria grown on the dishes were isolated, and samples were characterized using Gram staining.
Using a premade kit, DNA was isolated. Antibiotic resistance or susceptibility was determined visually by
observing areas of growth or no growth on Muller Hinton agar plates where antibiotics were spread.
Results and Discussion: The ongoing presence of antibiotic resistance in bacteria of the EcoLab was
confirmed, and is believed to indicate that antibiotic resistance is common and widespread among bacteria in
the population of the EcoLab, and most likely throughout other populations occupying urban environments
thought to be pristine. Further studies are needed to determine whether these genes reside on mobile genetic
elements or whether resistance is chromosomal and can be mobilized. While this pilot study is aimed to gauge
the level of antibiotic resistance in the EcoLab specifically, it can be expanded upon by looking at other
environments in which runoff is prevalent. Ultimately, this data can influence the creation of new guidelines
specifying how waste is contained and where it is allowed to flow.
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The Impact of Shared Chapstick® on DNA Profiles Generated from the Rim of Ceramic
Mugs
Sidney Thompson, BA, University of Indianapolis Biology Department; Rebekah Judkins, BS, University of
Indianapolis Biology Department; Laura Scheid, MS, Western Michigan University, Homer Stryker M.D. School
of Medicine; Emily Taner, BA, University of Indianapolis; Krista E. Latham, PhD, D-ABFA, University of
Indianapolis Biology Department; Lindsey Williams, BS, Strand Diagnostics; and Gay Bush, PhD, Strand
Diagnostics.
DNA introduced to a crime scene through indirect transfer is of concern for forensic scientists, as increasingly
sensitive technology has improved the detection of DNA unrelated to the criminal event. DNA can be deposited
by direct and indirect means on surfaces, often simultaneously. The person contacting the object may transfer
their DNA through direct contact or act as a vector for foreign DNA.
The rims of drinking vessels are commonly swabbed for DNA profiles during legal investigations. It is common
for lip balms to be shared between individuals. This study investigates the DNA profiles obtained from mugs
when lips covered in shared ChapStick® contact the rim. One participant (primary user) opened a new tube of
ChapStick® in the morning, used it three times throughout the day, then shared the tube with a second
participant (secondary user). The primary user then reapplied the ChapStick®. Five minutes later, both
participants “drank” five times from a mug. The rim was swabbed for subsequent DNA profiling to test the
following null hypotheses: 1) mixed DNA profiles will not be detected in samples obtained from the mug rim of
the primary ChapStick® user, and 2) mixed DNA profiles will not be detected in samples obtained from the mug
rim of the secondary ChapStick® user.
All samples generated DNA profiles. For 18.75% of the samples, mixed profiles were detected that were
consistent with both participants. Two of these originated from swabs of the secondary user’s mug, and one
from the primary user’s mug. Both null hypotheses can be rejected. The results of this study demonstrate that
the simultaneous direct and indirect transfer of DNA is possible from the lips of an individual who is wearing
shared lip balm. Therefore, the DNA of a person who never drank from a cup can be detected on the rim.
Poster

“Wide-Awake Drunk”: Observing the Effects of Combined Alcohol and Caffeine on
Somatic Withdrawal Signs in C57BL/6J Mice
Montana Jenkins, B.A. and Jennifer Berry, Ph .D ., Butler University, Department of Psychology
Caffeine is one of the most widely used psychoactive stimulants in the world and is often used in combination
with other substances. The combination of caffeine and alcohol has been shown to induce a stimulated, rather
than sedated state, which may result in increased alcohol-attributable accidents (e.g., drunk driving, unprotected
sex, and over intoxication). Preclinical research has found mixed results regarding the co-consumption of
caffeine and alcohol – some found that caffeine increases alcohol intake while others the opposite. The current
study expanded on previous research by testing the effects of combined caffeine and alcohol exposure in a
binge-like, mouse paradigm. It was anticipated that the mice would consume larger amounts of alcohol in
combination with caffeine compared to consuming either alcohol or caffeine alone. The present study explored
drinking behaviors in 24 adult C57BL/6J mice using an intermittent access 2-bottle choice paradigm. Singlyhoused mice were presented with one bottle of tap water and one bottle of tap water with incrementally
increasing concentrations of alcohol (3-20% v/v), caffeine (0.01-0.05% w/v), or a mixture of alcohol and caffeine
every other day. The amount of liquid consumed from each bottle was recorded at the same time every day and,
approximately 24 hours after the last drinking day, mice were videotaped to assess somatic signs of alcohol or
caffeine withdrawal. We hypothesized that mice in the combined alcohol and caffeine condition would drink
more than the other conditions and that their physical dependence, as evidenced by increased somatic signs,
would be greater than after consuming either either drug alone.
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Deodorant as a Potential Source of DNA Profiles for References in Criminal
Investigations
Alba Craig, BA, University of Indianapolis Biology Department; Samantha Beck, MS, University of Indianapolis
Biology Department; Megan Patton, MS, University of Indianapolis Biology Department; Angela Zimmer, MS,
University of Indianapolis Biology Department; Jessica Gall, University of Indianapolis Biology Department;
Krista E. Latham, PhD, D-ABFA, University of Indianapolis Biology Department; Cynthia Cale, MS, Houston
Forensic Science Center.
In forensic contexts, identifying personal items from suspects or victims that frequently yield single-source
profiles would simplify the collection of objects for obtaining reference samples. This study investigates if solid
deodorant sticks are a good source of biological material for the generation of a DNA profile. The current study
tests the following null hypotheses: (1) single-source DNA profiles will not be
obtained from solid deodorant and (2) DNA quantity will not predict the completeness of a profile. For nine
consecutive days, two participants were each given deodorant decontaminated by exposure to UV light to use
once in the morning after showering. The deodorants were wet swabbed each day after usage
using sterile technique; one swab was used per deodorant, per day. The deodorants were swabbed on the
exposed deodorant stick and the inside of its plastic cap. Samples were extracted utilizing the QIAamp DNA
Mini Kit (QIAGEN Hilden, Germany). Samples were further processed through DNA analysis workflow utilizing
Applied Biosystems™ (Carlsbad, CA) products: samples were quantified with Quantifiler™ Trio DNA
Quantification Kit on a 7500 Real-Time PCR System; samples were amplified using Globalfiler™ Amplification
Kit on a ProFlex™ PCR System and analyzed on a 3500xL Genetic Analyzer. DNA quantification results ranged
from 0 to 1.7 ng/μL; most samples yielded no detectable DNA profiles. Two samples had only one allele
consistent with the deodorant user. In a third sample, 11 out of 34 alleles detected were consistent with the
user. The first null hypothesis can be partially rejected as consistent alleles were present, but no full profiles
were obtained. There was a failure to reject the second null hypothesis as the largest sample presented a mixed
profile. In conclusion, solid deodorant is not a good source for generating single-source profiles that could be
useful as references in criminal investigation.
Presentation

Deletion of the G glycoprotein of respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) results in
attenuation, increased immunogenicity, and reduced thermal stability

Molly K . Roe1, Christopher C. Stobart1, and Christina A. Rostad2,3
1Department of Biological Sciences, Butler University, 2Department of Pediatrics, Emory University, Atlanta, GA
3Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, Atlanta, GA
Background: Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a leading cause of lower respiratory tract infections in infants,
with cases ranging from minor upper respiratory tract infections to pneumonia with respiratory failure, yet there
remains no vaccine. RSV G, a surface glycoprotein that facilitates attachment to the host cell, is antigenic and
could be a strong therapeutic target, but its contribution to viral stability, growth kinetics, and shielding of RSV F
(a second surface glycoprotein facilitating viral fusion that is a well-studied antigenic target) is unclear. Here we
explore the phenotype of viruses expressing varying mutations in their G protein and F proteins using the
common laboratory A2 wild-type strain; the virus strains generated were A2 without its G protein (A2GS), A2
with 220 F and G proteins (220), and A2 with 220 F but without its G protein (220GS). Results: Viral growth
kinetics and thermostability were also measured in two thermosensitive (unstable) strains with G-null mutations:
A2 and 220. In these cell lines, significant differences were found in viral growth kinetics, but not in
thermostability. Conclusion: While G does increase viral kinetics and syncytia size, it has no significant effect
on thermostability or pre-fusion F expression. These results indicate G does not shield F. While G is important
for viral growth and stability, it may contribute more to immune evasion than F-shielding, and future studies
should continue to explore its potential as a therapeutic target.
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Examining the Asymptomatic Reservoir of Malaria in a Pre-Elimination Highland Area
of Western Kenya
Kavitha Udumula1, Lindsey B. Turnbull2, Katrina Co2, George Ayodo3, Tuan M. Tran4, Chandy C. John2
1School of Science, IUPUI; 2Ryan White Center for Pediatric Infectious Disease and Global Health, Department
of Pediatrics, IU School of Medicine; 3Center for Global Health Research, Kenya Medical Research Institute;
4Department of Medicine, IU School of Medicine

Clinical malaria affects 200 million people each year, 90% of whom live in sub-Saharan Africa. Antimalarial
drugs have drastically reduced the mortality and morbidity associated with malaria; however, achieving
elimination is extremely difficult due to the presence of asymptomatic individuals, who are often not detected by
traditional field diagnostic tools. To determine parasite prevalence in asymptomatic individuals, and elimination
potential in an area with low and unstable malaria transmission in western Kenya, a highly sensitive laboratory
qPCR assay was used to assess parasitemia. We conducted two community cross-sectional assessments of
asymptomatic individuals in the highland locations of Kipasmoite and Kapsisiywa in Nandi County, Kenya during
the dry and rainy seasons in 2017. Of specific interest, there was an epidemic during the 2017 rainy season,
during which symptomatic malaria incidence was the highest recorded in over a decade. We found that 1.2%
and 2.3% of asymptomatic community members were malaria-positive during the dry and epidemic rainy
seasons respectively, by qPCR. The difference in prevalence between the two seasons was due to an increase
in malaria positive individuals in Kapsisiywa during the epidemic (OR~10.56, p=0.002). Kipsamoite, however,
had no difference in asymptomatic malaria between wet and dry seasons (OR= 1.1; 95% CI [0.45,2.46]). These
site and seasonal differences were only observed when using the highly sensitive qPCR data which detected
significantly more asymptomatic infections than the field diagnostic methods of microscopy and rapid diagnostic
tests (RDT), (chi2 p<0.001). Compared to the more specific and sensitive detection by qPCR, RDT results
included a substantial number of false positives during the rainy season, and microscopy significantly
underestimated the number of infections due to lower sensitivity (McNemar test, p<0.001, p<0.01, respectively).
Thus, qPCR detection is needed to accurately identify asymptomatic individuals that likely contribute to the
infectious reservoir in highland Kenya. Our ongoing study is investigating transmissibility of asymptomatic
infections by testing qPCR positive individuals for the presence of transmissible sexual stage parasites using a
multiplexed RNA assay to quantify the transmissible sexual stage parasites. Findings from these studies will
provide a greater understanding of the transmissibility of very low-density malaria infections, and help determine
which interventions to implement in unstable, pre-elimination areas.
Poster

DHX36 helicase has broad gene regulatory effects in human lymphocytes
Robert A . Haney, Adam E. Richardson, Daniel Miller, Zahra Abedini, Philip J. Smaldino, Ball State University,

G-quadruplexes (G4s) are intra- or inter-molecular stable nucleic acid secondary structures with stacked planar
quartets of Hoogsteen base-paired guanines and coordinated metal ions (Na+ or K+) at their core connected by
exterior variable length loops. Yet G4s are also dynamic due to the action of specific helicases that catalyze
their unwinding. Together with the enrichment of G4s in gene regulatory regions, in particular promoters, the
reversible formation of G4s may play a role in gene expression, with helicases modulating expression via their
effects on these structures. DHX36 contributes the dominant G4 unwinding helicase activity in human cells, and
we thus test this hypothesis by comparing gene expression in three replicates of DHX36 knockout Jurkat cell
lines to controls, and explore the functional and disease associations of genes that appear to be regulated in a
G4 based manner. A large number (10794) of genes are differentially expressed between knockout and control
cells, and exhibit both up- and down-regulation in the knockout cell lines, suggesting the possibility for both
positive and negative control of gene expression by DHX36. However, while significant, most differences in
expression are subtle, with only 1130 genes showing 2-fold or greater differences in expression between
knockout and control cells. Functional associations for genes under negative control by DHX36 indicate an
enrichment for genes whose products are involved in post-transcriptional or epigenetic regulation. Furthermore,
both knockout upregulated and downregulated genes are enriched for roles in disease, specifically a range of
cancers, suggesting the potential for DHX36 as a potential target for therapeutic intervention.
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Structure and Interaction of Lipid Bilayers in the Presence of ATP
Azam Shafieenezhad, Andres T. Cavazos, Stephen R. Wassall, Horia I. Petrache
Department of Physics, Indiana University-Purdue University
Even in the absence of membrane receptors, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) has been shown to interact with
lipid membranes and to affect their interactions. Measurements of zeta potentials by dynamic light scattering
(DLS) show that ATP creates a positive zeta potential of phosphatidylcholine (PC) lipid vesicles. A similar effect
is seen on phosphatidylserine (PS) bilayers in that the negative zeta potential of PS diminishes in magnitude in
the presence of ATP. We further investigate the effect of ATP on lipid bilayers by 2H NMR spectroscopy which
gives us an order parameter profile for the carbon-deuterium bonds along lipid acyl chains. ATP has a
measurable effect on the order parameters of both PC and PS lipids and this effect depends on temperature.
We analyze the 2H NMR data using a mean-torque model that allows us to quantify the effect of ATP in terms of
changes in entropy. We discuss these results in connection with the electrostatic effects observed by DLS.
Poster

Molecular Dynamics Investigation of the Physical Binding of the NNK Diazonium Ion to
Exon 5 of TP53
David Wahl1, Christos Deligkaris1, Evan Millam2. 1Dept of Geology & Phy, University of Southern Indiana,
2Dept of Chemistry, University of Southern Indiana

The diazonium ion metabolite of 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) is a strong carcinogen
found in tobacco smoke. NNK diazonium ion has been shown to damage DNA through the formation of
pyridyloxobutyl (POB) adducts. The current study focuses on the physical interaction of a tumor suppressor
gene (TP 53, exon 5) with NNK diazonium ion. TP53 is mutated in nearly 50% of all human tumors and 40% of
lung cancer cases. Our work explores the physical interactions that precede bond formation. Density functional
theory was used to generate improved force field parameters for the diazonium ion. Molecular dynamics
simulations were performed on two systems: NNK diazonium ion and TP53/NNK diazonium ion. Results of the
MD simulations that will be presented include an analysis of the various conformations NNK diazonium ion
explores and distances of its reactive carbon atoms to reactive atoms of TP53 bases. This will provide insight
into the possible reaction mechanism of POB adduct formation.
Presentation

Accretion Belt Characteristics in a Hydrodynamic Evolution of a Contact Binary
Elliot Barnett Indiana University Kokomo, Patrick Motl, Ph.D. Indiana University Kokomo
We compare features from Stępień's (2009) circulation model for contact binaries to a long-term hydrodynamical
evolution of a symmetric contact binary. The numerical evolution is fully three dimensional and begins from an
equilibrium structure in contact at one grid cell. As the evolution is conducted with Flow-ER, an explicit
hydrodynamics code for self-gravitating fluids, we are not able to address energy transport or evolution on a
thermal timescale. However, we are able to investigate the width and height of the equatorial accretion belt and
the flow of material in and out of the inner Lagrange point. The flow of material between the two components
arises quickly in the evolution and does not change significantly through tens of orbital periods. As the stellar
components are modeled as polytropes of index 1.5, a slight numerical mass imbalance causes one component
to only gain mass over the course of the simulation leading eventually to a dynamical merger of the contact
binary.
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New Observations of Binary Systems Epsilon Aurigae
Kyle Herron, Purdue University Northwest; Adam Rengstorf, Purdue Univeristy Northwest
We are observing eclipsing binary systems with varying orbital periods. We hope to determine their changing
orbital periods are caused by an unseen third companion. Upon choosing the EP Aurigae (EP Aur) system, we
began observing this system from Purdue University Northwest’s Northwest Indiana Robotic (MIRo) telescope
and due to inclement weather, gathered observations through the AAVSO. Our goal is to build phased light
curves, determine new O-C values, and fit to a model of binary system to test for an unseen third companion.
Presentation

The Impact of Poisson Solver Parameters on Long Term Evolutions of Binary Stars
Patrick M . Motl, Indiana University Kokomo

We discuss a variety of factors determining the behavior of a combined Fourier analysis plus Alternating
Direction Implicit (ADI) implementation to solve Poisson’s equation in cylindrical coordinates. The boundary
value of the potential is found through integration of Green’s functions over the density distribution. We have
varied (1) the distance to the grid boundary, (2) the number of terms used in the Green’s functions and (3) the
number of ADI iterations in simulations of a detached binary initially on a circular orbit. Numerical errors
resulting from the Poisson solver are reflected in epicyclic and apsidal motion of the binary and cumulative
numerical errors result in motion of the system center of mass over long term evolutions. In light of constraints
on computing resources, we explore optimal parameters for the Poisson solver for long term, direct numerical
simulations.
Presentation

Dynamical Instability of Pressure Truncated Polytropes of Index 5
Cristina Esquivel, Indiana State University

We describe the dynamical instability of spherical polytropes of index 5 that are truncated and confined by a
constant pressure matching the pressure at the truncation radius. The instability is realized at the maximum
mass along the sequence of different truncation radii and is analogous to the Bonnor – Ebert mass in the
isothermal case. We have confirmed through direct numerical simulation that the polytropic star oscillates as
expected when truncated at a normalized coordinate ξ < 3. When truncated at ξ ≥ 3, oscillations seeded by
errors in equilibrium grow in amplitude and the star rapidly collapses. Truncated polytropic configurations for a
range of polytropic indices including n = 5 are expected to be dynamically unstable in a similar manner. Finally,
a pressure-truncated n = 5 polytrope would be an interesting test case for verifying self- gravitating
hydrodynamics codes as the initial data are analytic and an analytic expectation for the subsequent evolution
can be checked quickly.

Plant Systematics & Biodiversity Section
Presentation

Ecological and floristic plant surveys of Little Wabash River Nature Preserve
Tessa Aby, Purdue University Fort Wayne, tessaby43@gmail .com; Joanna Stebing, Purdue University
Fort Wayne, jrs .arts@gmail .com; Madison Beckstedt, Purdue University Fort Wayne, beckme02@pfw.edu;
Jordan Marshall, Purdue University, Fort Wayne, marshalj@pfw.edu
Little Wabash River Nature Preserve (LWRNP) is a 14.2 ha property of important geological terrain associated
with the Wisconsin glaciation age Maumee Torrent. The flow of water carved out a geographically unique
passage in the landscape, the variance in terrain creating subsequent diversity of flora. The site is protected by
ACRES Land Trust within the Little River watershed. To ensure a better understanding of the community
structure, ecological and floristic surveys were conducted between April and October of 2019. The ecological
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survey consisted of 48 quadrats along 7 transects visited in May, July, and September, and included identifying
understory, midstory, and overstory plant species. Additionally, we measured PAR, canopy cover, litter depth,
and soil moisture in each quadrat. The floristic survey was done to catalogue all species and conducted in a
non-random meander between the set transects, in order to ensure inclusion of community types and terrain
gradation potentially omitted in the ecological survey. At the quadrat level, understory species richness was
significantly related to the canopy cover for all three surveyed months. However, understory species diversity
was related to the litter depth in May, and canopy cover in July and September. As expected for the region,
swamp white oak was a dominant overstory species, especially in the lower areas of the property. Unexpected
was the dominance of black walnut throughout large areas of the property – occurring in the greatest proportion
of quadrats and at the greatest density. LWRNP is an excellent example of the diversity that can exist in a small,
protected forest. While there are some common invasive species in need of control within the property, there are
more interesting native species as well, adding diversity and interest to the community. Further management
may be necessary by ACRES Land Trust to ensure continued succession dominated by native species.
Presentation

Plant Community Mapping and Vascular Plant Inventory of Griffy Lake Nature
Preserve, Bloomington Indiana
Kevin Tungesvick, Senior Ecologist, Eco Logic LLC

Abstract: Plant Community Mapping and Vascular Plant Inventory of Griffy Lake Nature Preserve, Bloomington
IndianaIn March of 2019 Eco Logic LLC was contracted by the City of Bloomington Parks and Recreation to
have their Senior Ecologist map the plant communities of this approximately 1220 acre park located on the north
side of Bloomington. This project was initiated to provide background information for construction of an
improved hiking trail around the lake. The property lies on the border between the Brown County Hills and the
Mitchell Karst Plain Natural Regions.
The study mapped 16 distinct plant communities in the park based on ecologic land types and stages of
succession. Other variables were also mapped, including invasive plant pressure, the maturity of the plant
community, and the natural area value. A table of plant community characteristics was developed including soil
parent material, soil types, landforms, aspect, dominant overstory tree species, characteristic understory
species, susceptibility to erosion, herptofaunal habitat, and other habitat characteristics for each community.
The study also included a terrestrial vascular plant inventory that documented 574 plant species found in the
Indiana FQA calculator (Rothrock 2019). The frequency and plant communities for each species were also
noted. The property had previously been inventoried several times, however this study documented 56 species
not previously recorded in the park including twelve additional species in the genus Carex.
A floristic quality assessment of the entire property was performed yielding a very high FQI of 79.1 for all
species and 87.9 for native species. The mean coefficient of conservative was 3.3 for all species and 4 for the
native species. Further, separate floristic quality assessments were conducted by breaking out the dry
communities, the mesic communities, the wet forested communities, and wet open communities, and the
cultural communities.
Presentation

The Surprising Discovery of Rare Plants and Inland Coastal Plain Marsh at Winamac
Fish & Wildlife Area, Pulaski County, Indiana
Scott A . Namestnik and Roger L. Hedge, Indiana Department of Natural Resources, Division of Nature
Preserves, Indiana Natural Heritage Data Center

Map review, aerial surveys, and field visits in the 1970s and 1980s at the 4,850-acre Winamac Fish & Wildlife
Area just north of Winamac, Pulaski County, Indiana identified the presence of a few scattered sand savanna,
wet prairie/sedge meadow, shrub swamp, marsh and pond communities, but only one sand savanna area was
considered a significant natural area. In 2020, Indiana Department of Natural Resources – Division of Nature
Preserves staff surveyed portions of the property for natural areas on two days in August and September.
Although fire suppression has led to savannas becoming overgrown woodlands, surveys resulted in the
unexpected discovery of globally imperiled (G2?/SNR) inland coastal plain marsh communities supporting one
formerly state extirpated plant species, seven state endangered plant species, and seven state threatened plant
species, as well as three state watch list plant species; none of these were previously known to exist at the site,
and 11 of these had never been documented for Pulaski County. Many of these plants are also coastal plain
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disjuncts. Further botanical and ecological surveys should be pursued. Winamac Fish & Wildlife Area was
previously overlooked as an important botanical and natural area resource.
Presentation

Discovery of Eleocharis atropurpurea (Retz .) J . Presl & C . Presl [Cyperaceae] in
Indiana
Nathanael J . Pilla, Orbis Environmental Consulting
In July of 2020, the diminutive sedge Eleocharis atropurpurea (Retz.) J. Presl & C. Presl (purple spikerush) was
serendipitously discovered in Porter County making it one of the newest additions to the Indiana flora. After the
initial discovery, it was discovered in two more locations within the same habitat type. One additional population
was discovered seven miles away from the initial population, and the other was found in an adjoining county.
This discovery begs the question, “do we consider this sedge native to Indiana’s flora or adventive due to the
historical absence in the state?” After examining the distribution, phenology, and habit of E. atropurpurea, there
is evidence to support that it is highly likely to be native to Indiana’s flora.
Presentation

Efforts to recover the state-endangered squarrose goldenrod (Solidago squarrosa) in
Indiana
Michael Homoya, Brian Abrell, Roger Hedge, Jason Larson, and Scott Namestnik. Indiana DNR Division of
Nature Preserves
Solidago squarrosa currently exists at Indiana’s only known extant site of occurrence, an area of rugged hills in
Clark State Forest. Ecologists from the Indiana DNR Division of Nature Preserves have been monitoring the site
for over 3 decades, and in 1995 the highest count ever made totaled 26 individuals scattered over 5 subpopulations. Numbers declined in subsequent years and by 2013 only 9 were found, split between 2 subpopulations. Fearing loss of the Indiana genotype, 6 plants were removed from the site in the fall of 2017 and
brought into nursery culture. This effort ultimately resulted in several hundred seedlings produced, 150 of which
were planted at the site in early 2019 and an additional 300 planted in September 2020. Understory thinning and
removal of coarse woody debris occurred at the sites prior to planting. Of the individuals planted in 2019, over
20 bloomed in 2020.

Zoology
Poster

Do Social Conditions Influence Embryonic Learning in a Social Fish?
Brooke Karasch, Jessica Ward; Ball State University
Animal cognition can affected by a variety of abiotic and biotic factors, which can differ according to life stage.
For example, in fish and other aquatic vertebrates with oviparous reproduction, temperature, anthropogenic
chemicals, and oxygen levels have all been shown to influence an embryo’s ability to learn to recognize
predators during the egg stage. Far less, however, is known about how the embryonic social environment might
influence this learning. This deficit in knowledge is surprising because the close proximity of the eggs to one
another in a clutch present opportunities for embryonic communication and socially facilitated learning. In this
study we evaluated whether two aspects of the social environment, group size and embryo proximity, influence
the behavior of embryos of a common minnow species (Pimephales promelas), in response to predator cues.
Eggs were collected on the day they were laid and assigned to groups with sizes of 1, 2-5, or 10-15 eggs; within
each group, half were clustered (physical contact among eggs), and half were dispersed (no contact). We
maintained for 5 days in water amended with olfactory cues from a piscivorous predator, bluegill sunfish
(Lepomis macrochirus) and conspecific alarm cues. We evaluated the response of embryos (activity level) to the
predator cue alone on days 3, 4, and 5. Our results indicated that embryos learn to associate a predator cue
with a conspecific alarm cue as early at 3 days post-fertilization. Spatial proximity to other embryos had a larger
effect embryonic responses than group size, suggesting that social behavior may be facilitated by
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mechanosensory mechanisms. These findings contribute to a growing body of knowledge on both social and
embryonic learning.
Poster

Sexual dimorphism in visceral organ mass in Wood Frogs (Lithobates sylvaticus)
Raheal Takwe and Michael S. Finkler, Indiana University Kokomo
Sexual dimorphisms in body size, which are common in many species of anurans, have often been ascribed to
different selective forces that influence reproductive success in males and females. However, relatively little is
known about dimorphisms in whole-organism physiology or in internal morphology in anurans. In this study, we
investigated potential differences in visceral organ mass (heart, liver, stomach, total intestine, and kidneys)
between reproductive male and female Wood Frogs (Lithobates sylvaticus) collected from breeding sites in
Marshall County, Indiana in March of 2020. On average, female frogs were both longer and more massive than
males, although the range of body sizes for males participating in the breeding chorus was much broader. Males
had proportionately somatic dry carcass masses (largely consisting of bone and muscle). There were no
significant differences in the proportional size of the heart, liver, and kidneys between males and females, but
females had proportionately larger stomachs and intestines kidneys than males. The proportionately larger
carcass masses of males may promote increased chances of successful reproduction (e.g., calling, amplexus,
and interference of other males). In contrast, the larger relative size in organs that aid in the intake of nutrients in
females likely support their higher gamete production costs.

Poster

Plasma Creatinine Levels in Old Royal College of Surgeon (RCS) Rats
Jenna McKune and Dr. Marianna Zamlauski-Tucker, Department of Biology, Ball State University
The RCS pigmented rat is used as an animal model for studying inherited and age-related retinal degeneration in
humans. In retinal degenerative diseases, there is a build up of broken down photopigments resulting in retinal
dysfunction. A previous study reported that protein excretion was increased in old female RCS rats. Increased
protein excretion suggests that kidney dysfunction may also be present in this model. The present study
investigated whether there was an increase in plasma creatinine in this aging pigmented female RCS rat. An
increase would indicate glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is also decreased, consistent with kidney dysfunction.
Twenty two month old female RCS rats (n = 4) were in the experimental group and similarly aged nondystrophic RCS female rats (n=4) were in the control group. The rats were weighed, placed in small restrainers
and blood was collected from the tail into capillary tubes. The capillary tubes were spun down by a hematocrit
centrifuge and the hematocrit determined. The plasma was harvested from the capillary tube and the plasma
creatinine concentration was determined using a Reflotron. Values were compared using a Student’s T Test.
There was a significant increase in the plasma creatinine levels in the female RCS rats when compared to the
control group. This indicates that there is also a decrease in GFR in the female RCS, consistent with kidney
dysfunction occurring in this rat model.
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Following are the names of individuals who served on the various Indiana Academy
of Science committees this year; generously sharing their expertise and time . It is
with such dedication, the Academy is able to realize its mission, and is grateful .
Elected Standing Committees:
Academy Foundation Committee:

Thomas Dolan (Chair)
Clare Chatot
Michael Finkler (ex officio)
Patrick Motl

Research Grants Committee:

James Mendez (Chair)
Minal Muyle; Ed Clements;
Jessique Haeft (ex-officio);
Forrest Collin Hobbs; Marc Milne:
Glené Mynhardt; Zhihai Li

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Appointed Standing Committees:
Awards Committee

Donald Ruch (Chair)
Marcia Gillette
Darrin Rubino
Sarah Mordan-McCombs
Horia Petrache
Marcia Moore

Biodiversity and Natural Areas Committee

Marc Milne (Chair)
Brant Fisher
Paul Rothrock
Glené Mynhardt
Jeremy Sheets
Alice Heikens
Scott Namestnik
Nate Engbrecht
Mark Jordan
Tom Sobat

Budget Committee

Paul Doss (Chair and President-Elect)
All Council Members
All Committee Chairs

Indiana Community Grants Committee
Delores Brown (Chair)
Jessique Haeft
Alice Heikens
Luke Jacobus
James Mendez

Nominations and Elections Committee

Delores Brown (Chair)
Alice Heikens; Horia Petrache

Proceedings Editorial Board

Donald G. Ruch (Co-Editor)
Paul Rothrock (Co-Editor)
Arden Mower – Anthropology
Darrin Rubino – Botany
Erika Sorensen-Kamakian – Cell Biology
Patrick McVey – Chemistry
William Elliott – Earth Science
Jeremy Sheets – Ecology
Irene Reizman – Engineering
Charles Crawford – Environmental Science
Kevin Drury-Mathematics
Christopher Stobart – Micro/Molecular Biology
Adam Rengstorf – Physics and Astronomy
Kemuel Badger – Plant Systematics/Biodiversity
Christine Barlow – Science Education
Brian Gall– Zoology & Entomology

Publications

Bill N. McKnight (Special Publications Editor)
Sarah Mordan-McCombs (Webmaster)
Paul Rothrock/Donald Ruch (Proceedings Editors)
Luke Jacobus (Newsletter Editor)
Jocelyn Lewis (Librarian)

Science and Society Committee
Delores Brown (Chair)
Christopher Stobart
Erin Gerecke

Youth Activities Committee

Azeem Ahmad (Chair)
Ken Andrzejewski
Kyle Jane
Vanessa Quinn
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